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Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) technologies have the potential for considerable 
petroleum consumption reductions, at the expense of increased tailpipe emissions due 
to multiple “cold” start events and improper use of the engine for PHEV specific 
operation.  PHEVs operate predominantly as electric vehicles (EVs) with intermittent 
assist from the engine during high power demands.  As a consequence, the engine can 
be subjected to multiple cold start events.  These cold start events have a significant 
impact on the tailpipe emissions due to degraded catalyst performance and starting the 
engine under less than ideal conditions. On current hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), the 
first cold start of the engine dictates whether or not the vehicle will pass federal 
emissions tests.  PHEV operation compounds this problem due to infrequent, multiple 
engine cold starts. 
The dissertation research focuses on the design of a vehicle supervisory control system 
for a pre-transmission parallel PHEV powertrain architecture. .  Energy management 
strategies are evaluated and implemented in a virtual environment for preliminary 
assessment of petroleum displacement benefits and rudimentary drivability issues.  This 
baseline vehicle supervisory control strategy, developed as a result of this assessment, is 
implemented and tested on actual hardware in a controlled laboratory environment 
over a baseline test cycle. 
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Engine cold start events are aggressively addressed in the development of this control 
system, which lead to enhanced pre-warming and energy-based engine warming 
algorithms that provide substantial reductions in tailpipe emissions over the baseline 
supervisory control strategy.  The flexibility of the PHEV powertrain allows for decreased 
emissions during any engine starting event through powertrain “torque shaping” 
algorithms that eliminate high engine torque transients during these periods. 
The results of the dissertation research show that PHEVs do have the potential for 
substantial reductions in fuel consumption, while remaining environmentally friendly.  
Tailpipe emissions from a representative PHEV test platform have been reduced to 
acceptable levels through the development and refinement of vehicle supervisory 
control methods only.  Impacts on fuel consumption are minimal for the emissions 
reduction techniques that are implemented, while in some cases, substantial fuel 
consumption reductions are observed.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Introduction 
Hybrid vehicles, with the ability to operate in an electric-only mode and recharge from 
an electric outlet, have received a great deal of attention recently because of the 
potential benefits of substantially shifting their energy source from petroleum to 
electricity.  Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) are described in the Advanced Energy 
Initiative (announced in President George W. Bush’s 2006 State of the Union Address) as 
a way to dramatically increase fuel efficiency and utilize spare electric generating 
capacity at night as well as being “a practical step toward hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles, 
which have some of the same electric-drive and power-management technologies” 
(Advanced Energy Initiative 2006). 
The White House has high expectations for PHEVs, as expressed in the press release 
regarding the President’s message, as a means for “drivers to meet most of their urban 
commuting needs with virtually no gasoline use.”  President Bush has stated publicly 
that PHEVs will have a range of 40 miles “operating solely on battery charge” (Plug-In 
Hybrid Electric Vehicle R&D Plan February 2007).  This expectation poses a substantial 
technological challenge since currently available hybrid vehicles are not designed to be 
operated in an electric-only mode for any substantial period of time and would be 
capable of only a few miles of electric range with reduced performance.  In addition, 
consumers currently pay a premium for hybrids and additional electric range (i.e., 
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requiring a higher energy battery and higher power electric drive components) would 
likely increase the cost differential, reduce the likelihood of high volume sales, and 
consequently, the intended benefits.  
One of the main concerns with PHEVs is the potential increase in carbon dioxide 
emissions from powerplants due to the increased load on the electric utilities for 
recharging of the high energy capacity battery packs.  In addition, there is the potential 
for increased tailpipe emissions from these vehicles due to more engine cold starts and 
infrequent engine operation. 
Background 
What is a PHEV? 
According to the United States Department of Energy Office of Energy Efficiency and 
Renewable Energy Vehicle Technologies Program (United States Department of Energy 
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Vehicle Technologies Program 2008), 
a PHEV is defined as: 
“A plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) combines the propulsion capabilities of a 
traditional combustion engine with an electric motor. The PHEV uses essentially the 
same technology as an HEV but uses much larger high-voltage batteries to power the 
electric motor and has a longer all-electric range. But, unlike the batteries in the HEV, 
which are recharged by only the internal combustion engine, and other technologies, the 
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batteries in PHEVs can also be recharged by using an external power source, such as a 
home electrical outlet.” 
Certainly, PHEVs are not a new concept.  However, advances in the state-of-the-art of 
battery technology, particularly with lithium chemistries, have propelled the PHEV to 
the forefront of advanced powertrain research.  Preliminary investigations into the 
characterizations of PHEV powertrain architectures and respective vehicle control 
philosophies have been conducted by a host of sources.  A variety of advanced 
powertrain configurations has been proposed to address what a PHEV should be.  Early 
adopters of the technology have resorted to creating conversions of existing HEVs (A123 
Systems 2008) (Energy Control Systems Engineering, Inc. 2008).  The approach taken by 
these vehicle converters varies, ranging from supplementation of the existing energy 
storage system with an additional battery to complete replacement of the energy 
storage system with a larger, single battery pack. 
Whether or not PHEV acceptance increases in the future is highly dependent upon how 
the state-of-the-art in energy storage systems progresses.  It is apparent that PHEVs of 
the future will resemble all electric vehicles more closely, with small heat engine range 
extending capabilities in the form of a series hybrid configuration.  General Motors has 
alluded to this fact with the introduction of the Chevrolet Volt concept PHEV. 
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Modern approaches to PHEV control 
Various research groups, including national laboratories, have conducted numerous 
analyses in order to determine the merits of potential operational strategies for PHEVs. 
These analyses are based upon different control strategy philosophies and all electric 
range (AER) capabilities.  There has been much debate about how to design the energy 
management system for these vehicles.  Researchers at the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) provide a brief overview of three (3) basic energy management 
strategies for PHEVs (Gonder and Markel, Energy Management Strategies for Plug-In 
Hybrid Electric Vehicles April 2007).  The first, referred to as “AER focused,” describes 
the powertrain as operating electrically and having substantial electric drive capabilities 
for the entire charge depleting region of the energy storage system.  The down side 
here is that the vehicle would most likely cost more and be heavier due to the 
substantial electric drive sizing requirements.  The second energy management strategy, 
referred to as the engine-dominant blended strategy, uses the electric system to 
supplement the engine.  Subsequently, there is heavier reliance on the engine in this 
strategy than any of the others.  The supervisory controller tries to operate the engine 
in its most efficient operating regimes, maximizing fuel economy as best it can.  The 
third approach, called the electric-dominant blended strategy, relies on the electric 
drive to propel the vehicle.  The engine is used only when the electric drive cannot meet 
the demands of the driver.  The reasoning behind this strategy is that even though the 
engine only fills transient gaps, and may not be operating at its most efficient points, the 
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relatively infrequent engine operation means very little fuel is used.  This type of 
operation would most likely have a very significant impact on tailpipe emissions due to 
the potential for multiple cold starts, and the fact that the engine would be operating 
during transients under presumably high loads. 
Regardless of the different methods and theories researchers have for controlling a 
PHEV, all would agree there are two (2) distinct regions of operation for any plug-in 
hybrid vehicle (Gonder and Markel, Energy Management Strategies for Plug-In Hybrid 
Electric Vehicles April 2007)  (Sharer, et al. 2008).  These modes of operation are 
referred to as charge-depleting (CD) and charge-sustaining (CS).  In their basic forms, 
charge-depleting operation refers to a net decrease in the overall energy content of the 
battery pack, while CS operation refers to a net zero change in the energy contained in 
the battery pack.  CS operation is how traditional HEVs operate.  Figure 1 shows a 
generic graphical representation of how the state-of-charge (SOC) of a PHEV changes for 
each of these modes. 
CD operation can be accomplished by two (2) methods, which have been identified as 
all-electric CD and blended CD.  Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) researchers show 
that blended CD operation provides the most efficient means of operating the PHEV, 
given that the travel distance is known a priori (Sharer, et al. 2008).  The basic difference 
in the two (2) approaches is that the all-electric case depletes the battery from a high 







Figure 1.  Graphical representation of PHEV SOC change for charge-depleting and 
charge-sustaining operation 
  






















The blended strategy allows intermittent use of the engine to supplement the motor 
during periods of high power demand.  The blended strategy offers a wide range of 
possible control laws.  
ANL researchers have identified that the blended mode of operation offers more 
efficient operation possibilities through global optimization techniques, the potential for 
component size reduction (downsizing of the electric drive system), and an ultimate cost 
savings due to reduced power requirements and increased packaging efficiency. 
A recent ANL study stresses the use of global optimization to compare various PHEV 
component sizes and their impacts on fuel consumption (Karbowski, Haliburton and 
Rousseau 2008).  The technique used in this study was based on the Bellman Principle of 
Optimization.  The study suggests that the global optimization techniques that were 
employed are not useful for application to real-time control systems, unless the exact 
route or driving cycle is known prior to the operator moving the vehicle.  This technique 
allows for better comparisons of various powertrains since each is operated at its 
(claimed) most optimal operating points over that particular driving cycle.  All findings 
reported in this study were based entirely on simulation, and no experimental data is 
presented.  The baseline vehicle model used in this study is based on the powertrain 
components currently being used on the Mobile Advanced Technology Testbed (MATT) 
platform at ANL. 
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Another exploration into the optimization of PHEV control parameters was performed 
at ANL using a different approach.  The use of a non-derivative based algorithm was 
presented to optimize control strategy parameters for a predefined control system for a 
parallel pre-transmission PHEV (Rousseau, Pagerit and Gao 2008).  Basic HEV control 
strategy was employed for energy management, including power and SOC thresholds 
for turning the engine on, and high driver demand situations.  Two basic modes were 
employed for hybrid operation: CD and CS.  SOC maintenance power was determined by 
using a linear look-up table (maintenance power versus SOC).  One important note was 
that when the engine was on, it was controlled to operate at its highest efficiency.  The 
paper did not mention whether or not excessive charging and high throughput to the 
battery were addressed as part of the control strategy.  The results showed that there 
were two (2) basic parameters that were highly influential on minimizing fuel 
consumption: the power threshold for turning the engine on, and the minimum time 
that the engine was required to remain on.  Another important finding was that since all 
of the optimization was based on trip distance and a priori knowledge of the trip, 
determination of optimal control parameters for a general case would diverge.  
However, the results indicate the best choice for a single, universal set of parameters 
would be to optimize over a medium to long distance.   
Another study conducted at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 
investigated using dynamic programming techniques for PHEV energy use optimization 
(O'Keefe and Markel November 2006).  The simulation results indicated that a half-size 
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PHEV using a smaller motor and low power-to-energy ratio batteries has nearly the 
same fuel consumption of a full-size PHEV (and in some cases, can have an even lower 
fuel consumption), but uses components that can be of lower cost.  In addition, when 
the trip distance is not known, it is better to operate as an electric-centric vehicle as 
opposed to utilizing a blended control strategy. 
Optimization is often a nebulous term when dealing with complex systems, such as 
PHEV control systems.  Clearly, much of the optimization work rests on the fact that a 
priori knowledge of the drive cycle must exist.  Researchers at NREL are conducting an 
ongoing project to determine the merits of employing global positioning system (GPS) 
based data into a HEV control system (J. D. Gonder January 2008).  However, the study 
clearly states that drive quality and emissions are ignored in this study.  One important 
bit of information presented in the paper was that the New European Drive Cycle 
(NEDC) provides a very sound means of tuning a static vehicle supervisory controller, 
with good results across many subsequent tests on different drive cycles.  The results 
indicate that for the example case studied, fuel savings were achieved that were 2-4% 
better than for static tuning when using route-based control.  Here again, this paper did 
not present any experimental data to substantiate these claims, nor did they address 
any drive quality or emissions issues. 
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The problem with PHEVs: Emissions 
While the basic framework for how to control a PHEV has now been firmly established, 
there has been no mention in the literature thus far of addressing the vehicle emissions 
issue.  A group of researchers at The Ohio State University performed a study on the 
control of HEVs that took into account engine out emissions as part of determining the 
optimal point to operate the engine in a parallel HEV architecture (Rajagopalan, Rizzoni 
and Guezennec December 2003).  Cost functions were employed which were based on 
maps for fuel efficiency and basic emissions data.  These maps were then weighted 
based on the current operating state of the vehicle.  Cold starts were included as a 
separate state and the study claimed that cold start emissions were greatly reduced.  
However, there was no experimental data to support this claim.  In addition, the fuel 
and emissions maps were static maps, and no transients were addressed.  Engine data 
used in the study was reported to come from Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) 
tests, which substantiate the theory that transients were disregarded.  Modest 
improvements in fuel efficiency and slight reductions in emissions were shown. All 
results came from simulation using the ADVISOR model (a backward facing simulation 
tool developed by NREL).  Simulated emissions results based upon quasi-static maps 
generally exhibit a substantial margin of error due to the fact that transients and 
thermal effects are neglected.  Experimental testing is more reliable for emissions 
prediction due to the inherent inclusion of these transients, thermal characteristics of 
the engine and exhaust aftertreatment system, and chemical kinetics in the catalysts. 
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There have also been numerous studies on the impacts that PHEVs will have on the 
emissions produced from power plants due to increased grid electricity generation.  
While these studies are certainly pertinent, they do not address the emissions impacts 
of PHEVs from a vehicle system perspective, and are not within the scope of this study. 
In addition to modeling and simulation activities, laboratory testing and field evaluations 
have been carried out on recently available PHEV conversion vehicles.  These vehicles 
are second generation Toyota Prius models retrofitted with auxiliary battery packs, or 
fitted with completely new, larger capacity battery packs.  Preliminary laboratory testing 
results from the Advanced Powertrain Research Facility (APRF) at ANL indicate these 
vehicles suffer from increased emissions due to initial cold starts and multiple “restarts” 
of the engine (Carlson 2007).  Figure 2 illustrates a nitrogen oxides (NOx) and total 
hydrocarbon (THC) emissions comparison between one of the conversion PHEV vehicles 
and an unmodified Toyota Prius hybrid for multiple consecutive Urban Dynamometer 
Driving Schedules (UDDS).  The testing suggested that the engine start-up controls were 
not calibrated for CD operation, with times where the engine was started under high 
load and high speed conditions.  It is important to understand that these conversion 
vehicles do not have access to the engine or supervisory control of the original vehicle.  
Therefore, these issues certainly have not been addressed by the original equipment 
manufacturer (OEM), and the conversion companies cannot change any of the current 







Figure 2.  PHEV conversion emissions results for multiple UDDS drive cycles (with 
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The emissions for the first UDDS cycle are approximately the same.  This is due to the 
first cold start of the engine on this cycle for both vehicles.  However, during the next 
few cycles, the emissions for the unmodified Toyota Prius are greatly reduced while the 
emissions levels for the PHEV conversion remain high.  Based upon this data, there is 
sufficient work to be done in the area of PHEV emissions control and subsequent vehicle 
supervisory control strategies.   
More recent data produced at the APRF suggests that supervisory controls can have a 
large impact on emissions reduction.  One conversion company was able to reduce the 
tailpipe emissions from their converted vehicle back to “near stock vehicle” emissions 
levels simply by modifying their battery management system.  Unfortunately, based on 
this testing, there is still much work to be done in this area. 
Figure 3 illustrates the measured emissions of some of the currently available PHEV 
conversion vehicles.  This data set was taken at the Advanced Powertrain Test Facility at 
ANL, and is presented as non-methane organic gases (NMOG) versus NOx.  None of the 
current PHEV conversion Toyota Prius vehicles is able to match stock Toyota Prius 
emissions values, as shown in the figure.  All of the vehicles that are able to attain super 
ultra low emissions vehicle (SULEV) status do not modify the engine operating strategy 
of the base production vehicle, i.e., the engine starts when the key is switched on.  The 
EnergyCS, Kokam Hymotion Prius, and HybridsPlus Prius all modify this base strategy 
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The PHEV conversion vehicle data is provided as a reference and to gauge the current 
state-of-the-art in PHEV technology since no OEM PHEVs were available for test at the 
time of this research.  The data suggests that improvements in supervisory control could 
further reduce the tailpipe emissions of PHEVs. 
Contributions to the field of PHEV research 
Most recent studies on PHEV technologies have been focused on the potential positive 
impacts on oil consumption reduction, as well as the negligible impacts on power plant 
emissions from increased electric utility generation.  Such studies have been mostly 
analytical in nature, and have provided minimal experimental data.  In addition, little 
emphasis has been placed on potential tailpipe emissions impacts of PHEVs, as 
evidenced by the lack of published information in this area.  This is a key factor when 
assessing the mass production and marketability of these vehicles from an OEM 
perspective, particularly when considering federal test procedures and emissions 
regulations. 
Impacts of intermittent PHEV engine operation on the overall vehicle control strategy, 
tailpipe emissions, and oil consumption effects are addressed as part of this dissertation 
research.  Identification and mitigation of tailpipe emissions from a PHEV are central 
themes in this research, and fill a void in the available research data in this area.  
Analytical techniques are coupled with experimental and empirical methods to address 
the potential tailpipe emissions problems associated with multiple engine cold starts of 
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PHEVs, and to quantify the effects of these on energy consumption.  Futhermore, a vast 
amount of experimental data is generated for PHEV emissions and energy 
conmsumption, including both transient and thermal performance of a representative 
internal combustion engine and exhaust aftertreatment system.  
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Chapter 2: Approach and Methodology 
Approach 
Both analytical and experimental tools are employed to develop, implement, and verify 
the necessary PHEV control strategies that form the basis of this research.  Vehicle level 
modeling tools are developed such that energy management strategies can be verified 
and ultimately validated through experimental testing of a complete PHEV powertrain in 
a chassis dynamometer laboratory.  The approach and corresponding methodologies 
applied during this study are described in greater detail in the following sections. 
Vehicle attributes/characteristics 
A suitable, representative vehicle platform must be selected for the purpose of 
modeling, simulation, and emulation on a chassis dynamometer.  Current PHEV 
conversions are based on existing production level HEVs, such as the Toyota Prius and 
the Ford Escape HEV.  However, extensive data is available on a subcompact 
conventional vehicle (Ford Focus) at ANL, and available test equipment, such as the 
MATT, is setup to emulate this vehicle.  Therefore, this vehicle platform will provide the 
basis for developing the PHEV powertrain as part of this research.   
The vehicle platform provides a base for developing the advanced powertrain necessary 
for creating a PHEV.  There are several powertrain configurations that could be 
implemented.  Current conversion vehicles are based on a power-split powertrain.  
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However, future PHEV vehicle designs are leaning more toward a series hybrid electric 
vehicle with range extending capabilities in the form of a small heat engine, as is the 
case for the Chevrolet Volt. 
For the purpose for this study, a pre-transmission parallel hybrid electric vehicle will be 
used as the powertrain architecture for PHEV implementation.  This selection was made 
based on the fact that the test platform (MATT) that was chosen for the experimental 
phases of this research was already configured as a pre-transmission parallel. 
A pre-transmission parallel HEV powertrain is designed such that both of the propulsion 
sources for the vehicle, in this case a heat engine and a traction motor, are located prior 
to the transmission.  These components can be used individually to power the vehicle.  
This allows for an all electric mode of operation, commonly referred to as zero 
emissions vehicle (ZEV) mode.  The engine can be used separately to power the vehicle 
much like a conventional powertrain.  Both the heat engine and the traction motor can 
be combined in a variety of ways to jointly propel the vehicle, or to charge the energy 





The research is conducted in a structured approach, consisting of two (2) distinct 
phases.  Phase I establishes the baseline vehicle model and corresponding energy 
management strategy.  The baseline energy management strategy is designed such that 
full CD and CS operation is possible, with no consideration giving to emission impacts or 
exhaust aftertreatment performance.  Phase I of the research also produces 
experimental laboratory data taken from actual hardware for model validation purposes 
and identification of relevant emissions constraints for proceeding into Phase II. 
Phase II is the focus of the research where emissions are directly addressed and 
mitigated through the use of supervisory control strategy methods.  Thorough analysis 
of Phase I experimental data is used to develop emissions reduction algorithms that will 
be integrated into the baseline control strategy to reduce tailpipe emissions.  An 
assessment of the impacts on the overall energy consumption of the new strategies is 
performed to understand the trade-offs between emissions reductions and energy 
consumption.  The term energy consumption, both electrical and fuel, is relevant in the 
context of a PHEV since the energy storage system is depleted during normal operation 
of the vehicle.  Figure 4 depicts how the respective stages are linked together and the 
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Phase I Research 
Task 1: Analytical Modeling and Simulation 
Task 1 is perhaps the most important area of the research.  Since the research is 
centered on the supervisory control system and development of energy management 
strategies, a robust vehicle model is key to the investigation.  The analytical portion of 
Phase I begins with the development of a traditional HEV powertrain.  As described 
earlier, the powertrain is based on a pre-transmission parallel HEV architecture due to 
the relevancy to current PHEV design concepts and existing laboratory hardware 
considerations.  Since a PHEV is, in essence, a special case of a traditional HEV, the same 
pre-transmission parallel powertrain is used for the PHEV model.  Differences in the 
energy storage capacity and controls philosophy (energy management strategy) 
differentiate the two.  Figure 5 represents a Powertrain Systems Analysis Toolkit (PSAT) 
block diagram of the proposed powertrain architecture.  This configuration provides a 
compromise to existing and proposed PHEV powertrain designs. 
Ideally, each of the pertinent vehicle components must be appropriately identified and 
sized to meet the performance requirement of the vehicle.  The engine size, in this case, 
is fixed due to hardware limitations and availability.  In addition, the high voltage 
traction drive system (electric machine and energy storage system) are also fixed in size 







Figure 5.  PSAT block diagram representation of the vehicle powertrain architecture 




The thorough development of a suitable control strategy during this task is paramount 
to the success of the research.  Therefore, a brief outline of the basic requirements of 
the control system is presented. 
The overall function of the control system is to coordinate the interaction of the heat 
engine, the traction motor, and the energy storage system.  The manner in which the 
control system carries out this function relies on many factors.  The following 
paragraphs outline the three (3) primary objectives for the functionality of the 
supervisory control system. 
1. Translate driver intent.  The most fundamental objective of the vehicle system 
control is to translate the intent of the driver.  The control system must interpret 
what the driver is trying to do, and to deliver what is expected up to the 
limitations of the entire system.  The primary interfaces for the driver to the 
vehicle are the accelerator and brake pedals.  These inputs are transformed into 
control signals for the traction motor and heat engine.  These two primary 
motive forces work together to provide the necessary torque to satisfy the 
demands of the driver. 
2. Maintain SOC of energy storage system.  Since the design philosophy of this 
control system employs both a CD and a CS approach, the hybrid control system 
must maintain the SOC of the high voltage (HV) battery pack.  This function must 
be integral to the control algorithm and, more importantly, be transparent to the 
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driver.  Fluctuations in the delivered torque to the drive wheels are not desired 
from a consumer acceptability and drivability point-of-view. 
CS operation is perhaps the more complicated of the two (2) SOC maintenance 
philosophies (the other being the CD approach).  There are two (2) basic 
methods, or sources of energy in the powertrain, to charge the battery pack.  
The first method, referred to as regenerative braking, is to make use of the 
otherwise wasted kinetic energy from a braking event.  Regenerative braking can 
lead to a more efficient drivetrain.  Regenerative braking can be applied in two 
(2) basic versions.  The most efficient means of regenerative braking is referred 
to as series regenerative braking.  In this approach, the traction motor absorbs 
all of the energy from the wheels to slow the vehicle up to a charge limitation on 
the battery.  At this point, the foundation brakes are then applied.  While this is 
the best system to use, it is inherently more difficult to implement.  The second 
implementation technique for regenerative braking is referred to as parallel 
regenerative braking.  The basic difference with this version versus the series 
approach is that the traction motor and foundation brakes work in parallel to 
slow the vehicle down.  For this reason, it is less efficient since less energy is 
returned to the HV battery pack.  However, parallel regenerative braking is much 
easier to implement.  
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The second method for charging the battery pack is to use the traction motor as 
a generator that utilizes energy from the heat engine during low power demand, 
such as during vehicle cruise conditions.  Idle charging of the HV battery pack is 
also possible in this vehicle powertrain configuration, and falls into this category. 
3. Protect HV battery.  The most critical item for PHEV durability is the life span of 
the HV battery pack.  The vehicle control system should provide a means of 
limiting available battery power based on the limitations of the pack itself.  In 
order for the battery to survive for a predetermined warranty period, strict 
adherence to battery pack manufacturer limitations should be maintained.  Such 
items as charge and discharge limitations, maximum module temperature, and 
SOC limitations must be taken into account when coordinating the interactions 
of the traction motor and the heat engine. 
Custom developed control system software is created in PSAT and refined as necessary 
to verify proper functionality.  The control system must address the three (3) basic 
control objectives outlined earlier.  The study begins by looking at the traditional HEV 
control strategy and respective battery pack in order to establish a baseline for 
determining the merits of PHEV operation.  The CS HEV control strategy is developed 
first and functionally verified through simulation since this is a fundamental building 
block for creating the PHEV control strategy.  The CS strategy is then simulated over a 
host of driving cycles and tuned to minimize fuel consumption. 
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The PHEV control strategy builds upon the results of the HEV strategy.  A CD strategy is 
developed and added to the CS HEV strategy.  The CD strategy includes two (2) distinct 
approaches as suggested by the literature.  These include a full electric-only mode, 
referred to as maximum depletion, and a blended strategy. The blended strategy is 
flexible enough to provide a variety of different operational possibilities of the engine.  
An engine dominant strategy, as well as an electric dominant strategy, is also 
investigated. 
A general, or universal, control strategy is developed with the goal of minimizing fuel 
consumption.  In this first round of control strategy development, possible constraints 
that may be implemented to reduce emissions are ignored in order to give the lowest 
possible fuel consumption.  Drivability issues, such as number and duration of engine 
start/stops, and emissions impacts are assessed during the experimental application of 
this preliminary control strategy on a full hybrid powertrain installed on a chassis 
dynamometer. 
Several drive cycles can be used in order to tune each of the control strategies.  The 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) fuel economy test cycles, such as the UDDS and 
Highway Fuel Economy Test (HWFET), are typically used extensively for this type of 
development.  For the purpose of this research, the UDDS drive cycle is the focus for 
development and testing since it involves multiple vehicle stops.  The intended purpose 
of the PHEV is to provide electric-only operation during urban driving at low 
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speeds/loads.  For highway driving cycles, the engine would operate continuously in 
order to preserve electrical energy for urban driving situations.  Multiple UDDS cycles 
are used repetitively such that the fully charged energy storage system is fully depleted 
for each control strategy investigated.  An example of a single and multiple UDDS drive 
cycle is shown in Figure 6. 
Task 2: Experimental Hardware Testing and Evaluation 
This experimental phase implements the work accomplished during the Analytical Phase 
I aspect of the research into actual hardware.  The Phase I control strategy will be 
targeted to real-time hardware to control the powertrain described in Figure 5.  The 
multiple UDDS drive cycle test plan described previously will be executed on the MATT 
at the ANL APRF, which is described in more detail later in this document.  A battery of 
data will be logged as various drive cycles are traversed on the chassis dynamometer at 
the APRF, focusing on engine operation (emissions, start/stop frequency) and battery 






a).  A single Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) 
 
b).  Multiple UDDS driving cycles used for PHEV simulation and testing 
Figure 6.  Vehicle speed traces used for vehicle supervisory control system calibration 
and tuning 
























Task 3: Model Validation 
Upon successful completion of Phase I, data taken during the experimental portion will 
be used to validate the PSAT model being used for fuel economy prediction and control 
strategy development.  Component behaviors observed during the hardware testing 
phase are incorporated into the PSAT model, such that the simulation results are more 
consistent with the actual experimental results.  Once the model has been successfully 
validated, Phase II of the research begins. 
Phase II Research 
Phase II continues development of the control strategy developed in Phase I, but 
addresses the emissions issues determined during dynamometer testing.  Careful 
analysis of the powertrain operational data and associated emissions characteristics 
observed in Phase I provide the basis for control strategy adaptation and improvement 
to successfully reduce the emissions of MATT operating as a PHEV. 
Task 4: Analytical Modeling and Simulation with Emissions Constraints 
Upon successful completion of the first experimental phase, the results are examined to 
arrive at a set of emissions-related constraints that must be met in order to satisfy 
certain emissions regulations.  These constraints must be defined at the outset, but the 
preliminary idea would be for the PHEV to meet the same level of emissions as today’s 
best hybrid technology (Toyota Prius, for example).  These constraints are translated 
into parameterized software and inserted as appropriate into the baseline controls 
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architecture.  Once these constraints have been formulated, inserted into the code, and 
successfully debugged, a new control strategy that theoretically provides for the most 
fuel efficient operation of the candidate powertrain while maintaining acceptable 
emissions levels is tested on the experimental powertrain.  The baseline simulations 
performed during the analytical portion of Phase I are repeated for comparison of 
performance and fuel economy impacts.  It is important to note that PSAT does not have 
the ability to model the thermal characteristics of the exhaust aftertreatment system of 
the heat engine.  Therefore, Phase II will be an iterative process between the modeling 
and simulation environment and the hardware test environment. 
Task 5: Experimental Hardware Testing and Evaluation with Emissions Constraints 
The final task of the proposed research focuses on validation of the final optimized 
control strategy with emissions constraints enforced, as determined in Task 4.  Task 5 is 
an iterative process with the analytical portion of Phase II in order to reduce the 
emissions of the engine to acceptable levels. 
In addition to the primary objective of this research, a secondary related topic is 
investigated in parallel.  The goal of this parallel sub-task is the characterization of the 
thermal/temperature profile of the catalyst (three-way catalyst for the purpose of the 
spark-ignition engine being proposed for this research) subjected to multiple cold starts.  
This data will be collected concurrently with the rest of the data being logged during the 
respective experimental phases of the primary research.  This data provides valuable 
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insight into the thermal signature of the catalyst, and yields data for further 
aftertreatment development specific to PHEVs.  This data is integral to the development 
of the Phase II supervisory control strategy. 
Once the supervisory control strategy has been exercised in both simulation and 
experimentally over the multiple UDDS drive cycles, conclusions are drawn as to the 
impacts of emissions control on the overall perceived advantages of PHEVs.  In addition, 
insight into some of the technical barriers that manufacturers might face when 
producing a marketable vehicle that meets EPA regulations is provided. 
Research tools 
The research utilizes both analytical and experimental methods to develop and validate 
supervisory control strategies and energy management algorithms for a candidate PHEV 
powertrain.  The following sections describe the modeling and simulation tools used to 
design and verify the respective control algorithms in software, as well as the hardware 
tools to experimentally validate the impacts on emissions and fuel economy. 
Software 
Vehicle modeling and simulation is accomplished using DOE-developed PSAT.  PSAT 
allows dynamic analysis of vehicle performance and efficiency to support detailed 
design, hardware development, and validation.  A driver model attempts to follow a 
driving cycle, sending a power demand to the vehicle controller which, in turn, sends a 
demand to the propulsion components (commonly referred to as “forward-facing” 
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simulation).  Dynamic component models react to the demand (using transient 
equation-based models) and feed back their status to the controller.  The process 
iterates on a sub-second basis to achieve the desired result (similar to the operation of a 
real vehicle).  The forward architecture is suitable for detailed analysis of 
vehicles/propulsion systems and the realistic command-control-feedback capability is 
directly translatable to PSAT rapid control PROtotyping (PSAT-PRO) control software for 
testing in the laboratory.  Capabilities include transient performance, efficiency and 
emissions (conventional, hybrid, and fuel cell vehicles), development and optimization 
of energy management strategies, and identification of transient control requirements.  
In 2004, PSAT received an R&D 100 award, which highlights the 100 best products and 
technologies newly available for commercial use from around the world.  This is the 41st 
year the technology awards have been given by R&D Magazine to recognize the “100 
most technologically significant new products” of the entries the magazine receives. 
PSAT-PRO allows dynamic control of components and subsystems in hardware-in-the-
loop (HIL) testing.  Real hardware components are controlled in an emulated vehicle 
environment (i.e., a controlled dynamometer and driveline components) according to 
the control strategy, control signals, and feedback of the components and vehicle as 
determined using PSAT.  The combination of PSAT-PRO and HIL is suitable for propulsion 
system integration and control system development, as well as rigorous validation of 
control strategies, components, or subsystems in a vehicle context (without building a 
vehicle).  Capabilities include transient component, subsystem and dynamometer 
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control with hardware operational safeguards compatible with standard control 
systems. 
MATT: The Mobile Advanced Technology Testbed 
A modular component powertrain testbed is an alternative solution for testing different 
technologies in a hybrid vehicle environment while keeping the cost and required 
resources relatively low.  This research utilizes the MATT platform developed by 
researchers at ANL (Lohse-Busch 2009).  This testbed is composed of physical hardware 
component modules including an internal combustion engine and a transmission as well 
as emulated component modules such an energy storage systems.  Figure 7 shows the 
modular concept of MATT. 
MATT is modular in nature and composed of various “plug and play” modules.  The base 
is a ladder type frame with wheels.  Different component modules are bolted to the 
frame and connected with shafts to compose the hybrid powertrain. The modules are 
built on ¾ inch thick steel plates with a bolt-hole pattern for mounting. Each subsystem 
module is composed of the main system subcomponent, as well as all the necessary 












For example, the engine powertrain module has an engine with its engine control unit 
(ECU), wiring, cooling system, clutch actuation system, and extensive instrumentation. 
These modules can be ‘real’ physical components such as an engine or they can emulate 
hardware such as a battery pack and electric traction motor combination.  The real 
components capture those effects that simulation may not accurately represent, such as 
variable losses in components based on temperatures and/or emissions from the 
engine.  The emulated components are defined by models running in a real-time 
simulation based on physical inputs from sensors.  These emulated components use 
physical hardware to add or subtract torque from the driveline based on the real-time 
simulation and the energy management strategy.  For example, a single electric motor is 
used to emulate a multitude of energy storage systems of varying capacities as well as 
an electric traction motor model.  
The components and subsystems on the modules are easy to instrument since all parts 
are open and not constrained by packaging constraints or sheet metal.  The 
instrumentation is individual to each specific module and can be put in place before 
implementing the new module onto MATT.  The minimum instrumentation requirement 
is torque, and speed sensors are installed between each component so that torque-
speed performance and the losses of each module can be assessed on transient drive 




The high level controller that is interfacing with all the modules, including their 
subsystems, commands the components according to an energy management strategy.  
The controller has three (3) functions:  
1. Lower level component control.  The purpose of the lower level component 
control is to interface with the actuators of the different modules to assure their 
proper operation.  An example of lower level component control is the dry clutch 
actuator to enable the launch in a conventional vehicle. 
2. Energy management and torque split strategy.  The energy management 
strategy can also be referred to as the hybrid control strategy.  This part of the 
controller decides how to split the torque request from the driver between the 
engine and high voltage drive system.  
3. Component Emulation.  In some modules, the controller also computes a real-
time simulation using models for energy storage systems and electric machines.  
These simulations use sensor inputs and generate outputs that are added to the 
driveline using physical hardware. 
MATT can emulate different vehicle sizes using a modern chassis dynamometer.  
Specific vehicle characteristics such as test weight and losses enable chassis 
dynamometers to apply appropriate force at the wheels as shown in the equation 
below.  The vehicle is tested using coast-down techniques on a level test track to derive 
the vehicle loss coefficients.  On the dynamometer, the coast down test is repeated and 
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mF rdynamomete  
where, 
m is the vehicle test mass, 
A, B, and C are the vehicle loss coefficients, and 
V is the vehicle speed. 
To summarize, the modular approach makes it possible to test a wide variety of 
different technologies and combinations without having to rebuild the entire vehicle.  
The physical elements provide the additional advantage of being able to test emissions 
and thermal effects, which are both difficult to model accurately in computer 
simulations.  All of the components can be highly instrumented since the modules are 
open on the testbed and the packaging is not limited by a vehicle body shell.  The high 
level controller is open and can be programmed with any hybrid energy management 
strategy.  This feature makes MATT the perfect testbed for assessing different PHEV 
control strategies and determining emissions impacts.  On the dynamometer, MATT can 
even be configured and tested as different vehicle sizes. 
MATT Hardware and Capabilities 
The current configuration of MATT is as a pre-transmission parallel hybrid electric 
vehicle.  The current setup is composed of a conventional gasoline powered 2.3 liter 
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gasoline engine, an emulated electric propulsion system and a 5 speed automatic 
transmission.  Figure 8 shows a picture of MATT’s current configuration. 
The engine has a conventional dry clutch and thus can be disengaged from the rest of 
the driveline.  The physical electric motor is only used to provide torque based on the 
real-time simulation of an energy storage and traction motor model. The automatic 
transmission has been modified to transfer reverse torque for regenerative braking and 
to allow electric launch with the traction motor only.  Together, these components 
enable different vehicle operating modes. 
The operating modes available to MATT are: 
The conventional vehicle.  By using the engine, the conventional clutch, and the 
transmission while bypassing the motor, MATT operates as a conventional gasoline 
vehicle.  The conventional vehicle sets the baseline for fuel economy and emission data 
to compare to hybrid operation. 
The electric vehicle.  By disengaging the engine with the clutch, MATT operates as a 
pure EV.  Using the onboard real-time hardware to emulate small and large motors as 
well as different battery technologies, various capacities and power levels can be tested.  












The hybrid electric vehicle.  By using the virtual scalable motor capability, different 
types of HEVs can be emulated, ranging from a mild assist hybrid with engine start-stop 
to a full EV capable hybrid.  PHEVs are also possible since MATT can easily emulate the 
large battery pack required.  
MATT Hardware Modules 
The gasoline engine module 
The engine module is composed of a spark ignited gasoline engine with corresponding 
ECU, two-stage exhaust aftertreatment system, coolant system, clutch actuator, 12V 
starter, and all necessary instrumentation.  The engine module layout is presented in 
Figure 9. 
The engine is a production engine with its stock ECU.  This is important when 
considering the duty cycles that this engine will be subjected to as part of this research.  
For hybrid operation, each engine start event will actually be accomplished by cycling 
the key switch.  This means that the normal engine start algorithm in the ECU will be 
executed at every engine start, which normally includes a short period of open loop 
operation and slight fuel enrichment to start the engine.  It would not be unusual to 
expect a spike of hydrocarbon and/or carbon monoxide emissions with each engine 
start.  The electronic throttle is controlled by the ECU based on the acceleration pedal 
position and engine feedback.  MATT’s high level controller commands engine torque by 











The engine uses a standard automotive 12V starter for cranking.  The starter is wired to 
the computer controller.  The crank time is limited in the software to prevent hardware 
damage.  The controller switches the ignition to the ECU for engine start and stop.  In 
hybrid mode, the engine can also be bump started by engaging the clutch while the 
electric motor is already spinning.  
The engine exhaust system is built with all of the components used in a production 
vehicle.  From the exhaust manifold, the gases run through two (2) catalytic converters, 
then through the exhaust pipe under the vehicle, and finally through a silencer and 
muffler before coming out at the end of the testbed.  The catalytic converters are 
instrumented with thermocouples, as well as a wide band oxygen sensor.  The exhaust 
setup is presented in Figure 10. 
During the tests the exhaust gases are collected and analyzed in a Pierburg AMA 4000 5 
gas analyzer (HC, CH4, CO2, CO, NOx).  During the test, diluted exhaust gases are sampled 
to fill the exhaust sample bags.  At the end of the test, the bags are analyzed to provide 
the total emissions and the carbon balance fuel economy.  The exhaust gases are also 
continuously analyzed during a test, providing modal information that gives insight into 
the transient engine emissions behavior.  This becomes increasingly important for 
hybrid operation, especially PHEV operation where the engine starts several times 
during a test cycle and may not reach operating temperature rapidly or at all.  Typically 











The virtual scalable energy storage system and motor module 
A key feature of MATT is the virtual scalable inertia motor module.  A physical motor on 
the module provides positive or negative torque to the driveline just as it would in a 
hybrid powertrain.  The physical motor drives get their power from the power grid in 
the test facility instead of a battery pack, which is the power source in most hybrids.  
The motor is an AC induction machine selected for its fast transient response.  The 
motor was modified to be double ended so that the engine is coupled to the input of 
the shaft and the transmission is directly coupled to the output.  Figure 11 shows a 
picture of the physical hardware of the motor module.  
The virtual scalable energy storage system and the virtual scalable motor are defined in 
a real-time simulation in the hybrid vehicle controller.  The principles of component HIL 
are used here.  The hardware interacts in parallel with a real-time simulation of 
component models.  Figure 12 illustrates this interaction.  When the energy 
management system requests a given torque from the motor, the controller first verifies 
that the virtual motor and the virtual battery pack can provide the requested current 
and the torque.  The controller then sends the torque command or the maximum 
available torque command to the physical motor.  Next, the virtual current is derived 
from the commanded torque based on the motor model.  That current is applied to the 















Figure 12.  Component HIL logic for the virtual scalable motor module (with 




Another notable aspect of the virtual scalable motor module is the motor inertia 
emulation mode.  The controller measures motor speed and acceleration to calculate 
the torque required to cancel the physical motor’s inertia as well as the resistive torque 
that inertia of the virtual motor would add to the driveline.  The inertia emulation brings 
the virtual scalable motor module a step closer to reality.  During extremely fast 
transients, such as gear shifts, both the physical and emulated inertia torques are too 
high for the physical motor to always accurately execute the emulation.  
The limitation of the virtual scalable energy storage system and motor module are 
defined in the capability of the physical motor.  The physical motor is an AC induction 
limited to a maximum torque of 200 N*m and a base speed to 2880 RPM.  The 
maximum electric power from the test facility is 48 kW.  To return power to the grid, a 
regenerative unit is used which is limited to 36 kW.  
The current hardware is sized to emulate an EV from a small compact sedan up to a 
small sport utility vehicle (SUV) on the UDDS.  The propulsion system cannot supply 
quite enough power for the US06 which is the most aggressive standard drive cycle. 
Although the motor is not rated for a continuous 60 kW, the propulsion system is 
adequate since the drive cycles are transient in nature.  In other words, higher power 
demands only occur during high-speed accelerations.  For example, the peak power for 
a small SUV traversing the UDDS drive cycle is close to 50 kW, which occurs during the 
high speed acceleration of the 2nd “hill” on the UDDS.  Conversely, the average positive 
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propulsion power on the cycles is 10 kW for the small SUV, which is well within the 
continuous rating of the physical electric machine.  
The virtual scalable energy storage system and motor module can actually emulate a 
motor that is larger than the actual physical hardware as long as the torque-speed 
profile is within the operating envelope of the physical machine.  The torque-speed 
envelope is determined by the vehicle characteristics and the drive cycle.  
An essential element of the emulation is based on the simulation and the fidelity of the 
component models.  The real-time simulation occurs in the controller that manages the 
higher level energy management and torque split strategy as well as the lower level 
component control.  The code is based on PSAT, which is a forward looking vehicle 
simulation tool.  Currently, the electric motor is based on a UQM 75 kW motor and the 
energy storage system model emulates a 41A*hr lithium ion battery pack intended for 
PHEV applications.  Both models have been validated against physical hardware.  The 
models include efficiency maps as well as constraints that limit the component 
operation to the limits of the physical hardware.  The whole EV emulation has been 
correlated to hardware in ANL’s APRF. 
The key feature of this virtual inertia scalable motor module is the flexibility to emulate 
different battery technologies and electric motors.  The energy storage system can be 
changed to facilitate different technologies and capacities in software without having to 
change any hardware.  The motor emulation capability ranges from no motor or a small 
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hybrid assist motor to a full EV capable electric machine.  This module is extremely 
useful for PHEV studies.  
The automatic transmission module 
This module uses a 5-speed automatic transmission.  For the EV and HEV application on 
MATT, the automatic transmission is modified to accommodate two (2) additional 
functions: 
Electric vehicle launch.  An automatic transmission launches the vehicle using the 
torque converter with the engine idling.  In the electric launch mode it would be very 
inefficient to run the motor at 1000 rpm and launch using the torque converter.  Thus, 
the torque converter was removed.  An auxiliary pump provides the pressure required 
to close the clutches and hold the commanded gear until the input shaft spins and thus 
the internal pump spins fast enough to provide the transmission line pressure.  
Reverse torque transmission during regenerative braking.  To allow reverse torque 
transfer all the way to zero vehicle speed in 3rd, 4th, and 5th gear, some mechanical 
modifications were implemented, thus enabling regenerative braking. 
A solid axle rear end holds the differential that is paired with the automatic transmission 
module.  The final drive ratio in the differential can be changed to accommodate 
different overall gearing.  A 5000 N*m torque-speed sensor is installed between the 
output of the transmission and the input to the differential.  Figure 13 shows the 













An aftermarket transmission control module was incorporated and has digital inputs for 
the up-shift and down-shift commands.  Thus, the lower level control of the 
transmission is much easier and faster.  During shifts, the control forces the torque from 
the motor or the engine to be reduced to 15% of the driver demand to facilitate the 
shift.  When the engine is engaged, the clutch is partially disengaged so the engine is 
pulled up to the transmission input speed.  Since the clutch slips, the inertia forces are 
softened.  Shift times with the automatic transmission are about 400 ms with 
continuous lower torque transfer. 
As a safety feature, the transmission mechanical gear select switch needs to be actively 
shifted to “drive” using an air solenoid.  In case of an emergency stop or power loss, the 
transmission will automatically return to neutral.  
The transmission controller requires a torque input signal to adjust the clamping 
pressure on the appropriate clutches to hold the torque transferred across the 
transmission.  Since MATT has two (2) possible power sources (the engine and the 
motor), the signal sent to the transmission controller is the sum of the torque requests.  
During braking, the signal is the regenerative torque requested from the motor.  In 
some cases of extreme regenerative braking at lower input speeds, the transmission 
fluid pressure was not high enough to maintain the required clamping force on the 
clutches.  This was resolved by increasing the turn-on threshold of the auxiliary pump 
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and, if needed, applying mechanical braking to reduce the regenerative braking. This is 
only necessary on aggressive cycles such as the US06. 
The data acquisition system and instrumentation summary 
Most of the instrumentation has been covered in the module-specific sections.  The 
data collection from a single test comes from the instrumentation on MATT, data saved 
in the high level controller (control data and emulated component data), the 
dynamometer data, the test cell data, and the emissions bench and optional systems 
such as the engine pressure trace indicating system.  The facility data acquisition 
system, as well as MATT’s onboard system, is designed to be very flexible in adding 
instrumentation.  Another great advantage is the open component module approach 
which makes the instrumentation and sensors easily accessible.  Most of the data is 
recorded by the APRF main host computer and some MATT-specific information is 
merged in post-processing after the test.  
The sensors on MATT are wired into signal conditioning boxes.  These boxes condition 
the incoming signal to a standard isolated 0 to 5VDC signal.  Each signal has two (2) 
output connectors in order to share the signal between the high level controller and the 
data acquisition system.  The high level controller uses the signals for component 
control and energy management strategies.  The data acquisition system is dedicated to 
recording the data. 
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Beyond individual component investigations, the major goal is to understand the 
performance and the efficiency of the components in a HEV system environment and 
their effect on the system.  A requirement of the instrumentation is to be able to track 
power and energy in the driveline throughout and over the test cycles.  Figure 14 
summarizes the instrumentation that enables this analysis.  
The data is also used to debug, understand and recalibrate the component control as 
well as the energy management strategies. 
Driving MATT 
A proportional-integral-derivative (PID) loop is used to emulate a driver.  A pre-
programmed drive cycle starts once the virtual key is turned on.  Once started, the PID 
loop adjusts the driver torque request to minimize the speed difference between the 
actual wheel speed and the desired wheel speed required by the drive trace.  The gains 
for the PID loops have different calibrations at low and high vehicle speed.  The PID loop 
does look ahead on the trace by one (1) second.  Only the driver PID loop uses the look-
ahead technique.  It is not used to influence the energy management strategy.  In real 
vehicle testing on a dynamometer, a driver also looks ahead and can anticipate required 
changes in accelerator or brake pedal position on the trace ahead.  The PSAT-PRO 
“driver” has extra features which include cruise control from any target speed as well as 
a “pulse and glide” mode.  The “pulse and glide mode” was developed to emulate and 







Figure 14.  Instrumentation summary with respect to power and energy flows 




Another useful feature is a pedal set that can replace the software PID loop driver in the 
code.  A user can use an accelerator pedal and a brake pedal to drive MATT.  This 
capability is very useful during initial troubleshooting phases when a new hardware 
module is put in place.  It is also useful to compare a human driver input to the PSAT-Pro 
PID driver to ensure that the computer driver is realistic.  
The driver, be it the virtual driver or a human driver, ultimately closes the loop on 
powertrain torque control to meet the desired vehicle speed dictated by the drive cycle.  
The graphical user interface 
During testing the user has access to the visual feedback and calibration possibilities in 
the ControlDesk© interface.  Any control parameter can be calibrated in real time as 
MATT is running a test.  The interface has two modes.  First is the actual test mode, 
where a virtual key is turned on to start the automated drive cycle test with the current 
energy management strategy.  Second is manual override mode, where the user can 
command all of the actuators on MATT independently.  The second mode accesses a 
special section in the code which allows the user to override the output commands to 
components in order to test individual operation of actuators for debugging purposes.  












The Advanced Powertrain Research Facility 
The APRF at ANL will be used in conjunction with the MATT HIL system.  The APRF 
features a four wheel drive chassis dynamometer, with a complete data acquisition and 
emissions measurement system.  Component, subsystem, and vehicle test facilities 
support HIL testing, control system development, and technology validation. The APRF 
allows researchers to test vehicles and components to provide configurations without 
building and then tearing apart an entire vehicle each time a component is changed. The 
facility is completely modular, so parts can be interchanged quickly, for rapid, 
standardized assessment. Components can be benchmarked individually or as part of a 
system.  Figure 16 represents a computer generated layout of the APRF. 
The following list outlines the basic specifications and capabilities of the APRF: 
Dynamometer  
• 4WD capable from 90- to 180-inch wheelbase  
• 250-hp, 14,000-lb inertia emulation  
• Modes: road load, speed mode, coastdown  
Test Cell  
• Large 26,000-cfm test cell climate control with 150-ton cooling  
• 150-kW DC bus feed for motors and battery connections  
• Hydrogen fuel feed from outside storage integrated with 2-range mass 
measurement system  














• Gasoline, diesel, hydrogen, and natural gas  
• Capable of resolving emissions from SULEV vehicles  
• Full dilution tunnel for diesel vehicles  
• Fast response 2-channel THC and NOx analyzers  
• Filtered and dehumidified dilution air (HC < 1ppm, H2O < 10 grains/lb) 
Testing Considerations  
For the purposes of this research, certain testing limitations exist that must be 
considered due to the multiple UDDS test cycles needed for complete CD for a full 
charge test.  Due to limitations of emissions measurement (tedlar bag volume, data 
acquisition, etc.), the multiple UDDS must be broken up into individual UDDS cycles and 
run back to back.  In order for emissions to be measured and analyzers zeroed and 
spanned prior to each run, a finite amount of soak time exists between each test.  
Approximately 10 minutes are needed to reset the equipment for a new test.  This 
means there is a short soak time between cycles, and cooling of the engine and the 
exhaust aftertreatment system will occur.  Therefore, the test data is not 100% 
representative of a continuous drive schedule consisting of 6 UDDS drive cycles.  All 





Chapter 3: Phase I Research 
Analytical 
The research begins by developing a suitable vehicle model, complete with an 
appropriate powertrain configuration and baseline control strategy.  Each individual 
component model must be populated with performance data in order to adequately 
characterize the dynamics and efficiencies of the powertrain.  The following sections 
develop the vehicle level model and first attempt at a reasonable control strategy for 
conventional, HEV, and PHEV operation. 
Vehicle modeling 
The vehicle chosen for this study is based on a compact sedan, a 2002 Ford Focus.  This 
vehicle has been tested extensively in the APRF and has been validated using PSAT.  
Therefore, validated test data for the vehicle is readily available for use and provides an 
excellent basis to begin modeling.  The composition of the vehicle model can be broken 
down into two (2) basic constituents: mechanical components that comprise the 
physical vehicle, and the supervisory control strategies that manage the interactions of 
all relevant components within the vehicle.  A complete summary of the hardware 
components and relevant data is presented in the next section, followed by a detailed 




In order to successfully create a viable vehicle level model, powertrain components 
must be identified and respective data gathered.  PSAT organizes the creation of an 
advanced powertrain vehicle model into a logical sequence of events, beginning with 
the selection of a powertrain configuration.  As noted earlier, a pre-transmission parallel 
hybrid electric powertrain with single energy storage system provides the foundation 
from which to build the virtual vehicle.  This is consistent with the powertrain 
configuration of MATT.  Subsystem models are then chosen to populate each of the 
components of the powertrain.  Corresponding initialization files provide the necessary 
interface for component characterization via data maps and variables. 
The most important component models for this study are the engine, traction motor, 
and energy storage system.  The energy storage system model is based on a proprietary 
model developed by researchers at ANL.  The engine model is based upon an existing 
PSAT engine model that is scaled to match the characteristics of the gasoline engine 
currently in use on MATT.  Table 1 outlines the pertinent components used to create the 
vehicle model in PSAT.  A brief summary of the distinguishing characteristics of each 
powertrain component is provided in the table.  Once each of the powertrain 
components has been identified and populated with the relevant data maps and 




Table 1.  Vehicle component specifications for the PSAT model 
COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
 
Manufacturer: Ford Motor Company 
Maximum power output: 104 kW 
Maximum efficiency: 37% 
Displacement: 2.4 liter 
Configuration: Overhead cam 4 cylinder 
 
Manufacturer: Johnson Controls SAFT 
Energy storage capacity (PHEV): 10.6 kW*hr 
Nominal voltage: 260VDC 
Chemistry: Lithium-ion 
 
Manufacturer: UQM Technologies 
Continuous power: 53 kW 
Maximum power: 75 kW 
Maximum efficiency: 92% 
Details: Permanent magnet synchronous 
machine 
 
Final drive ratio: 
Estimated efficiency: 95% 
 
Tire size: 265/50R15 
Rolling radius: 0.33m 
Rolling resistance: 0.007 
 
Vehicle mass: 1685 kg 
Frontal area: 2.2 m2 
Drag coefficient: 0.33 
Dynamometer coefficients: 
F0 = 145 kg 
F1 = 7 kg/(m/sec) 





PSAT model initialization files for each relevant component are located in the Appendix.  
It should be noted that data associated with the engine model and lithium battery 
model are proprietary and, therefore, not located in this document. 
Control Strategy: Development of the Vehicle System Control Module 
The Vehicle System Control Module (VSCM) dictates how each of the powertrain 
components behaves, as well as how each subsystem interacts with other onboard 
systems in order to meet basic operator demands.  PSAT has a basic selection of 
powertrain supervisory control strategies to select from.  These control strategies 
provide basic functionality and are excellent for use in directional or trade-off studies.  
While these control models are useful, a custom control model was created that offered 
full flexibility and adaptability for later stages of the research where emissions 
constraints would be considered.  In addition, development of a custom control strategy 
was warranted in order to provide essential calibrateable parameters that would make 




The VSCM model was developed in a modular fashion in order to readily accept 
additional code insertion where necessary.  The control system architecture is 
comprised of various control processes.  The primary control processes of the VSCM are 
the Vehicle Mode Control Process (VMCP), the Energy Management Control Process 
(EMCP), the Regenerative Braking Control Process (RBCP), and the Battery Mode Control 
Process (BMCP).  Each of these processes and their functional responsibilities is 
illustrated in Figure 17.  Each of these control processes communicates with each other 
in order to facilitate the operation and interaction of the traction motor, energy storage 
system, and the engine.  All calculations within the VSCM are power based.  This ensures 
consistency throughout each process of the VSCM, and minimizes error due to missed 
gear ratios that are necessary for torque calculations. 
A detailed explanation of the overall function and model development is presented in 








Figure 17.  Control processes developed for implementation of the VSCM 
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Vehicle Mode Control Process 
The Vehicle Mode Control Process (VMCP) is responsible for the overall status of the 
vehicle.  The VMCP constantly monitors the status of driver (through the key switch and 
pedal inputs), as well as the operational status of all the powertrain subsystems (high 
voltage traction drive, energy storage system, engine control module, etc.).  The VMCP 
determines the operational mode, or status, of the vehicle and cascades this 
information to subsequent control mode processes within the VSCM.  High level 
operating modes of the powertrain include electric mode, hybrid electric vehicle 
operation with provisions for CS or CD modes, and regenerative braking mode. 
One of the most important functions of the VMCP is to determine when to operate the 
vehicle as an EV, or as an HEV.  Figure 18 represents a Stateflow© graphical 
representation of this primary responsibility of the VMCP.  There are a variety of 
circumstances that would demand the engine to operate.  Demanded engine power is 
the primary factor to turn the engine on.  This demanded engine power, which consists 
of driver demanded power and energy storage SOC maintenance power, is developed in 
more detail in the EMCP section.  Other factors that influence engine operation are 
vehicle speed, high driver power demand, and various overrides for conventional or 
electric only operation.  Hysteresis is built into each respective condition in order to 












Regenerative Braking Control Process 
The Regenerative Braking Control Process (RBCP) is responsible for coordinating the 
necessary traction motor braking torque values during braking events.  The RBCP must 
monitor such vehicle parameters as wheel speed, SOC, and brake pedal demands to 
determine the appropriate amount of negative torque to request from the motor.  The 
RBCP blends the braking effects of the traction motor and the mechanical brakes of the 
vehicle in a seamless manner.  Regenerative braking can be faded out as the vehicle 
approaches zero linear speed for drivability reasons.  For the purpose of maximizing 
overall vehicle efficiency for this research, regenerative braking is employed to its fullest 
potential, even to very low vehicle speeds.  The output of the RBCP is a braking power 
demand that is propagated to the EMCP for further processing and integration into the 
overall energy management strategy 
As a side note, if this control system were installed in an actual vehicle, the RBCP would 
constantly monitor the existing anti-lock braking system (ABS). The RBCP would cancel 
any traction motor brake torque request during an ABS event so that the positive effects 
of ABS are not cancelled and no wheel lock-up occurs.  While not actually implemented 




Battery Mode Control Process 
The Battery Mode Control Process (BMCP) interfaces with the energy storage system 
and receives critical information pertaining to the health and operation of the battery 
pack.  HV battery charge and discharge power limitations are received from the energy 
storage subsystem and further modified based on the current operating conditions of 
the powertrain and overall vehicle. 
The primary objective of the BMCP is to regulate the SOC of the energy storage system.  
The BMCP provides an output to the rest of VSCM control process to accomplish this 
task.  The power necessary to maintain the SOC for the vehicle, referred to as PSOC, 
becomes a modifier to the required engine power during HEV modes of operation.  The 
determination of PSOC is shown graphically in Figure 19 as a simple look-up table based 
on SOC.  Additional methods could be used for determining the value of PSOC. 
Energy Management Control Process 
The Energy Management Control Process (EMCP) is the most critical process within the 
VSCM.  The EMCP is responsible for coordinating the interaction of the heat engine and 
the traction motor.  The EMCP must ensure that the driver demanded power is satisfied 
while at the same time maintaining the SOC of the HV battery pack (either in a CS mode 































The EMCP must deliver these items while also administering overall system limitations 
for subsystem component protection.  The EMCP joins the outputs from the BMCP, the 
VMCP, and the RBCP to determine what is required of the heat engine and the traction 
motor. 
The design of the EMCP begins with the development of the simplest mode of vehicle 
operation, referred to as EV mode.  EV mode is generally a low power demand regime 
associated with lower vehicle speeds.  However, for a fully capable high voltage 
powertrain, such as the case for MATT, the electric mode of operation becomes 
substantial even during high power operation.  The EMCP works in concert with the 
other mode control processes to operate the vehicle.  The root output of the VMCP is 
the driver demanded power, referred to as Pdrv.  During EV operation, Pdrv is compared 
to energy storage system limitations that are supplied by the BMCP.  A flow diagram of 
the EV mode of operation is shown in Figure 20.  It is important to note that the desired 
power from the engine is zeroed out at the beginning of the sequence.  This is for safety 
concerns as well as completeness.  Basically, the driver demanded power, Pdrv, is 
compared to the incoming energy storage system limitations from the BMCP and 









Pdrv ≤ Pdischarge_limit ?














As described earlier, the prime output of the BMCP is the power necessary to maintain 
the SOC of the HV battery pack, referred to as PSOC. These variables together form the 
total power required of the engine in HEV mode.  It is worth noting that PSOC is ignored 
during the EV mode. The total engine power desired, designated Ptot, thus becomes 
Ptot = Pdrv – PSOC 
where, 
PSOC < 0 indicates power to CHARGE battery, and 
PSOC > 0 indicates power to DISCHARGE battery. 
The primary function of the EMCP is to deliver the appropriate torque commands to the 
engine and traction motor that a) satisfy the driver demand and SOC maintenance 
demand, and b) apply overall system limitations and constraints.  Figure 21 is a flow 
diagram that outlines how the respective system limitations are applied in a hybrid 
mode of operation. The flow diagram starts with Pdrv, since meeting the driver demand 
is the most important characteristic of the VSCM as a whole. 
For a ZEV mode of operation, the flow diagram shown in Figure 21 is modified to 
remove references to the engine. Basically, the bottom half of the diagram is used. The 
general outputs from this flow diagram are the modified engine power desired and 


















Pdrv ≥ Peng_des + 
Pdischarge_limit ?




Pelec ≤ Pdischarge_limit ?





Peng_des = Pdrv_mod – Pelec_des
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END














The engine optimal mode 
forces the engine to operate 
on its most efficient load 
point based on the current 
engine speed.
Ptot is the driver demanded 




These values are divided by each respective speed to give a torque command to the 
engine and traction motor. However, certain further adjustments to these values must 
be made in order to compensate for electrical system power losses (conversion of 
electrical energy to mechanical energy). This is also accomplished in the EMCP. One of 
the most important functions that the EMCP must include is to protect the HV system, 
particularly the battery pack. The EMCP utilizes the modified charge and discharge 
power limitations determined in the BMCP and calculates the corrected traction motor 
torque command, based on the previously determined Pelec_des, to ensure that the 
current drawn from the battery pack does not violate its maximum system limits. The 
EMCP offsets the Pelec_des command by filtering Pelec_des (set-point) and Pbattery_actual 
(response) through a PI controller. The resulting desired electrical power is what is 
actually requested from the traction motor. This approach ensures that the HV system 
limitations are never exceeded. 
PHEV Control Strategy Approaches 
The supervisory control system of the PHEV powertrain must allow for both CD and CS 
operation as appropriate over the entire usable SOC range of the energy storage 
system.  While there are literally endless possibilities for energy management strategies 
to be implemented into the VSCM, four (4) distinct supervisory control algorithms will 
be evaluated as part of this research. 
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Charge Depleting Operation 
The two (2) main approaches for PHEV CD operation are the maximum depletion and 
the blended mode.  The maximum depletion approach is the simplest control method 
and strives to discharge the battery pack as quickly as possible by operating in all-
electric mode until the lower SOC bound is reached. 
The blended strategy makes use of the engine during the CD region of operation.  The 
blended strategy applied in this research makes use of what will be referred to as charge 
preservation (CP) operation when the engine is running during CD.  The distinction 
between CP and CS is that the VSCM does not allow any charging of the battery pack by 
the engine (using extra fuel) and does not use the motor for any propulsion (no 
discharge of the battery pack is allowed).  The engine operates just as in a conventional 
powertrain and provides all propulsion for the vehicle.  In this way, the energy in the 
battery pack is preserved until the engine shuts off and electric operation resumes 
where it “left off.”  Another important concept applied in this strategy is that if the 
engine is commanded to operate, then it should be used to provide useful work.  This is 
another reason why no discharging of the battery pack is allowed during CP operation 
(reduction of the required power from the engine).  The CP mode is accomplished by 
temporarily setting the target SOC to the current SOC at the point when the engine was 
commanded to engage.  PSOC is then set equal to zero such that no charging or 
discharging of the energy storage occurs. 
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Charge Sustaining Operation 
For this particular pre-transmission parallel powertrain architecture, there are two (2) 
approaches to CS operation that cover a majority of the functional envelopes of the 
subsystem components, with emphasis on the engine. 
The first approach, referred to herein as the load following strategy, operates the 
engine much like a conventional vehicle where the commanded engine torque closely 
follows the demanded torque.  Excess engine power can be used to charge the battery 
pack during periods of low power demand, such as cruising.  The SOC is held tightly 
around a target SOC during CS operation.  In this approach during HEV operation, the 
traction motor is operated in a more constant regime, whereas the engine manages all 
the transients. 
The second approach, referred to herein as the engine optimal strategy, operates the 
engine much differently compared to the load following case.  Here, the engine is 
commanded to operate at its most efficient load point based on the current engine 
speed.  The motor acts as a generator and charges virtually all the time while the engine 
is running.  SOC maintenance is handled by operating the vehicle in electric mode for a 
larger percentage of the time, particularly during urban styles of driving.  In this 
approach during HEV operation, the engine is operated in a more constant regime, 
whereas the traction motor manages all the transient behavior necessary to adequately 




The following plots represent a comparison of the two (2) distinct CS, or HEV, operating 
strategies applied in this research, described previously as the load following strategy 
and the engine optimal strategy.  Figure 22 illustrates a comparison of the engine 
torque produced during a portion of the UDDS driving cycle for each of the two (2) 
respective HEV control strategies compared to a conventional vehicle.  The load 
following strategy tracks the conventional torque, while adding additional torque to 
charge the on-board energy storage system. 
The engine optimal approach operates on its most efficient load point, regardless of the 
driver demanded torque.  The more constant operation of the engine is evident here, 
which is in stark contrast to the transient operation of the engine for the load following 
case.  The traction motor is controlled to manage the transients, mostly acting as a 
generator to absorb excess torque which is used to charge the battery.  This approach to 
running the engine as efficiently as possible in this powertrain architecture subjects the 
energy storage system to reasonably high charging currents, and possibly could lead to 








Figure 22.  Engine torque comparison for conventional, load following HEV, and engine 
optimal HEV 
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Figure 23 further illustrates the fundamental difference in component operation for the 
respective hybrid control strategies by showing the traction motor torque for the same 
portion of the UDDS drive cycle.  Here, the load following case operates the motor in a 
much smoother, constant manner as compared to the more transient operation of the 
traction motor for the engine optimal case.  Note the substantially higher negative 
torque (charging) that the motor exhibits during engine optimal operation.  This 
“excessive” charging leads to more electric-only operation over the drive.  This is easily 
seen in Figure 24 where the SOC of each respective control strategy is compared. 
The HEV powertrain affords flexibility in the operation of the engine.  This can lead to 
substantial gains in the overall efficiency of the vehicle.  Figure 25 represents a walk 
from the conventional operation of the engine through each respective HEV strategy.  
From the figure it is clear that the engine can be operated very efficiently in parallel pre-
transmission hybrid as compared to the conventional powertrain.  An progressive 
increase in engine efficiency is evident in the transition from the conventional, to the 








Figure 23.  Motor torque comparison of load following and engine optimal HEV control 
strategies 
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Figure 24.  SOC comparison for load following and engine optimal HEV strategies 
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a).  Conventional mode 
 
b).  Load following HEV mode 
 
c).  Engine optimal HEV mode 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Both the load following and engine optimal CS strategies were incorporated into the 
controller and expanded for PHEV operation.  Figure 26 through Figure 29 represent a 
graphical summary of the fundamental operation of each case of the maximum 
depletion and blended strategies. 
Figure 26 and Figure 27 illustrate the engine operation for the maximum depletion/load 
following case and the maximum depletion/engine optimal case, respectively.  The 
maximum depletion cases feature all electric operation during the CD portion of the 
strategy, followed by either a load following or engine optimal charge sustaining phase.  
The load following case maintains the SOC tightly around the target SOC of 30%, as 
shown in Figure 26.  As a consequence, the engine turns on much more frequently.  The 
SOC for the engine optimal case, illustrated in Figure 27, is allowed to vary much more 








Figure 26.  Phase I maximum depletion load following operating summary 
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Figure 27.  Phase I maximum depletion engine optimal operating summary 
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This is due to the engine operating on its most efficient point, and consequently charges 
the battery to a much greater degree.  As a result, the engine does not have to turn on 
as frequently, and makes use of the excess stored electrical energy to propel the 
vehicle.  Less engine starts are desirable in order to potentially reduce THC and CO 
emissions. 
Figure 28 and Figure 29 represent the blended control strategy cases.  The CD phase for 
both the load following and engine optimal strategies are identical.  The philosophy for 
the blended CD operation is to operate in a CP mode.  When the engine is requested to 
provide power during higher demands, the engine is operated much like a conventional, 
load following strategy.  No charging or discharging of the energy storage system is 
allowed during CP mode.  The concept is to load the engine when it is requested to 
operate such that it operates more efficiently, hence no discharging of the battery.  
Conversely, the purpose of CD is to rely mostly on electric power, so extra fuel should 
not be consumed to charge the battery pack.  This approach is shown in the figures as a 
flat SOC line during engine operation for the CD portion of the simulation, such that the 








Figure 28.  Phase I blended load following operating summary 
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Figure 29.  Phase I blended engine optimal operating summary 
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Figure 30 represents a comparison of the energy consumption for each individual 
strategy that was simulated.  The energy consumption presented here is aggregated for 
the entire test regimen (6 consecutive UDDS driving cycles).  For both the load following 
and engine optimal approaches, the fuel consumption of the vehicle is reduced in going 
from the maximum depletion case to the blended case.  The engine optimal strategy 
provides marginally lower fuel consumption over the load following algorithm.  The 
electrical energy consumption is slightly lower for both of the engine optimal cases, due 
mainly to the excessive charging of the energy storage system during engine operation.  
An important consideration when considering energy consumption (particularly fuel 
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Phase I Experimental 
Model validation 
Simulation data produced as a result of Phase I was used in conjunction with 
corresponding MATT test data from the APRF to perform validation of the PSAT model.  
It is important to note that a rigorous validation of the PSAT model is not required, 
particularly since the model does not have the capability of predicting (engine-out or 
tailpipe) emissions, thermal aspects of the engine and exhaust aftertreatment system, 
or catalytic conversion efficiencies.  The PSAT model is used to rapidly develop, verify, 
and debug control strategy for proper functionality prior to testing on real hardware.  
The conventional mode was simulated and tested in order to validate the performance 
of the engine model and respective fuel use map.  Figure 31 illustrates predicted versus 
actual engine speed after tuning of the model had been performed for the first 800 
seconds of the UDDS drive cycle.  There is a discrepancy in engine speed at 
approximately 570 seconds into the cycle.  This is due to the difference in the shifting 
algorithm used in the PSAT model and that used on MATT.  Figure 32 and Figure 33 
represent the same portion of the UDDS, depicting predicted versus actual engine 
torque and engine fuel rate, respectively.  The results indicate a good fit of the data, and 
validate the ability of the PSAT model to predict the performance and efficiency of the 
engine.  The predicted fuel economy of the PSAT model for this data was 24.68 MPG, 
and the actual hot start fuel economy as produced by MATT was 25.28 MPG.  This 







Figure 31.  Conventional - engine speed comparison of simulation to actual test data 
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Figure 32.  Conventional - engine torque comparison of simulation to actual test data 
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Figure 33.  Conventional - engine fuel rate comparison of simulation to actual test data 
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The energy storage system model was validated using simulated and actual test data for 
the load following HEV case, since this control approach does quite a bit of charging and 
discharging of the HV battery pack.  Figure 34 shows the predicted versus actual energy 
storage system voltage for the same 800 second portion of the UDDS drive cycle.  Good 
correlation is achieved, with a few notable exceptions.  In certain places, the voltage is 
not predicted as well as it could be.  This is due in part to the engine starting at slightly 
different times during the test because of high power demands associated with gear 
shifting on MATT.  The driver model used in MATT is tuned to a point where shifts cause 
torque fluctuations, resulting in rapid changes in the driver response. 
Figure 35 illustrates the validation of the battery pack current against MATT data.  Just 
as with the pack voltage, the current is slightly off certain portions of the drive cycle due 
to unexpected engine starts and differences in requested charging power.  This is shown 
more clearly in Figure 36 where the SOC of the battery pack is plotted for both the test 
and simulation cases.  Around the 50 second mark, the engine starts in the simulated 
case, and the VSCM commands a lower charging rate.  From the test data, the SOC dips 
even lower until the engine comes on.  Due to the lower SOC, the VSCM commands a 









Figure 34.  Load following HEV – energy storage system voltage comparison of 
simulation to actual test data 
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Figure 35.  Load following HEV – energy storage system current comparison of 
simulation to actual test data 
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Figure 36.  Load following HEV – energy storage system SOC comparison of simulation 
to actual test data 
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The traction motor model was validated using simulated and actual data for engine 
optimal HEV operation.  The engine optimal HEV data was chosen here since the 
traction motor is controlled to operate frequently in both motoring and generating 
modes.  Figure 37 illustrates the validation of the rotational speed for the traction motor 
model.  There is strong agreement of the simulation to the actual test data, and it 
resembles the engine speed trace shown previously.  The traction motor and engine are 
directly coupled during HEV operation, and hence operate at the same rotational 
speeds.  Figure 38  represents a comparison of traction motor torque for the same time 
span for a portion of the UDDS.  It is important that the traction motor model accurately 
predict the applied torque during generating (both for charging during engine optimal 
operation and for regenerative braking events) and motoring while in electric only or 









Figure 37.  Engine optimal HEV – traction motor speed comparison of simulation to 
actual test data 
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Figure 38.  Engine optimal HEV – traction motor torque comparison of simulation to 
actual test data 
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Phase I Energy Consumption Results 
Figure 39 represent the total test cycle energy consumption results for Phase I.  A 
reduction in fuel consumption is shown in transitioning from the maximum depletion 
load following strategy to the blended load following strategy, with a slight increase in 
electrical energy consumption.  A small increase in fuel consumption is shown when 
moving from the maximum depletion engine optimal strategy to the blended engine 
optimal strategy, with a corresponding increase in electrical consumption. 
Figure 40 is an energy consumption plot that summarizes the PHEV maximum depletion 
operation of the test platform over the individual UDDS drive cycles.  This type of energy 
consumption plot represents the consumption results for each cycle of the complete 
test series.  Each data point represents one (1) complete UDDS cycle in the test series.  
Note that some data points may fall on top of each other.  The test progresses from 
right to left in these plots.  Conventional cold and hot start data are also included as 
reference points.  The points where the lines cross the x-axis represent all electric 
operation, while the y-intercept represents charge-balanced operation.  Note that 
conventional operation also falls on the y-axis since this type of control strategy is a 
special case of charge-balanced operation.  Any point that falls in between these points 
is considered to be in the CD region.  The closer the line gets towards the origin, the 
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The slight bend in the data in this CD region is due to the cold start of the engine, and 
the extra fuel consumed by the engine during open loop fuel control as the engine 
warms up to normal temperatures.  Clearly, the engine optimal CS control algorithm is 
more fuel efficient, as shown in the figure. 
Figure 41 depicts the energy consumption results for the PHEV blended cases, both for 
engine optimal and load following CS operation.  There are more visible data points in 
the CD region due to the engine being used more frequently throughout the SOC range 
of the energy storage system.  The engine cold starts are more pronounced in this plot 
since they happen near the beginning of the test regimen.  The “L–shaped” bend on the 
right represents the cold start and the extra fuel required during open loop operation as 
the engine warms up to normal temperatures.  The first three (3) points on the far right 
are identical, since the blended methodology relies upon a CP strategy during CD 
operation.  The divergence as the data approaches CS operation is due to the change in 
operating philosophy as the engine optimal approach opts for engine optimal operation 













































Phase I Tailpipe Emissions 
Tailpipe emissions were collected and measured during each set of tests.  Figure 42 
represents an overall summary of the regulated tailpipe emissions, reported on a grams 
per mile basis, for each of the four (4) strategies evaluated.  The x-axis represents NOx 
emissions, while the y-axis represents NMOG emissions.  The conventional case, i.e. 
running MATT in a conventional “engine only” mode with the same set of dynamometer 
target coefficients, is given as a point of reference to show the test unit is capable of 
attaining SULEV emissions.  As expected, the maximum depletion cases provided the 
highest level of tailpipe emissions.  Moreover, the maximum depletion engine optimal 
strategy created much higher concentrations of NOx emissions as compared to the 
blended strategy.  This is due primarily to the first engine starting event, where the 








































Phase I Maximum Depletion Emissions Results 
In order to understand the total emissions results presented earlier in Figure 42, cycle 
by cycle emissions for each respective UDDS drive schedule are examined.  Figure 43 
illustrates THC emissions on a per cycle basis.  For the maximum depletion strategy, no 
emissions occur during the first two (2) consecutive UDDS drive cycles due to all electric 
operation, as shown by the data points on the x-axis around 350 W*hr/mile.  During the 
third test, both the load following and maximum depletion strategies exhibit large 
spikes in THC emissions.  This is simply due to the first (cold) engine start.  Each control 
strategy approach reaches the lower SOC threshold of 30% during this test, and 
transition into full CS operation.  The last three (3) cycles are repetitive full CS runs, and 
consequently produce far lower emissions due to normal operating conditions achieved 
for the engine. 
Figure 44 represents the cycle by cycle NOx emissions results for both maximum 
depletion cases.  The same trend is evident here just as for THC emissions.  The first 
engine start produces higher emissions that taper as full CS operation is achieved.  The 
effects of engine optimal operation are readily apparent here.  During the first engine 
start, the engine is commanded immediately to a very high load where efficiency is at its 
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NOx emissions were found to be much less for the load following approach.  Very high, 
sustained torque is not requested of the engine during this cold start instance. 
Figure 45 shows the cycle to cycle CO emissions data for the maximum depletion trials 
of Phase I.  These plots exhibit a slightly different trend than the THC and NOx emissions 
results.  The initial cold start of the emission produces high CO emissions for both the 
load following and engine optimal cases.  However, as the SOC decreases and the 
powertrains approach full CS operation, the emissions do not fall back down.  Instead, 
the CO emissions for the engine optimal case fall only slightly, while the CO emissions 
actually increase more for the load following case.  The rise of CO emissions has been 
determined to be directly linked to the number of engine starts for this test platform, as 
shown in the inset of Figure 45 where cumulative CO emissions and engine speed are 
shown.  A slight increase in CO occurs with every engine start, due most likely to the 
non-hybrid calibration of the engine and key cycling.  The CO emissions are less for the 
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Phase I Blended Strategy Emissions Results 
Similar plots were produced for the blended cases in order to understand the 
fundamental differences between the emissions signatures for the Phase I maximum 
depletion and blended strategies.  Figure 46  represents a summary of the cycle by cycle 
THC emissions data for the blended approach.  Since the engine is used more 
throughout the test sequence, the cold start is evident on the far right as the highest 
spike in THC emissions.  The THC emissions tend to drop dramatically as engine 
temperatures approach normal conditions for subsequent test runs, and level out as full 
CS operation is achieved.  Recall that the engine is controlled to operate in a CP mode 
until the transition SOC is reached.  For this reason, the first three (3) data points 
starting from the right are identical for the load following and engine optimal 
approaches. 
The emissions then diverge for each strategy as the transition to CS operation is 
attained in the test.  However, both strategies produce a slight increase in THC emission 
during the transition.  This can be attributed to the fact that the engine is being 
operated more often during the transition, and the emissions are reported on a grams 
per mile basis.  The engine optimal strategy produces higher emissions during full CS 
operation, while the load following tends to fall off to acceptable values.  The engine 
optimal case produces higher THC emissions due to the high loading imposed 






































Figure 47 summarizes the cycle NOx emission data for the Phase I blended tests.  The 
peak in NOx emissions during the second test does not follow the expected trend, since 
the peak should occur during the first test cycle as a result of the first engine start.  
Figure 48 illustrates the engine torque, mass flow rate of NOx, and pre-catalyst 
temperature for the first two (2) cycles of the blended test.  Here, an unexpected engine 
start during hill #1 of the UDDS occurs in cycle 2, resulting in a lower torque demand.  
The engine starts during hill #2 of cycle 1, at a very high torque demand.  This high 
demand, coupled with a cold engine and exhaust aftertreatment system, creates a 
larger spike in NOx emissions than during the first start of cycle 2.  Another important 
item observed from this plot is that the exhaust gas temperature has cooled almost 
completely back to “cold” conditions at the beginning of the second test. 
Figure 49 summarizes the Phase I blended strategy results for CO emissions.  Typical 
behavior is exhibited here, with a high spike, shown to the far right of the plot, during 
the first cold engine start.  The CO emissions drop sharply during the second cycle, and 
then begin to steadily increase during subsequent cycles of the CD region.  This is due in 
part to the number of engine starts that increase as operation transitions out of the CD 
region into the full CS region.  As described earlier, the CO emissions for the load 










































Figure 48.  Explanation of NOx emissions during Phase I, Cycle 2 of the blended load 
following test 
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Chapter 4: Phase II Research 
Analytical 
Phase I Data Analysis 
Identification of emissions control restraints 
In order to understand what the most influential operating characteristics are with 
respect to emissions, the conventional vehicle operation was first examined.  As was 
previously shown in Figure 42, conventional operation offered the lowest tailpipe 
emissions over the test cycle.  The first (cold) start of the engine characterizes the 
emissions footprint of most vehicles.  Therefore, cold start data from a conventional 
vehicle test was examined to gain a better understanding of what the critical 
parameters associated with emissions production are.  The blue colored curves in Figure 
50 represent the actual temperatures of the primary and secondary catalysts, 
respectively.  The primary catalyst heats very quickly, and reaches a normal operating 
temperature range within the first 100 seconds.  However, the secondary catalyst takes 
substantially longer, around 275 seconds into the UDDS cycle.  The engine coolant 
temperature, shown as a red dashed line in the figure, tracks very closely with the 
secondary catalyst temperature.  The dark green line represents the actual integrated 
engine power during the test.  The figure shows that the cumulative engine energy 
approaches around 3 MJ at the point when both catalysts, as well as the engine coolant 







Figure 50.  Cold start catalyst and coolant temperature profiles for conventional 
operation 
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This information will be used to develop an engine warm up strategy for the Phase II 
implementation of the control strategy. 
When modeling HEVs, one of the most often overlooked aspects of engine operation is 
when the engine is commanded to turn on and produce torque.  The engine is turned on 
when extra torque is needed for propulsion, or when the energy storage system is at a 
relatively low SOC.  This occurs at times when the engine speed is reasonably high when 
it is engaged (greater than idle speed), and commanded to produce torque instantly.  If 
the engine is requested to perform in this manner from a “cold” state, THC and NOx 
emissions can be substantial.  Figure 51 represents actual test data of such engine 
operation during the maximum depletion load following control strategy.  The engine is 
engaged and ramped quickly to high speed, and commanded almost instantly to 
produce torque to provide traction power and charge the energy storage system.  The 
result is a large spike in NOx production, shown in the figure with a slight transport delay 
due to sampling through the CVS system to the emissions analyzers. 
Figure 52 represents data for the first engine start during Phase I maximum depletion 
blended operation.  Even though the engine produces relatively low power output (on 
the order of about 10 kW), the torque is requested instantly upon engine start.  The 









Figure 51.  Example of NOx production during charge sustaining portion of maximum 
depletion PHEV test 
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Figure 52.  Emissions production for low power first time engine start during Phase I 
maximum depletion PHEV test  
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Figure 53 illustrates the first cold engine start and subsequent second engine start 
during hill #2 of the UDDS for the blended load following data set.  THC, NOx, and CO 
emissions are shown along with appropriate exhaust aftertreatment temperatures.  As 
the primary catalyst temperature increases during the second engine start, the THC and 
NOx emissions are reduced due to catalyst light-off and conversion efficiency rapidly 
increasing. However, CO emissions are virtually unchanged as far as peak production for 
each engine start.  Cold engine starting coupled with the non-hybrid engine calibration 
of the engine (repeated key cycling) are credited with the CO production.  Another issue 
apparent in Figure 53 appears during the second engine start.  The output torque of the 
engine is immediately commanded to near maximum output.  This type of engine 
operation exacerbates the THC and CO problem further.  NOx is not affected due to the 
initial warm up of the engine (as evidenced by the pre-catalyst temperature).  Once both 
primary and secondary catalysts reach normal operating temperatures (> 400°C), all 








Figure 53.  Cold start emissions during Phase I blended load following PHEV test 
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Control strategy modifications 
Engine Pre-Warming Strategy 
The maximum depletion cases are addressed first.  Here, all-electric operation from key 
switch on is maintained.  However, a smoother transition strategy must be implemented 
that heats the engine at low loading prior to being relied upon as the primary power 
source.  A key-on engine start strategy is not a desired option, but does provide a sound 
basis for an engine heating transition strategy in moving from CD mode into full CS 
operation. 
At moderately low SOC values, in this case below 40%, a SOC transition strategy is 
implemented.  A pre-warm up routine has been developed where the vehicle continues 
to function in a CD mode, relying on all electric power for propulsion.  During this 
transition, the CP mode is activated.  Upon reaching an engine start condition, the 
engine will start and be operated at a constant low torque command, in this case 15 
N*m.  As a first attempt, the pre-warm up routine is time based, and limited to operate 
for a total of 120 seconds.  The pre-warm up routine resembles a conventional key-on 
engine start and idle period which is slightly accelerated by applying a light load to the 
engine to heat critical exhaust aftertreatment components.  However, the traction 
motor is actuated to handle the transient power demands of the operator.  PSAT 
simulation results for this strategy are shown graphically in Figure 54 compared to Phase 







Figure 54.  Maximum depletion pre-warm up and engine energy based warm up 
routines 
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The light loading of the engine actually reduces the commanded power of the traction 
motor, which in turn slightly “preserves” the SOC of the battery pack.  This creates a 
delay in the next required engine start, which is the beginning of full CS operation of the 
PHEV powertrain. 
Main Energy-Based Warming Strategy 
Once the engine passes out of the pre-warm up routine, a main energy-based torque 
limiting routine is employed to further warm the engine and exhaust aftertreatment 
system in a gradual manner.  This approach effectively reduces high torque spike 
demands of the engine.  In essence, the main engine warm up concept is a scaling factor 
that modifies the maximum available engine power consisting of two (2) primary 
components. 
The first component of the energy based torque limiting scaling factor is derived from 
analysis of the conventional vehicle cold start, as shown previously in Figure 50.    The 
cumulative engine output energy, Etot, is calculated and normalized based on the 3 MJ 
value for successful conventional vehicle engine warm up, and is given by the expression 
 
where, 
Nenergy is the engine energy based scaling factor,  
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Etot is the total energy required for successful engine warm up, and 
Peng_des is the commanded engine power from the VSCM. 
Modern ECUs have internal algorithms that can infer actual engine output, however, 
desired engine output was used in this research to demonstrate the concept.  The 
energy-based torque limiting strategy is shown graphically on the right side of Figure 54. 
The second component of the energy based torque limiting scaling factor is based on 
vehicle speed.  The engine torque is limited more at lower vehicle speeds where 
typically wheel torque requests are greater to accelerate the vehicle.  This approach is 
based on a calibrated one-dimensional look-up table, shown in Figure 55, and accounts 
for up to a maximum value of 0.5 for the scaling factor of the torque limiting routine 
developed for Phase II. 
Finally, the total scaling factor, Ntotal, for the torque limiting engine warm up routine is 
given by the expression below.  Ntotal never can reach unity until Nenergy saturates and 
































Once the engine has completed both the pre-warm up and main engine energy based 
warm up algorithms, normal HEV operation of the powertrain resumes, with the 
addition of a new feature for Phase II.  One of the issues identified during the analysis of 
the Phase I data was excessive engine torque spikes, particularly during engine starting 
events.  This type of engine operation has been shown to contribute significantly to the 
production of CO and THC.  Fortunately, the HEV powertrain offers a high degree of 
flexibility for shaping both the commanded engine and traction motor torque values to 
deliver the proper wheel torque demanded by the operator. 
During hot starts of the engine, a ramp based blending of the engine with the traction 
motor torque has been implemented to remove these short periods of high engine 
torque demands.  The behavior of the algorithm functions much like a signal rate 
limiter, but offers more flexibility to actually shape the engine torque for best 
performance and lowest emissions.  As a starting point for assessment of the algorithm, 
a linear ramp has been implemented for testing during Phase II.  Figure 56 illustrates 
simulation results for the engine torque ramp algorithm compared against previous 
Phase I results.  For the purpose of this example, the torque is ramped up over a period 
of seven (7) seconds.  This relatively long ramp time actually removes the majority of 








Figure 56.  Engine ON torque ramp routine 
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Figure 57 represents a more detailed view of the hybrid operation of one (1) of the 
events depicted in Figure 56.  Traction motor torque is included to show how the 
perceived loss of powertrain torque due to torque limiting of the engine is replaced by 
traction motor torque during these transients.  The progression of hybrid functionality is 
outlined in this figure from left to right as: 
Electric launch – the traction motor provides all of the necessary power to propel 
the vehicle. 
Engine start with electric assist – as the engine torque is ramped up, the traction 
motor provides auxiliary torque to provide the required total wheel torque. 
Normal hybrid operation with cruise charging – the engine torque has been fully 
ramped up and becomes the primary source of propulsion.  Excess available 
engine torque is used to charge the battery pack in order to replenish electrical 
energy consumed during electric launch and assist. 
Regenerative braking – the engine is shut off to conserve fuel during 
decelerations to vehicle idle.  The traction motor is used to recover mechanical 
energy from the vehicle to further replenish electrical energy that will be used to 








Figure 57.  HEV component operation during engine start and torque limiting routine 
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Blended Strategy Modifications for Emissions 
The blended strategy builds upon the concepts developed to reduce the emissions of 
the HEV powertrain.  All current production level HEVs function similarly to their 
conventional vehicle counterparts with respect to key-on events –their engines are 
commanded to turn on immediately.  The reason for such blatant consumption of fuel is 
two-fold.  The first reason is the focus of this research – to reduce emissions.  The 
second reason is qualitative, which is that consumers are accustomed to the engine 
starting when they turn the key on, and expect the same no matter whether the vehicle 
can operate all electrically or not. 
Therefore, the VMCP has been modified in Phase II to command an engine start upon a 
perceived key-on signal.  However, this command is not tied directly to the key-on 
signal.  A cold start flag has been added to the strategy such that when “cold” engine 
conditions are detected, the engine is commanded to turn on.  This can be either from a 
first time engine on, or from a prolonged period of low power electric driving.  In the 
case of a true cold start, the engine is switched on and goes into the pre-warm up 
routine and is followed by the main energy based warm up routine discussed previously.  
The difference in the blended case is that the engine is not allowed to shut off until both 




In the later case, the exhaust aftertreatment system may not necessarily be at ambient 
temperatures, but still may be at or near conditions that would adversely affect 
emissions conversion efficiency.  Here, a modified energy based warm up strategy is 
engaged, and is triggered by the primary catalyst brick temperature.  Most modern ECUs 
have catalyst models that can predict catalyst temperature and performance.  As a 
surrogate for a complex thermal catalyst model (which is outside the scope of this 
research), the actual measured catalyst temperature will be used.  The total engine 
energy requirement, Etot, is reduced far below the 3 MJ limit previously established.  The 
torque limiting period is substantially reduced during restart conditions such as this in 
order to minimize discharging the battery unnecessarily while the engine is operating 
during CD operation.  Figure 58 illustrates the main and secondary engine energy based 





Figure 58.  Engine energy based cold starting algorithm for Phase II blended strategy  
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Another important change to the CD operation of the blended strategy is the use of a 
variable engine power threshold to start the engine.  During Phase I, the total engine 
power threshold was calculated as a fixed percentage of the maximum available motor 
power for a given motor speed.  The fixed percentage used during Phase I was 50%.  In 
the interest of the engine running more frequently, a variable maximum motor power 
percentage was implemented using SOC as an input.   
A linear ramp was used in the form of a look-up table, such that any shape could be 
more easily implemented later.  The Phase II engine power threshold to command an 
engine start is given by the simple expression 
 
where Neng_on_CD is a function of the SOC of the battery pack and is shown graphically in 
Figure 59 . 
A complete detailed report of the VSCM model used for Phase II of the research can be 






























Phase II Experimental 
All of the aforementioned control strategy changes for emissions reductions were added 
to the Phase I VSCM and targeted to the real-time control system on MATT for 
verification on actual hardware.  Figure 60 represents the functional summary for the 
Phase II maximum depletion load following case.  The maximum depletion engine 
warming strategy engages at just below 40% SOC.  The CP accomplished as a result 
allows the vehicle to operate for a short period in an all-electric mode until finally 
entering into full CS operation.  The engine warming strategy for this test operates the 
engine in a load following manner. 
Figure 61 represents the functional summary for the maximum depletion engine 
optimal case.  Just as in the load following case described above, the engine warming 
strategy is engaged just below 40% SOC.  The main difference here is that the engine is 
allowed to operate in a (modified) engine optimal manner during engine warm up, as is 
shown by the slight increase in SOC above 40% during the first engine on event.  The 
vehicle is allowed to operate in all-electric mode after the engine warm up strategy is 
complete, due to the increased amount of stored electrical energy from the engine 
optimal approach.  This increased electric operation after the engine warm up may 
appear self defeating, however, the temperatures reached by the primary and 
secondary catalysts for this type of operation are much greater since the engine is 
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thermal energy inside the catalysts allows the engine extra time to remain off without 
substantial impacts on catalytic conversion efficiency. 
Figure 62 represents the functional summary of the blended load following case for 
Phase II.  The engine is turned on immediately due to the “cold” catalyst.  The secondary 
warming strategy can be seen to engage around the second series of engine operation 
near the 1500 second mark, and again around the 3000 second mark.  The effect of the 
variable CD engine-on power threshold can be seen as the frequency of engine 
operation increases as time moves forward.  A period of electric operation is observed 
when the SOC depletes to approximately 35%.  At this point, full CS operation begins 
and causes a rapid depletion of the battery in order to maintain tight control of the SOC 
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Figure 63 represents the functional summary of the blended engine optimal case for 
Phase II.  The CD region is identical to the load following as described previously.  The 
engine is turned on right away due to the “cold” catalyst.  The secondary warming 
strategy can be seen to engage around the second series of engine operation near the 
1500 second mark, and again around the 3000 second mark.  The effect of the variable 
CD engine on power threshold can be seen as the frequency of engine operation 
increases as time moves forward.  During the transition into CS operation, the engine 
optimal control strategy engages, as can be seen by the increase in SOC due to excess 
charging.  As a result, a longer period of electric operation is observed as compared to 
the load following case in Figure 62.  Another period of electric operation is observed as 
a result of excess charging during the last high speed section of the drive cycle.  In 
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Phase II Energy Consumption Results 
The improved control strategy was implemented into MATT, and subjected to the same 
test regimen as in Phase I.  Figure 64 represents the aggregate energy consumption for 
the combined set of six (6) UDDS drive cycles.  Both engine optimal strategies yielded 
results that were expected, which are highlighted in red in the figure and summarized in 
the bulleted list below: 
 The maximum depletion engine optimal case did not vary substantially in 
going from Phase I to Phase II.  This is due to the all electric CD phase 
being the same.  There is a slight increase in electrical consumption, due 
to the extra electric operation required during the transition phase for 
the engine warming strategy, and the warm engine start torque 
smoothing algorithm. 
 The blended engine optimal case consumed slightly more fuel in Phase II, 
resulting from the key-on engine warming strategy at the beginning of 
the test regimen, and continuous engine running until the pre-warm up 
and main engine warming phases are complete.  There is also a slight 
decrease in the electrical energy consumption, due to the slight charge 








Figure 64.  Energy consumption results for Phase II compared to Phase I (aggregate for 
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The most interesting result of Phase II is the substantial reduction in fuel consumption 
for the load following strategies.  Referring to the green highlighted rectangles in Figure 
64, a substantial reduction in fuel consumption is observed.  This is counter-intuitive 
when considering the added engine warming strategies and the perceived increase in 
inefficient use of the engine. 
Phase II Maximum Depletion Energy Consumption Results 
Figure 65 represents a comparison of actual energy consumption data for Phase II 
maximum depletion tests, shown as solid lines, to the original Phase I results.  Charge 
balanced operation has not affected fuel consumption substantially, as shown by the 
coincident y-intercepts.  However, there is a pronounced decrease in fuel consumption 
around the transition point, with a smaller increase visible around the CS region.  A 
closer look into the transition and full CS portions of the test regimen reveals the source 
of the fuel consumption benefits associated with the emissions reduction algorithms 
that were implemented for Phase II. 
Figure 66 illustrates the cumulative fuel used for the transition and full CS operation 
tests for the maximum depletion load following cases of both Phase I and Phase II.  The 
full CS operation for both phases, shown as dotted lines, are virtually identical and offer 
no insight into the fuel savings offered by Phase II.  However, there is a distinct amount 
of fuel saved during the Phase II transition test even though more fuel is consumed at 
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Figure 66.  Investigation of fuel consumption reduction for maximum depletion load 
following strategy 
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Figure 67 shows the SOC for the same transition test cycle for both Phase I and Phase II.  
During the transition in Phase II, there is an increase in CP of the battery pack during the 
engine warming period that is not present in Phase I.  This creates the opportunity for a 
prolonged period of electric only operation that leads into full CS operation later in the 
test cycle.  Therefore, a unique benefit for reduced fuel consumption of PHEVs exists 
when considering emissions reduction techniques. 
The fuel consumption for the maximum depletion engine optimal case exhibits a small 
increase during the transition cycle as shown in Figure 65.  This is due to the cold start 
warm up routine employed, and the extra fuel required.  Figure 68 illustrates actual test 
data for the cold start events of both Phase I and Phase II.  The cumulative fuel data 
during each cycle clearly shows that even while the Phase II cold start warm up routine 
consumes more fuel, it is consumed at a much lower rate than for Phase I.  
Unfortunately, the same fuel consumption benefit is not seen when considering engine 








Figure 67.  Maximum depletion load following SOC comparison during transition 
period 
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Figure 68.  Phase II maximum depletion cold start warm up routine fuel comparison to 
Phase I (actual test data) 
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The CP notion does not apply in this case.  Figure 69 shows a comparison of the SOC 
during the transition cycle for both Phase I and Phase II maximum depletion engine 
optimal tests.  While there is still a CP period observed here, it is cancelled out due to 
the fact that during Phase I the engine is commanded to operate on its most efficient 
load point.  This in turn leads to a very high charge rate for the battery pack. During the 
same time for the Phase II test, the engine torque is still being limited by the energy 
based warming strategy, and not charging the battery as quickly.  As shown in the 
figure, the SOC during Phase I almost recovers completely to the level of Phase II, 
negating the CP region.  Each test then exhibits a prolonged period of electric only 
operation.  The fuel penalty for the engine warming strategy is never recovered for the 








Figure 69.  Maximum depletion engine optimal SOC comparison for Phase I and Phase 
II 
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Phase II Blended Operation Energy Consumption Results 
Figure 70 represents a comparison of actual energy consumption data for Phase II 
blended operation tests, shown as solid lines, to the original Phase I results.  For both 
engine optimal and load following cases, the Phase II cold start consumes more fuel as 
compared to Phase I results.  This is due to the engine warming strategy and the 
associated continuous operation of the engine until completely warm.  Also, there is 
more engine operation due to the variable CD engine power on threshold.  This creates 
more CP periods during CD operation.  This has divergent effects on the load following 
and engine optimal approaches. 
Since more time is now spent in the CD region, there is less full CS operation.  Recall that 
for the engine optimal blended cases, the modified load following algorithm is used 
during CD operation.  Thus, if more time is spent in the CD region, a greater percentage 
of the total operating regime is load following, and not engine optimal.  This leads to the 
increased fuel consumption demonstrated in Figure 70.   
This has the exact opposite effect when considering the load following case.  More time 
in the CD region means more electric operation and less time spent in the CS region.  
From a load following perspective, this is more efficient.  Obviously, less fuel is burned 
in the CD region for the load following strategy, meaning that more time spent in the CD 
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Phase II Tailpipe Emissions 
Now that the energy consumption effects have been identified, the emissions impacts 
can be explored to determine if the applied cold start algorithms and emissions 
reduction techniques provide “greener” operation for this test platform. 
Figure 71 represents the culmination of Phase I and Phase II in terms of the actual 
emissions impacts of the improved control strategies.  Clearly, the emission reduction 
methods implemented into each of the control strategies have led to a substantial 
reduction in both NMOG and NOx emissions from the test platform.  Each of the four (4) 
strategies now attains SULEV emissions levels, with minimal negative effects on energy 
consumption as outlined in the previous section.  In addition, all four (4) strategies 
result in NOx emissions below that of the conventional vehicle. 
The following sections discuss the emissions reductions, on a cycle by cycle basis, 









































Phase II Maximum Depletion Emissions Results 
Beginning with the maximum depletion cases, Figure 72 presents the cycle by cycle 
Phase II THC emissions results.  The Phase II results, shown by the solid lines, are plotted 
against the Phase I results discussed earlier.  It is clear that the THC emissions levels are 
significantly reduced, but still exhibit the same trend during the transition cycle due to 
the first engine cold start. 
The engine warming algorithms have the greatest impact on the maximum depletion 
load following strategy, with a reduction in THC emissions by a factor of approximately 
ten (10) on a grams per mile basis.  Figure 73 shows a comparison of the cold start for 
this strategy in both Phases I and II.  The pre-warm up strategy lightly loads the engine 
and allows the exhaust temperature to rise to its normal working temperature (the 
primary catalyst temperature was not logged since it was being used as an input to the 
VSCM for the purposes of the revised Phase II strategy).  For this reason, the THC 
emissions are very low for the Phase II approach.  When the engine starts for Phase I, 
under high engine speed conditions, a substantial amount of THC emissions are 
produced for a relatively low load on the engine.  This is due to the fact that the engine 
is being operated under cold conditions at high speeds.  Once the exhaust temperature 








Figure 72.  Comparison of THC emissions results for maximum depletion PHEV 
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Figure 73.  Comparison of THC emissions for Phase I and Phase II maximum depletion 
load following strategy 
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The full CS operation THC emissions have also been reduced as shown in Figure 72.  The 
engine and relevant subsystems are all up to normal operating temperatures for this 
stage of the test.  The hot start engine torque ramping algorithm can be credited with 
the reduced THC emissions for Phase II.  Figure 74 shows a magnified portion of the 
UDDS during CS operation.  Here, the Phase II engine torque is ramped up more 
gradually, as compared to the almost immediate torque output of the engine for Phase 
I.  A very large spike in THC emissions results from the immediate loading of the engine, 
even under warm conditions.  The THC emissions associated with Phase II are far lower, 
indicating the positive effects of engine torque ramping on the reduction of THC 
emissions. 
It should also be pointed out that there are drivability concerns with the engine optimal 
operation, particularly with Phase I.  The sudden torque demand was noticeably rough.  
The torque ramping algorithm provided a much smoother transition of the engine 








Figure 74.  Engine optimal full CS operation showing benefits of engine torque 
ramping on THC emissions 
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Figure 75 depicts the NOx results on a cycle by cycle basis for the maximum depletion 
tests ran for Phase II, and plots them against Phase I for comparison.  Here, the NOx 
emissions were virtually eliminated for all portions of the test.  The reduced loading of 
the engine during the main warm up and subsequent torque smoothing are very 
effective for reducing NOx emissions. 
Figure 76 illustrates the CO emissions results for Phase II.  The load following strategy 
exhibits typical CO producing behavior, and appears to still be proportionate to the 
number of engine starts.  The engine optimal case actually exhibits a reduction in CO 
emissions for full CS operation.  CO typically follows the same trends as THC, and as 
such, the engine torque smoothing algorithm is credited with this reduction. 
It is worth noting that the reduction in tailpipe emissions for the maximum depletion 
cases was achieved while simultaneously preserving the all electric CD operation.  
Assuming the operator commutes a distance of no greater than 15 miles of urban 
driving, these algorithms would provide zero emissions and infinite fuel economy (with 
the cost of grid electricity being ignored) due to all-electric operation and an assumed 
fully charged battery pack.  In addition, should the driver desire to drive further, SULEV 








Figure 75.  Comparison of NOx emissions results maximum depletion PHEV operation 
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Figure 76.  Comparison of CO emissions results maximum depletion PHEV operation of 
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Phase II Blended Strategy Emissions Results 
As shown earlier, the blended strategy offers superior fuel economy for the load 
following case, and comparable fuel economy for the engine optimal case when 
compared to the maximum depletion strategies.    Figure 77 shows the THC emissions 
for Phase II blended strategies compared against Phase I.  Dramatic reductions in THC 
emissions are achieved, particularly with respect to the first engine cold start.  The 
effects of the engine warm up strategy can also be seen as a reduction in the electrical 
energy consumption, represented by a shift of the first cycle data point on the far right 
of the graph.  This is simply due to the more frequent use of the engine, and the 
additional CP periods provided by this strategy.  Another interesting characteristic of 
this control strategy is the “zig-zag” in the trace as the test cycle progresses from right 
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Figure 78 summarizes the NOx emissions results for each of the Phase II blended 
strategies.  Again, superior reductions in NOx emissions are achieved.  This is due 
primarily to the gradual warming of the engine through the pre-warm strategy and 
energy based main warming strategy coupled with torque smoothing during engine 
starts.  The large spike in NOx, as a result of the cold engine start from Phase I, has been 
eliminated. 
Figure 79 illustrates the carbon monoxide results for the Phase II blended strategies.  
Here, a large reduction in CO emissions is evident, particularly with respect to the first 
engine cold start of Phase I.  The load following case for Phase II still exhibits the 
increasing CO emissions trend as the SOC approaches full CS operation.  This is 
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The engine warming algorithms implemented into the VSCM produce much lower 
tailpipe emissions than the Phase I approach for these blended strategies.  The net 
effect of these algorithms is two-fold.  The first benefit of this approach is to reduce and 
smooth the loading of the engine during both cold and hot engine starts.  The second 
effect is to operate the engine more frequently.  In doing so, the operating temperatures 
of the engine system remain higher during the test cycles, allowing for increased 
conversion efficiencies in the primary and secondary catalysts. 
Figure 80 illustrates the comparison of pre-catalyst exhaust gas temperatures for the 
blended load following strategies implemented for Phase I and Phase II, respectively.  
The effects of the pre-warming strategy can be clearly seen at the beginning of the test 
cycle.  During CD operation, the pre-catalyst temperature stays significantly higher for 
the Phase II application, and the secondary catalyst warming strategy is shown taking 
effect when the gas temperature drops below 200 °C.  The pre-catalyst exhaust gas 
temperature is higher throughout all of the UDDS drive cycles for Phase II, indicating 
that the primary and secondary catalysts remain effective for a greater percentage of 
the time (due to the thermal mass of the catalyst bricks, the catalysts cool much slower 







Figure 80.  Comparison of pre-catalyst exhaust gas temperatures for blended load 






































Chapter 5: Conclusions  
 
PHEVs do have the potential for substantial reductions in fuel consumption for the 
transportation sector.  However, care must be taken when designing and implementing 
PHEV supervisory control strategies such that the tailpipe emissions are not adversely 
effected.  When and how the engine is operated in PHEVs is critical to the success of 
these perceived “green” vehicles. 
In this research, tailpipe emissions from a PHEV test platform have been reduced 
through the development and refinement of vehicle supervisory control methods.  
Baseline energy management strategies were developed with respect to maximizing fuel 
economy alone.  These strategies include “cold” engine starting under high load 
demands, which was verified to be ineffective with respect to emissions reduction. 
Lower emissions were achieved with improved control algorithms for this 
representative PHEV with substantial EV operation over that of a conventional vehicle. 
Engine cold start events were aggressively addressed, which led to enhanced engine 
warming and pre-warming algorithms.  Key–on engine starting was employed to mimic 
conventional vehicle operation; however, the results of this research indicate that this is 
not mandatory for successful reduction of tailpipe emissions.  The engine pre-warming 
and warming techniques provided substantial reductions in emissions over the baseline 
PHEV control strategies. 
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The flexibility of the PHEV powertrain allowed for decreased emissions during engine 
starting events through powertrain “torque shaping” algorithms.  The focus of these 
enhancements was to replace high engine torque demands during starting with “clean” 
electric motor torque.  This approach proved very effective for the reduction of NOx 
emissions. 
The results of the research indicate that the impacts on fuel consumption were minimal 
for the emissions reduction techniques that were applied.  In fact, the engine start 
torque ramping and warming strategies actually decreased fuel consumption for each of 




Chapter 6: Recommendations 
 
Based on the results of this study the following recommendations are proposed: 
1. Further explore the development of the engine warming strategies to further reduce 
emissions and increase fuel efficiency. 
2. Evaluate the performance of the vehicle supervisory control system on drive cycles 
other than the UDDS.  Such drive cycles should include more aggressive styles of 
driving, as well as highway modes of operation. 
3. Perform parametric studies on the engine start up torque shaping algorithms to 
determine the effects of different approaches. 
4. Incorporate advanced control strategy approaches, such as artifical intelligence and 
neural networks, to further increase the efficiency of the strategies, and form the 
basis for adaptive strategies. 
5. Investigate the modification of engine operating strategies, coupled with supervisory 
control strategies, to further reduce emissions, particularly CO emissions (e.g., 
incorporate engine calibrations that are specific for hybrid applications as opposed 
to the conventional calibration currently being used on MATT). 
6. Examine the effects of advanced combustion (low temperature combustion, etc.) on 




7. Explore novel exhaust aftertreatment devices and approaches that are specifically 
targeted at engine cold starts.  This should include studies of the effects on overall 
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Table 1. Demux Block Properties 
Name Outputs Display Option Bus Selection Mode 
Demux 3 bar off 
 
Table 2. Display Block Properties 
Name Format Decimation Floating 
scope_engtrqdmd short 1 off 
scope_mctrqdmd short 1 off 




Table 3. From Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag 
Icon 
Display 
Defined In Blk 
From vsc_control_variables_in Tag 
Saturation, Gain1, Gain3, Gain4, Gain5, Divide6, Gain7, Gain8, Gain9, Gain10, Gain11, Gain12, Constant, Saturation1, 
ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu, Lookup Table, Lookup Table1, ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu4, Gain, mem_ptc_sft_in_progress_trs_simu  
From1 vsc_plant_variables_in Tag Gain14, Gain15, Gain16, Gain17, Gain18, Gain19, Gain20, Gain21, Gain22, Gain23, Lookup Table2, Gain13, Gain25, Gain2  
From2 vsc_control_variables_out Tag SFunction , Product, Product  
From3 vsc_control_variables_in Tag 
Saturation, Gain1, Gain3, Gain4, Gain5, Divide6, Gain7, Gain8, Gain9, Gain10, Gain11, Gain12, Constant, Saturation1, 
ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu, Lookup Table, Lookup Table1, ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu4, Gain, mem_ptc_sft_in_progress_trs_simu  
From4 vsc_plant_variables_in Tag Gain14, Gain15, Gain16, Gain17, Gain18, Gain19, Gain20, Gain21, Gain22, Gain23, Lookup Table2, Gain13, Gain25, Gain2  
 
Table 4. Goto Block Properties 





Used By Blk 
Goto vsc_control_variables_in Tag local 
Non-positive, Fcn, Relational Operator1, Saturation1, SFunction , SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Product, 
Product, Product, SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Divide1, Divide2, SFunction , SFunction , Bus Selector, 
SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Divide1, Switch, Add, SFunction , Product, Add, SFunction , 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Product, Switch2, LowerRelop1, Switch, UpperRelop, MinMax, emcp_eng_max_trq, 
SFunction  
Goto1 vsc_plant_variables_in Tag local 
Product10, Gain1, to percent, Terminator1, Gain, to percent, Lookup Table1, Relational Operator, SFunction , Divide, Divide, 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), SFunction , Saturation, 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), mps to MPH, MPS_2_MPH, 
MPS_2_MPH, mps to MPH2, mps to MPH, mps to MPH, SFunction , emcp_engine_lugging_modifier_table, Saturation1, RPM_to_RPS, 
Saturation1, SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), SFunction , 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), SFunction  
Goto2 vsc_control_variables_out Tag local Demux, Product10  
 
Table 5. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
param_bus_in 1 Unconnected 
ptc_bus_in 2 Unconnected 
 
Table 6. Mux Block Properties 
Name Inputs Display Option 
mux_prop 4 bar 
 
Table 7. Outport Block Properties 
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Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
demands 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Unconnected 
 
System - lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/Input_Organizer_PSAT 
 
Table 8. BusCreator Block Properties 
Name Inputs Display Option 
Bus Creator 20 bar 
Bus Creator1 14 bar 
 
Table 9. Clock Block Properties 
Name Display Time Decimation 
Clock off 10 
Clock1 off 10 
 
Table 10. Constant Block Properties 
Name Value Sampling Mode Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Sample Time Frame Period 
Constant 1 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Constant1 1 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Constant2 25 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Constant3 25 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
ECM_max_wheel_torque 2000 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
 
Table 11. From Block Properties 
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Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From1 ecm_acc_pedal_demand Tag Saturation  
From10 ecm_min_power_W Tag Divide1  
From11 ecm_max_torque_Nm Tag ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu4  
From12 ecm_SIP_flag Tag mem_ptc_sft_in_progress_trs_simu  
From13 tim_max_power_W Tag Divide4  
From14 tim_motor_spd_RPS Tag gb_ratio_simu2  
From15 tim_min_torque_Nm Tag ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu1  
From16 tim_min_power_W Tag Divide6  
From17 ecm_engine_spd_RPS Tag eng_spd_simu  
From2 ecm_brk_pedal_demand Tag Saturation1  
From20 ecm_max_torque_Nm Tag ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu4  
From3 tim_motor_spd_RPS Tag gb_ratio_simu2  
From30 ecm_driver_demand_Nm Tag Gain  
From4 tim_max_torque_Nm Tag ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu  
From5 ecm_driver_demand_Nm Tag Gain  
From6 ecm_engine_spd_RPS Tag eng_spd_simu  
From7 tim_max_torque_Nm Tag ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu  
From8 ecm_min_torque_Nm Tag ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu2  
From9 ecm_max_power_W Tag Divide8  
from_ptc_eng_on_sur_simu1 ptc_bus Tag lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
 
Table 12. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Gain 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain1 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain10 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain11 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain12 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain13 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain14 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain15 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain16 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain17 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain18 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
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Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Gain19 30/pi Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain2 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain20 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain21 wh.init.radius Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain22 30/pi Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain23 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain25 30/pi Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain3 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain4 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain5 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain6 2.237 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain7 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain8 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Gain9 1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 13. Goto Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
Goto1 ecm_driver_demand_Nm Tag local Non-positive, Fcn, Bus Selector, Divide5  
Goto10 ecm_vehicle_speed_MPH Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto11 tim_min_power_W Tag local Bus Selector, lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Product  
Goto12 tim_min_torque_Nm Tag local Divide6, Gain7  
Goto13 ecm_SIP_flag Tag local Bus Selector, SFunction  
Goto15 ecm_max_power_W Tag local Gain11  
Goto2 ecm_max_torque_Nm Tag local Divide8, Bus Selector, MinMax, emcp_eng_max_trq  
Goto23 ecm_acc_pedal_demand Tag local Bus Selector, Relational Operator1, Saturation1, SFunction  
Goto24 ecm_brk_pedal_demand Tag local Bus Selector, SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Product  
Goto3 ecm_wheel_spd_RPS Tag local Gain21, Gain25, lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto4 ecm_engine_spd_RPS Tag local Divide1, Divide8, Gain22  
Goto5 ecm_min_torque_Nm Tag local Divide1  
Goto6 tim_max_power_W Tag local Gain5  
Goto7 ecm_min_power_W Tag local Gain12  
Goto8 tim_motor_spd_RPS Tag local Saturation4, Divide6, Gain19  





Table 14. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
param_bus_in 2 Unconnected 
ptc_bus_in 1 Unconnected 
 
Table 15. Lookup Block Properties 
Name Input Values Table Look Up Meth Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Lookup Table [0 2 2.1 10000] [0 0 1 1] Interpolation-Extrapolation [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
Lookup Table1 [0 2 2.1 10000] [0 0 1 1] Interpolation-Extrapolation [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
Lookup Table2 [0 100 100.1 10000] [100 200 500 500] Interpolation-Extrapolation [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 16. Memory Block Properties 
Name X0 Inherit Sample Time Linearize Memory Linearize As Delay 
mem_ptc_sft_in_progress_trs_simu 0 off off off 
 


























Non-positive, Fcn, Relational Operator1, Saturation1, SFunction , SFunction , 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Product, Product, Product, SFunction , 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Divide1, Divide2, SFunction , SFunction , Bus 
Selector, SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Divide1, Switch, Add, 
SFunction , Product, Add, SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Product, 








Product10, Gain1, to percent, Terminator1, Gain, to percent, Lookup Table1, Relational Operator, 
SFunction , Divide, Divide, lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), SFunction , Saturation, 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT 
(model), mps to MPH, MPS_2_MPH, MPS_2_MPH, mps to MPH2, mps to MPH, mps to MPH, SFunction 
, emcp_engine_lugging_modifier_table, Saturation1, RPM_to_RPS, Saturation1, SFunction , 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT 
(model), SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), SFunction , 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT 





Table 18. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Divide1 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Divide4 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Divide5 */ Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Divide6 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Divide8 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 19. Saturate Block Properties 
Name Upper Limit Lower Limit Linearize As Gain Zero Cross Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Saturation 1 0 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
Saturation1 0 -1 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
Saturation4 inf 10 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 21. Sum Block Properties 
Name Icon Shape Inputs Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
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Table 23. BusSelector Block Properties 
Name Output Signals Output As Bus Input Signals 


















































Table 24. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
vsc_control_variables_in 1 
Saturation, Gain1, Gain3, Gain4, Gain5, Divide6, Gain7, Gain8, Gain9, Gain10, Gain11, Gain12, Constant, Saturation1, ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu, Lookup 
Table, Lookup Table1, ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu4, Gain, mem_ptc_sft_in_progress_trs_simu  
vsc_plant_variables_in 3 Gain14, Gain15, Gain16, Gain17, Gain18, Gain19, Gain20, Gain21, Gain22, Gain23, Lookup Table2, Gain13, Gain25, Gain2  
vscm_variables_out 2 SFunction , Product, Product  
 
Table 25. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
brake_trq_out 2 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] scope_whbkrqdmd  
info_dmd 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Demux, Product10  
 




Table 26. Constant Block Properties 
Name Value Sampling Mode Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Sample Time Frame Period 
cst cumulated ratio from wh to mc mc.calc.ratio_cum Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
 




Table 28. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
driver_demand 2 Gain  
gear_ratio_out 3 Gain20  




Table 29. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
brake_trq_command 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] scope_whbkrqdmd  
 
Table 30. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Product10 4 Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 on [] [] Inherit: Same as first input 
 
Table 31. Saturate Block Properties 
Name Upper Limit Lower Limit Linearize As Gain Zero Cross Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Non-positive 0 -inf on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
Non-positive1 0 -inf on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 32. Sum Block Properties 
Name Icon Shape Inputs Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 









Table 33. BusCreator Block Properties 
Name Inputs Display Option 
Bus Creator 4 bar 
Bus Creator1 4 bar 
Bus Creator2 4 bar 
Bus Creator3 4 bar 
 
Table 34. BusSelector Block Properties 

































Table 35. From Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From bcm_battery_voltage_V Tag Gain16  
From1 bcm_battery_current_A Tag Gain15  
From10 bmcp_charge_power_limit_W Tag Divide2  
From11 bmcp_discharge_power_limit_W Tag Divide1  
From12 bmcp_charge_power_limit_W Tag Divide2  
From13 bcm_soc Tag Gain14  
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Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From14 bcm_contactor_status Tag Lookup Table  
From16 bcm_soc Tag Gain14  
From2 bcm_soc Tag Gain14  
From3 bmcp_battery_power_W Tag Divide  
From4 bcm_soc Tag Gain14  
From5 bcm_discharge_power_limit_W Tag Gain3  
From6 bcm_charge_power_limit_W Tag Gain4  
From7 bmcp_contactor_request Tag lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
From8 bmcp_contactor_status Tag Lookup Table  
From9 bmcp_discharge_power_limit_W Tag Divide1  
 
Table 36. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Gain 100 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 37. Goto Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
Goto bcm_soc Tag local Gain1, to percent, Terminator1, Gain, to percent, Lookup Table1, Relational Operator, SFunction  
Goto1 bcm_battery_current_A Tag local Divide  
Goto10 bcm_contactor_status Tag local SFunction  
Goto11 bmcp_charge_power_limit_W Tag local Terminator1, SFunction  
Goto12 bmcp_contactor_status Tag local SFunction  
Goto2 bcm_battery_voltage_V Tag local Divide  
Goto3 bcm_battery_temp_C Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto4 bcm_battery_air_temp_C Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto5 bcm_discharge_power_limit_W Tag local Divide1  
Goto6 bcm_charge_power_limit_W Tag local Divide2  
Goto7 bmcp_battery_power_W Tag local mps to MPH3  
Goto8 bmcp_discharge_power_limit_W Tag local SFunction , Terminator1  
Goto9 vmcp_contactor_request Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
 









Table 39. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
EMCP_to_BMCP 3 Ground  
RBCP_to_BMCP 4 Ground1  
to_BMCP 1 Gain14, Gain15, Gain16, Gain17, Gain18, Gain3, Gain4, Lookup Table  
VMCP_to_BMCP 2 SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
 
Table 40. Lookup Block Properties 
Name Input Values Table Look Up Meth Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
bmcp_charge_multiplier_table ptc.prop.init.bmcp_soc_index ptc.prop.init.bmcp_charge_power_multiplier Interpolation-Extrapolation [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
bmcp_discharge_multiplier_table ptc.prop.init.bmcp_soc_index ptc.prop.init.bmcp_discharge_power_multiplier Interpolation-Extrapolation [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 41. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
BMCP_to_EMCP 2 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] mps to MPH3, Gain1, to percent, SFunction , SFunction  
BMCP_to_RBCP 3 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Terminator1  
BMCP_to_VMCP 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction , to percent, Lookup Table1, Relational Operator, SFunction  
from_BMCP 4 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Unconnected 
 
Table 42. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Divide ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Divide1 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Divide2 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
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Table 44. BusCreator Block Properties 
Name Inputs Display Option 
Bus Creator1 3 bar 
Bus Creator2 2 bar 
 



































































































































emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold_percent ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold_percent Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant 
value' 
inf inf 
emcp_use_pre_warm_up ptc.prop.init.emcp_use_pre_warm_up Sample based [] [] 




Table 47. From Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
bmcp_charge_power_limit_W bmcp_charge_power_limit_W Tag Divide2  
bmcp_discharge_power_limit_W bmcp_discharge_power_limit_W Tag Divide1  
bmcp_psoc_eng_W bmcp_psoc_eng_W Tag Product  
bmcp_psoc_W bmcp_psoc_W Tag Dynamic PSOC Table  
ecm_engine_speed_RPM ecm_engine_speed_RPM Tag Gain22  
ecm_max_power_W ecm_max_power_W_mod Tag Switch  
ecm_min_power_W ecm_min_power_W Tag Gain12  
ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS Tag Gain21  
ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS1 ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS Tag Gain21  
emcp_hybrid_ok emcp_hybrid_ok Tag SFunction  
emcp_pdrv_W emcp_pdrv_W Tag Switch1  
emcp_peng_opt_W emcp_peng_opt_W Tag Switch1  
emcp_peng_warm_W emcp_peng_warm_W Tag Multiply  
From1 bmcp_soc Tag Gain14  
From10 ecm_engine_speed_RPM Tag Gain22  
From11 tim_motor_speed_RPM Tag Gain19  
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Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From12 emcp_p_elec_des_mod_W Tag Switch  
From13 vmcp_target_SOC Tag SFunction  
From14 emcp_p_eng_des_W Tag SFunction  
From15 ecm_max_power_W Tag Gain11  
From16 emcp_motor_trq_dmd_Nm Tag Product  
From17 ecm_acc_pedal_demand Tag Saturation  
From18 ecm_max_power_W Tag Gain11  
From19 tim_max_power_W Tag Gain5  
From2 tim_motor_min_trq Tag Gain8  
From20 emcp_eng_trq_dmd_Nm Tag Product  
From21 emcp_p_tot_W Tag Memory5  
From22 emcp_cold_start_complete Tag SFunction  
From23 emcp_pre_warm_up_complete Tag SFunction  
From24 rbcp_brake_power_demand_W Tag Product1  
From26 vmcp_target_SOC Tag SFunction  
From27 emcp_p_elec_des_W Tag SFunction  
From28 bmcp_battery_power_W Tag Divide  
From29 ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS Tag Gain21  
From3 tim_motor_max_trq Tag ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu  
From30 vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W Tag SFunction  
From31 ecm_acc_pedal_demand Tag Saturation  
From32 vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W Tag SFunction  
From34 ecm_engine_speed_RPM Tag Gain22  
From4 ecm_eng_max_trq Tag ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu4  
From5 vmcp_key_status Tag Gain1  
From6 vmcp_key_status Tag Gain1  
From7 emcp_eng_opt_flag Tag lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
From8 bmcp_soc Tag Gain14  
From9 emcp_p_eng_des_W Tag SFunction  
tim_max_power_W tim_max_power_W Tag Gain5  
tim_motor_speed_RPM tim_motor_speed_RPM Tag Gain19  
vmcp_eng_on_first_time vmcp_eng_on_first_time Tag SFunction  
vmcp_eng_on_first_time1 vmcp_eng_on_first_time Tag SFunction  
vmcp_eng_opt_ok vmcp_eng_opt_ok Tag SFunction  
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Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
vmcp_engine_mode vmp_engine_mode Tag SFunction  
vmcp_EPU vmp_EPU Tag SFunction  
vmcp_EPU1 vmp_EPU Tag SFunction  
vmcp_EPU2 ecm_exhaust_temp_C Tag Lookup Table2  
vmcp_operating_mode vmp_operating_mode Tag Memory1  
vmcp_operating_mode1 vmp_operating_mode Tag Memory1  
 
Table 48. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
mps to MPH 2.237 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 49. Goto Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
emcp_op_mode emcp_op_mode Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
emcp_p_elec_des_W emcp_p_elec_des_W Tag local Switch, Product2, Subtract  
emcp_p_eng_des_W emcp_p_eng_des_W Tag local Divide, Sum  
emcp_p_tot_W emcp_p_tot_W Tag local Memory  
Goto tim_motor_speed_RPM Tag local SFunction , Saturation  
Goto1 ecm_engine_speed_RPM Tag local SFunction , emcp_engine_lugging_modifier_table, Saturation1, RPM_to_RPS, Saturation1  
Goto10 bmcp_soc Tag local Gain1, to percent  
Goto11 bmcp_discharge_power_limit_W Tag local SFunction  
Goto12 bmcp_charge_power_limit_W Tag local SFunction  
Goto13 ecm_max_power_W Tag local Divide1, Switch, Add, SFunction  
Goto14 ecm_engine_running Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto15 emcp_hybrid_ok Tag local SFunction  
Goto16 tim_motor_max_trq Tag local Switch2, LowerRelop1  
Goto17 emcp_eng_trq_dmd_Nm Tag local Demux, Bus Selector1  
Goto18 emcp_motor_trq_dmd_Nm Tag local Demux, Product10  
Goto19 bmcp_psoc_W Tag local SFunction  
Goto2 ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS Tag local mps to MPH, MPS_2_MPH, MPS_2_MPH, mps to MPH2  
Goto20 tim_max_power_W Tag local Product, Add  
Goto21 emcp_pdrv_W Tag local SFunction  
Goto22 tim_motor_min_trq Tag local Switch, UpperRelop  
Goto23 ecm_acc_pedal_demand Tag local Relational Operator1, Saturation1  
Goto24 ecm_min_power_W Tag local SFunction  
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Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
Goto25 emcp_p_elec_des_mod_W Tag local Divide1  
Goto26 rbcp_brake_power_demand_W Tag local Sum  
Goto27 ecm_brk_pedal_demand Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto28 tim_min_power_W Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto29 vmcp_target_SOC Tag local to percent1, to percent1  
Goto3 ecm_exhaust_temp_C Tag local SFunction  
Goto30 vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W Tag local Gain  
Goto31 vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W Tag local Matrix Concatenate, Matrix Concatenate  
Goto32 emcp_peng_opt_W Tag local SFunction  
Goto33 ecm_eng_max_trq Tag local MinMax, emcp_eng_max_trq  
Goto34 vmcp_key_status Tag local Product, Product  
Goto35 vmcp_eng_opt_ok Tag local SFunction  
Goto36 bmcp_psoc_eng_W Tag local SFunction  
Goto37 vmcp_eng_on_first_time Tag local SFunction , SFunction  
Goto38 emcp_peng_warm_W Tag local SFunction  
Goto39 ecm_max_power_W_mod Tag local SFunction  
Goto4 ecm_ECT_C Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto40 emcp_cold_start_complete Tag local Memory2  
Goto41 emcp_pre_warm_up_complete Tag local Logical Operator  
Goto5 vmp_gear_mode Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto6 vmp_operating_mode Tag local Compare, Memory4  
Goto7 vmp_engine_mode Tag local Memory3  
Goto8 vmp_EPU Tag local SFunction , Divide3, Memory2  
Goto9 bmcp_battery_power_W Tag local mps to MPH3  
 





Table 51. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
BMCP_to_EMCP 4 Divide, Divide1, Divide2, Gain14  
RBCP_to_EMCP 3 Product1, Ground  
to_EMCP 1 Gain23, Lookup Table2, Gain21, Gain22, Gain19, Gain13, Gain12, Gain11, Divide6, Gain5, Saturation, Saturation1, ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu, Gain8, 
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Name Port Defined In Blk 
ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu4  
VMCP_to_EMCP 2 lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Memory1, SFunction , SFunction , SFunction , SFunction , SFunction , SFunction , Gain1, SFunction , SFunction  
 
Table 52. Logic Block Properties 
Name Operator Inputs Icon Shape All Ports Same DT Out Data Type Str 
Logical Operator NOT 2 rectangular off boolean 
 
Table 53. Memory Block Properties 
Name X0 Inherit Sample Time Linearize Memory Linearize As Delay 
Memory2 0 off off off 
Memory3 0 off off off 
Memory4 0 off off off 
Memory5 0 off off off 
 
Table 54. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
EMCP_to_BMCP 3 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Terminator1  
EMCP_to_RBCP 2 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Terminator  
EMCP_to_VMCP 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Memory, Memory2  
from_EMCP 4 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Demux, Bus Selector1, Demux, Product10  
 
Table 55. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Product 2 Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Product1 2 Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 56. Stateflow Block Properties 
Name Chart 
Energy Management Strategy Energy Management Strategy  
 
Chart - Energy Management Strategy 
Chart lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/Energy Management Strategy 


















































(1) EMCP  
Stateflow Hierarchy 
1. lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT  
1. Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  
2. Vehicle Mode Control Process  
3. Energy Management Strategy  
1. Data: vmcp_pdrv_W, bmcp_discharge_power_limit_W, bmcp_charge_power_limit_W, ecm_engine_speed_RPM, tim_motor_speed_RPM, vmcp_EPU, 
vmcp_operating_mode, vmcp_engine_mode, emcp_p_drv_mod_W, emcp_p_eng_des_W, emcp_ptot_W, emcp_ptot_temp_W, emcp_p_elec_des_W, 
emcp_p_elec_W, bmcp_psoc_W, emcp_psoc_W, Cruise_Charge, Engine_Only, Full_Power, Idle_Charge, emcp_p_elec_des, emcp_p_eng_max_W, 
emcp_p_eng_min_W, Normal, Regen, ecm_vehicle_speed_MPH, tim_max_power_W, Charge_Sustaining, emcp_peng_opt_W, emcp_hybrid_ok, emcp_mode, 
vmcp_eng_opt_ok, emcp_psoc_eng_W, emcp_ptot_eng_W, vmcp_eng_on_first_time, emcp_peng_warm_W, ecm_max_eng_power_W_unmod, 
emcp_use_pre_warm_up  
2. EMCP  
1. Energy_Management_Blending  
1. Transition: [emcp_hybrid_ok], [!emcp_hybrid_ok], [vmcp_operating_mode == 50], [vmcp_operating_mode != 50]  
2. Electric_Mode  
1. Transition: [vmcp_pdrv_W >= bmcp_discharg..., [vmcp_pdrv_W <= bmcp_charge_p..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = vmcp_pdr..., 
{emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_dis..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_cha..., [vmcp_operating_mode == 60], 
{emcp_p_elec_des_W = 0;}  
3. Conventional_Mode  
1. Transition: [vmcp_pdrv_W >= ecm_max_eng_p..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W = ecm_max_e..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 
vmcp_pdrv...  
4. Hybrid_Mode  
1. Transition: [Charge_Sustaining]  
2. Charge_Depleting_Mode  
1. Transition: [vmcp_pdrv_W >= tim_max_power_W], {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = vmcp_pdrv..., {emcp_p_drv_mod_W 
= vmcp_pdrv..., {emcp_p_elec_W = tim_max_powe..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_p_dr..., [emcp_p_elec_W >= 
bmcp_discha..., [emcp_p_elec_W <= bmcp_charge..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_dis..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = 
bmcp_cha..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = emcp_p_e..., [vmcp_pdrv_W >= emcp_p_eng_ma..., {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = 
emcp_p_en..., {emcp_p_elec_W = vmcp_pdrv_W;}, [vmcp_operating_mode == 60], {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 0;}, 
{emcp_p_elec_des_W = 0;}  
3. Charge_Sustaining_Mode  
1. Transition: {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_dis..., {emcp_p_elec_W = emcp_p_drv_m..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 
emcp_p_dr..., [emcp_p_elec_W >= bmcp_discha..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_cha..., [emcp_p_elec_W <= 
bmcp_charge..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = emcp_p_e..., [vmcp_pdrv_W >= emcp_p_eng_ma..., [vmcp_pdrv_W >= 
emcp_p_eng_ma..., {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = vmcp_pdrv..., {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = vmcp_pdrv..., 
{emcp_p_drv_mod_W = emcp_p_en..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_p_en..., [emcp_ptot_W >= 
emcp_p_eng_ma..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W=emcp_p_eng_..., [emcp_ptot_W <= 0], {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 
emcp_ptot..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 0;}, [vmcp_eng_opt_ok && vmcp_eng_..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 
emcp_peng..., [emcp_p_drv_mod_W >= emcp_pen..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W=emcp_p_drv_..., 
[emcp_p_drv_mod_W >= emcp_p_e..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W=emcp_p_eng_..., [vmcp_operating_mode == 60], 
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{emcp_p_eng_des_W = 0;}, {emcp_p_elec_des_W = 0;}, [emcp_p_drv_mod_W < 0], {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 
emcp_peng..., [!vmcp_eng_on_first_time && (..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W=emcp_peng_w...  
2. SOC_Maintenance  
1. Transition: [Charge_Sustaining], [Engine_Only], [Full_Power], [Regen]  
2. Electric_Mode_Active  
3. Charge_Sustaining_Mode  
1. Transition: {emcp_psoc_W = bmcp_psoc_W;}, [vmcp_operating_mode == 30], {emcp_psoc_W = 0;}  
4. Engine_Only_Active  
5. Regen_Active  
6. Full_Power_Active  





















(6) [vmcp_operating_mode == 50] 
(7) [vmcp_operating_mode != 50] 
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Charge_Sustaining = vmcp_operating_mode == 30 || vmcp_operating_mode == 31|| vmcp_operating_mode == 32 || vmcp_operating_mode == 33 ; 
Full_Power = vmcp_operating_mode == 25; 



















emcp_p_eng_des_W = 0; 





(1) [vmcp_pdrv_W >= bmcp_discharg... 
(2) [vmcp_pdrv_W <= bmcp_charge_p... 
(3) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = vmcp_pdr... 
(4) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_dis... 
(5) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_cha... 
(6) [vmcp_operating_mode == 60] 
(7) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = 0;} 












emcp_mode = 3; 





(1) [vmcp_pdrv_W >= ecm_max_eng_p... 
(2) {emcp_p_eng_des_W = ecm_max_e... 
(3) {emcp_p_eng_des_W = vmcp_pdrv... 





(1) {emcp_psoc_W = bmcp_psoc_W;} 
(2) [vmcp_operating_mode == 30] 
(3) {emcp_psoc_W = 0;} 




emcp_psoc_W = 0; 
 




emcp_psoc_W = 0; 
 




emcp_psoc_W = 0; 
 
OR State lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/Energy Management Strategy/EMCP/SOC_Maintenance/Electric_Mode_Active 
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emcp_psoc_W = 0; 
 









(1) [vmcp_pdrv_W >= tim_max_power_W] 
(2) {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = vmcp_pdrv... 
(3) {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = vmcp_pdrv... 
(4) {emcp_p_elec_W = tim_max_powe... 
(5) {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_p_dr... 
(6) [emcp_p_elec_W >= bmcp_discha... 
(7) [emcp_p_elec_W <= bmcp_charge... 
(8) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_dis... 
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(9) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_cha... 
(10) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = emcp_p_e... 
(11) [vmcp_pdrv_W >= emcp_p_eng_ma... 
(12) {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = emcp_p_en... 
(13) {emcp_p_elec_W = vmcp_pdrv_W;} 
(14) [vmcp_operating_mode == 60] 
(15) {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 0;} 
(16) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = 0;} 




emcp_mode = 2; 
du: 





(1) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_dis... 
(2) {emcp_p_elec_W = emcp_p_drv_m... 
(3) {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_p_dr... 
(4) [emcp_p_elec_W >= bmcp_discha... 
(5) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_cha... 
(6) [emcp_p_elec_W <= bmcp_charge... 
(7) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = emcp_p_e... 
(8) [vmcp_pdrv_W >= emcp_p_eng_ma... 
(9) [vmcp_pdrv_W >= emcp_p_eng_ma... 
(10) {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = vmcp_pdrv... 
(11) {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = vmcp_pdrv... 
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(12) {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = emcp_p_en... 
(13) {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_p_en... 
(14) [emcp_ptot_W >= emcp_p_eng_ma... 
(15) {emcp_p_eng_des_W=emcp_p_eng_... 
(16) [emcp_ptot_W <= 0] 
(17) {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_ptot... 
(18) {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 0;} 
(19) [vmcp_eng_opt_ok && vmcp_eng_... 
(20) {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_peng... 
(21) [emcp_p_drv_mod_W >= emcp_pen... 
(22) {emcp_p_eng_des_W=emcp_p_drv_... 
(23) [emcp_p_drv_mod_W >= emcp_p_e... 
(24) {emcp_p_eng_des_W=emcp_p_eng_... 
(25) [vmcp_operating_mode == 60] 
(26) {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 0;} 
(27) {emcp_p_elec_des_W = 0;} 
(28) [emcp_p_drv_mod_W < 0] 
(29) {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_peng... 
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Table 57. Display Block Properties 
Name Format Decimation Floating 
emcp_eng_max_trq short 1 off 
 
Table 58. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
RPM_to_RPS pi/30 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 59. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
eng_max_trq 4 ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu4  
engine_speed_RPM 3 Gain22  
key_status 1 Gain1  
p_eng_des_W 2 SFunction  
 
Table 60. MinMax Block Properties 
Name Function Inputs Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Zero Cross 
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Name Function Inputs Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Zero Cross 
MinMax min 2 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule on 
 
Table 61. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
engine_trq_dmd 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Demux, Bus Selector1  
 
Table 62. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Divide */ Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Product 2 Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 63. Saturate Block Properties 
Name Upper Limit Lower Limit Linearize As Gain Zero Cross Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
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Table 64. From Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
raw_motor_trq_dmd motor_trq_dmd_raw Tag Divide1  
 
Table 65. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
RPM_to_RPS1 pi/30 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 66. Goto Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
Goto18 motor_trq_dmd_raw Tag local Data Type Propagation, Data Type Propagation, LowerRelop1, Switch, UpperRelop  
 
Table 67. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
key_status 5 Gain1  
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Name Port Defined In Blk 
p_elec_des_mod_W 1 Switch  
tim_motor_max_trq 3 ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu  
tim_motor_min_trq 4 Gain8  
tim_motor_speed_RPM 2 Gain19  
 
Table 68. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
motor_trq_demand 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Demux, Product10  
 
Table 69. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Divide1 */ Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Product 2 Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 70. Saturate Block Properties 
Name Upper Limit Lower Limit Linearize As Gain Zero Cross Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Saturation inf 100 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 71. Saturation Dynamic Block Properties 
Name Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output Data Type Scaling Mode Out Data Type Out Scaling Lock Scale Rnd Meth Do Satur 









Table 72. Compare To Constant Block Properties 
Name Relop Const Logic Out Data Type Mode Zero Cross 
accel_threshold < .08 uint8 off 
SIP_Active? ~= 60 uint8 off 
veh_speed_threshold < 1 uint8 off 
 
Table 73. Constant Block Properties 
Name Value Sampling Mode Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Sample Time Frame Period 
emcp_auxiliary_load_W ptc.prop.init.emcp_auxiliary_load_W Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
speed_reduction_enable1 0 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
speed_reduction_enable2 1 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
 
Table 74. From Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From1 accel_pedal_demand Tag Saturation1  
From18 vehicle_speed_MPH Tag MPS_2_MPH  
From2 driver_demand_W Tag Sum  
From3 driver_demand_W Tag Sum  
From4 ecm_eng_max_power_W_mod Tag Switch  
From5 vehicle_speed_MPH Tag MPS_2_MPH  
From6 ecm_eng_max_power_W Tag Gain11  
From7 ecm_eng_max_power_W_mod Tag Switch  
From8 emcp_cold_start_complete Tag SFunction  
From9 emcp_pre_warm_up_complete Tag SFunction  
 
Table 75. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
MPS_2_MPH 2.237 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 76. Goto Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
Goto1 accel_pedal_demand Tag local Compare, Divide2  
Goto2 driver_demand_W Tag local Terminator, Divide3  
Goto26 vehicle_speed_MPH Tag local ecm_max_eng_power_modifier, Compare  
Goto3 ecm_eng_max_power_W Tag local Divide1, Switch, Add  
Goto4 ecm_eng_max_power_W_mod Tag local SFunction , Switch1, Relational Operator  
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Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
Goto5 emcp_cold_start_complete Tag local Memory2  
Goto6 emcp_pre_warm_up_complete Tag local Logical Operator  
 
Table 77. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
bmcp_soc 8 Gain14  
ecm_acc_pedal_demand 2 Saturation  
ecm_cat_temp_C 13 Lookup Table2  
ecm_engine_speed_RPM 5 Gain22  
ecm_max_power_W 1 Gain11  
ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS 6 Gain21  
eng_on_first_time 10 SFunction  
EPU 12 SFunction  
p_eng_des_W 11 SFunction  
rbcp_brake_power_demand_W 4 Product1  
target_SOC 9 SFunction  
tim_max_power_W 3 Gain5  
vmcp_op_mode 7 Memory1  
 
Table 78. Logic Block Properties 
Name Operator Inputs Icon Shape All Ports Same DT Out Data Type Str 
Logical Operator AND 2 rectangular off boolean 
 
Table 79. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
ecm_p_eng_max_W_mod 4 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
emcp_cold_start_complete 5 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Memory2  
emcp_pdrv_W 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
emcp_peng_opt_W 2 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
emcp_peng_warm_W 3 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
emcp_pre_warm_up_complete 6 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Logical Operator  
 
Table 80. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Divide2 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
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Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Divide3 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 81. Saturate Block Properties 
Name Upper Limit Lower Limit Linearize As Gain Zero Cross Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Saturation1 1 0 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 82. Sum Block Properties 
Name Icon Shape Inputs Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Add rectangular +++ All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Sum rectangular +- All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 83. Switch Block Properties 
Name Criteria Threshold Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Zero Cross 










Table 84. Constant Block Properties 
Name Value Sampling Mode Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Sample Time Frame Period 
constant 1 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
eng_warm_up_torque_Nm ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_warm_up_trq_Nm Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
speed_reduction_enable 1 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
 
Table 85. From Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From1 engine_speed_RPM Tag Gain22  
From2 engine_speed_RPM Tag Gain22  
 
Table 86. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
MPS_2_MPH 2.237 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
RPM_to_RPS pi/30 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
RPM_to_RPS1 pi/30 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 87. Goto Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
Goto26 engine_speed_RPM Tag local emcp_engine_lugging_modifier_table, Saturation1, RPM_to_RPS  
 
Table 88. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
driver_demand_W 4 Sum  
ecm_max_power 5 Switch  
engine_speed_RPM 1 Gain22  
SOC 3 Gain14  
target_SOC 6 SFunction  
veh_spd_MPS 2 Gain21  
 
Table 89. Lookup Block Properties 
Name Input Values Table Look Up Meth Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
emcp_engine_lugging_modifier_table [0 1000 1200 1500 10000] [0 .25 .5 1 1] Interpolation-Extrapolation [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
enp_opt_reduction_table [0 5 10 20 100] [.25 .5 .75 1 1] Interpolation-Extrapolation [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 90. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
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Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
emcp_peng_opt_W 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
emcp_peng_warm_W 2 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
 
Table 91. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Divide1 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Divide2 **** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Multiply ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 92. Saturate Block Properties 
Name Upper Limit Lower Limit Linearize As Gain Zero Cross Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Saturation1 inf 1 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 93. Switch Block Properties 
Name Criteria Threshold Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Zero Cross 
Switch u2 >= Threshold .5 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule on 
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Table 95. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
In1 1 Divide2  
In2 2 Switch  
 
Table 96. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
Out1 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
 
Table 97. RelationalOperator Block Properties 
Name Operator Input Same DT Out Data Type Str Zero Cross 
Relational Operator < off boolean on 
 
Table 98. Switch Block Properties 
Name Criteria Threshold Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Zero Cross 
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Table 99. Concatenate Block Properties 
Name Num Inputs Mode Concatenate Dimension 
Matrix Concatenate 5 Multidimensional array 1 
Matrix Concatenate1 5 Multidimensional array 1 
 
Table 100. Constant Block Properties 
Name Value Sampling Mode Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Sample Time Frame Period 
Constant1 1 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Constant2 0 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Constant3 100 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Constant4 1 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Constant5 1 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 




Table 101. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Gain1 100 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
to percent1 100 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 102. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
SOC 1 Gain14  
Target_SOC 2 SFunction  
 
Table 103. Lookup Table Dynamic Block Properties 
Name Look Up Meth Out Data Type Str Output Data Type Scaling Mode Out Data Type Out Scaling Lock Scale Rnd Meth Do Satur 
Dynamic Engine Optimal Power SOC Modifier Table Interpolation-Use End Values float('double') Specify via dialog float('double') 2^-10 off Floor off 
 
Table 104. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
P_eng_Opt_Modifier 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Divide2  
 
Table 105. Sum Block Properties 
Name Icon Shape Inputs Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Add rectangular -+ All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Add1 rectangular ++ All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
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Table 106. Constant Block Properties 
Name Value Sampling Mode Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Sample Time Frame Period 
emcp_cat_cold_temp_C ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_cat_cold_temp_C Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
emcp_eng_energy_warm_up_IC ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_energy_warm_up_IC Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
eng_energy_total_restart ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_energy_total_restart Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
eng_energy_total_warm_up ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_energy_total_warm_up Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
eng_idle_power 1000 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
percent_difference 1-ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_max_p_modifier Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
t_eng_ramp_up 7 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
 
Table 107. Inport Block Properties 
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Name Port Defined In Blk 
ecm_cat_temp_C 6 Lookup Table2  
ecm_max_eng_power_W 2 Gain11  
eng_on_first_time 3 SFunction  
EPU 5 SFunction  
p_eng_des_W 4 SFunction  
vehicle_speed_MPH 1 MPS_2_MPH  
 















emcp_eng_energy_integrator level external ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_energy_warm_up_IC 100000 -60000 on '' 
 
Table 109. Lookup Block Properties 
Name Input Values Table Look Up Meth Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
ecm_max_eng_power_modifier [0 5 10 20 100] [.25 .30 .35 .40 ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_max_p_modifier] Interpolation-Extrapolation [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 110. Memory Block Properties 
Name X0 Inherit Sample Time Linearize Memory Linearize As Delay 
Memory 0 off off off 
 
Table 111. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
ecm_max_eng_power_W_mod 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction , Switch1, Relational Operator  
emcp_cold_start_complete 2 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Memory2  
emcp_pre_warm_up_complete 3 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Logical Operator  
 
Table 112. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Divide1 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Divide2 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Divide3 ** Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 113. Saturate Block Properties 
Name Upper Limit Lower Limit Linearize As Gain Zero Cross Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Saturation 1 0 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 




Table 114. Stateflow Block Properties 
Name Chart 
Cold_Start_Logic_Chart Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  
 
Table 115. Sum Block Properties 
Name Icon Shape Inputs Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Sum round |++ All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Total_pwr_mod round |++ All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 116. Switch Block Properties 
Name Criteria Threshold Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Zero Cross 
Switch u2 >= Threshold 0.5 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule on 
 




Chart - Cold_Start_Logic_Chart 
Chart lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/Cold_Start_Logic_Chart 





























1. lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT  
1. Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  
1. Data: eng_on_first_time, total_energy_init, t_warm_up, t_init_warm_up, warm_scale, ecm_max_avail, t_ramp, EPU, t_eng_start_ramp, 
emcp_cold_start_complete, total_energy_temp, total_energy_restart, ecm_brickcat1_temp_C, emcp_cat_cold_temp_C, eng_energy_used, t_pre_warm_init, 
emcp_pre_warm_up_complete, int_reset  
2. eng_max_power_mod  
1. Transition: {total_energy_temp = total_en..., {t_pre_warm_init = t;}, [EPU], [(ecm_brickcat1_temp_C > emcp..., [(warm_scale >=1) || (total_e..., [ 
!EPU], [ecm_brickcat1_temp_C < emcp_...  
2. Catalyst_Cold  
3. Wait_for_Eng_off  
4. eng_warm  
1. Transition: [EPU], [!EPU], {t_ramp = t;}, [warm_scale>=1]  
2. Eng_Start  
3. Eng_Off  
4. Eng_Running  
5. eng_warming_up  
6. eng_cold  
2. Energy Management Strategy  
3. Vehicle Mode Control Process  









(5) Catalyst_Cold  
(6) {total_energy_temp = total_en... 




(9) [(ecm_brickcat1_temp_C > emcp... 
(10) [(warm_scale >=1) || (total_e... 
(11) [ !EPU] 
(12) [ecm_brickcat1_temp_C < emcp_... 




int_reset = 0; 
du: 
warm_scale = eng_energy_used / total_energy_temp; 
emcp_pre_warm_up_complete = (t >= (t_pre_warm_init + 198)); 
 




ecm_max_avail = 1; 
emcp_cold_start_complete = 0; 
int_reset = 1; 
warm_scale = 0; 
emcp_pre_warm_up_complete = 0; 
 




warm_scale = 1; 
emcp_cold_start_complete = 1; 
int_reset = 1; 
emcp_pre_warm_up_complete = 1; 
 






OR State lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/Cold_Start_Logic_Chart/eng_max_power_mod/eng_warm 
emcp_cold_start_complete = 1; 
int_reset = 1; 










(6) {t_ramp = t;} 
(7) [warm_scale>=1] 




total_energy_temp = total_energy_restart; 
 




warm_scale = 0; 
ecm_max_avail = 1; 
 




warm_scale = 1; 
ecm_max_avail = 0; 
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Table 118. Constant Block Properties 
Name Value Sampling Mode Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Sample Time Frame Period 
emcp_accel_ped_int_reset .1 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
emcp_battery_I_gain ptc.prop.init.emcp_battery_I_gain Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
emcp_battery_P_gain ptc.prop.init.emcp_battery_P_gain Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
emcp_integrator_reset_MPH ptc.prop.init.emcp_integrator_reset_MPH Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
pi_override 1 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
 
Table 119. DataTypeConversion Block Properties 
Name Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Convert Real World 
Data Type Conversion [] [] double Real World Value (RWV) 
 
Table 120. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
mps to MPH1 2.237 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
mps to MPH2 0 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 




Table 121. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
ecm_acc_pedal_demand 4 Saturation  
ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS 3 Gain21  
p_batt_actual_W 2 Divide  
p_elec_des_W 1 SFunction  
 
Table 122. Integrator Block Properties 
Name External Reset Initial Condition Source Limit Output Upper Saturation Limit Lower Saturation Limit Zero Cross Continuous State Attributes 
Integrator level internal on 100000 -60000 on '' 
 
Table 123. Logic Block Properties 
Name Operator Inputs Icon Shape All Ports Same DT Out Data Type Str 
Logical Operator NOT 2 rectangular off boolean 
Logical Operator1 AND 2 rectangular off boolean 
 
Table 124. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
p_elec_des_mod 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Divide1  
 
Table 125. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Product1 2 Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Product2 2 Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Product3 2 Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Product4 2 Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 126. RelationalOperator Block Properties 
Name Operator Input Same DT Out Data Type Str Zero Cross 
Relational Operator <= off Inherit: Logical (see Configuration Parameters: Optimization) on 
Relational Operator1 <= off Inherit: Logical (see Configuration Parameters: Optimization) on 
 
Table 127. Sum Block Properties 
Name Icon Shape Inputs Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Subtract rectangular +- All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 




Table 128. Switch Block Properties 
Name Criteria Threshold Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Zero Cross 
Switch u2 >= Threshold .5 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule on 
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Table 129. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
to percent 100 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
to percent1 100 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 130. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
PSOC_charge_power 3 SFunction  
PSOC_discharge_power 4 SFunction  
SOC 1 Gain14  
Target_SOC 2 SFunction  
 
Table 131. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
Psoc 2 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
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Table 132. Concatenate Block Properties 
Name Num Inputs Mode Concatenate Dimension 
Matrix Concatenate 5 Multidimensional array 1 
Matrix Concatenate1 5 Multidimensional array 1 
 
Table 133. Constant Block Properties 
Name Value Sampling Mode Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Sample Time Frame Period 
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Name Value Sampling Mode Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Sample Time Frame Period 
Constant1 0 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Constant2 0 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Constant3 100 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
psoc_table_SOC_offset ptc.prop.init.emcp_psoc_table_offset Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
 
Table 134. From Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From2 engine_speed_RPM Tag lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
 
Table 135. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Gain -1 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 136. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
PSOC_charge_power 3 SFunction  
PSOC_discharge_power 4 SFunction  
SOC 1 to percent  
Target_SOC 2 to percent1  
 
Table 137. Lookup Block Properties 
Name Input Values Table Look Up Meth Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
emcp_engine_lugging_PSOC_modifier_table [0 1000 1200 1500 10000] [0 .25 .5 1 1] Interpolation-Extrapolation [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 138. Lookup Table Dynamic Block Properties 
Name Look Up Meth Out Data Type Str Output Data Type Scaling Mode Out Data Type Out Scaling Lock Scale Rnd Meth Do Satur 
Dynamic PSOC Table Interpolation-Use End Values float('double') Specify via dialog float('double') 2^-10 off Floor off 
 
Table 139. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
PSOC 2 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction , Product  
PSOC_engine 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
 
Table 140. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 




Table 141. Sum Block Properties 
Name Icon Shape Inputs Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Add rectangular -+ All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 









Table 142. BusCreator Block Properties 
Name Inputs Display Option 
Bus Creator 14 bar 
Bus Creator1 15 bar 
Bus Creator2 8 bar 
Bus Creator3 7 bar 
 
































































































































Table 144. From Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From ecm_key_status Tag Gain1  
From1 ecm_acc_pedal_demand Tag Saturation  
From10 bcm_soc Tag Gain14  
From11 bcm_battery_current_A Tag Gain15  
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Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From12 bcm_battery_voltage_V Tag Gain16  
From13 ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS Tag Gain21  
From14 bcm_battery_air_temp_C Tag Gain18  
From15 bcm_discharge_power_limit_W Tag Gain3  
From16 bcm_charge_power_limit_W Tag Gain4  
From17 bcm_battery_temp_C Tag Gain17  
From18 tim_inverter_status Tag Lookup Table1  
From19 bcm_contactor_status Tag Lookup Table  
From2 ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS Tag Gain21  
From20 ecm_engine_speed_RPM Tag Gain22  
From21 tim_motor_speed_RPM Tag Gain19  
From22 ecm_brk_pedal_demand Tag Saturation1  
From23 ecm_engine_running Tag Gain13  
From24 ecm_engine_running Tag Gain13  
From25 ecm_max_power_W Tag Gain11  
From26 ecm_min_power_W Tag Gain12  
From27 ecm_brk_pedal_demand Tag Saturation1  
From28 tim_max_power_W Tag Gain5  
From29 tim_min_power_W Tag Divide6  
From3 ecm_engine_speed_RPM Tag Gain22  
From30 ecm_wheel_spd_RPM Tag Gain25  
From31 ecm_wheel_spd_RPM Tag Gain25  
From32 ecm_max_power_W Tag Gain11  
From33 ecm_eng_max_trq Tag ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu4  
From34 tim_motor_max_trq Tag ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu  
From35 tim_motor_min_trq Tag Gain8  
From36 tim_max_power_W Tag Gain5  
From37 tim_min_power_W Tag Divide6  
From38 ecm_acc_pedal_demand Tag Saturation  
From39 ecm_min_power_W Tag Gain12  
From4 ecm_PRNDL_position Tag Constant  
From40 ecm_brk_pedal_demand Tag Saturation1  
From41 ecm_clutch_position Tag Gain2  
From42 ecm_SIP_flag Tag mem_ptc_sft_in_progress_trs_simu  
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Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From43 tim_motor_max_torque_Nm Tag lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
From5 ecm_ECT_C Tag Gain23  
From6 ecm_exhaust_temp_C Tag Lookup Table2  
From7 ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS Tag Gain21  
From8 ecm_engine_speed_RPM Tag Gain22  
From9 tim_motor_speed_RPM Tag Gain19  
 
Table 145. Goto Block Properties 





Used By Blk 
Goto bcm_soc Tag local Gain1, to percent, Terminator1, Gain, to percent, Lookup Table1, Relational Operator, SFunction  
Goto1 bcm_battery_current_A Tag local Divide  
Goto10 ecm_exhaust_temp_C Tag local SFunction  
Goto11 ecm_wheel_spd_RPM Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto12 ecm_key_status Tag local Product, Product, SFunction  
Goto13 ecm_PRNDL_position Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto14 bcm_discharge_power_limit_W Tag local Divide1  
Goto15 bcm_charge_power_limit_W Tag local Divide2  
Goto16 bcm_contactor_status Tag local SFunction  
Goto17 tim_inverter_status Tag local SFunction  
Goto18 ecm_engine_running Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), SFunction  
Goto19 ecm_min_power_W Tag local Bus Selector, SFunction  
Goto2 bcm_battery_voltage_V Tag local Divide  
Goto20 ecm_max_power_W Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Divide1, Switch, Add, SFunction  
Goto21 tim_motor_max_trq Tag local Switch2, LowerRelop1  
Goto22 tim_motor_min_trq Tag local Switch, UpperRelop  
Goto23 ecm_eng_max_trq Tag local MinMax, emcp_eng_max_trq  
Goto24 ecm_clutch_position Tag local SFunction  
Goto25 ecm_acc_pedal_demand Tag local Relational Operator1, Saturation1, SFunction  
Goto26 ecm_brk_pedal_demand Tag local SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Product  
Goto27 tim_max_power_W Tag local Product, Add, SFunction  
Goto28 tim_min_power_W Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Product  
Goto29 ecm_SIP_flag Tag local SFunction  
Goto3 bcm_battery_temp_C Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto4 bcm_battery_air_temp_C Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
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Used By Blk 
Goto5 tim_motor_speed_RPM Tag local SFunction , Saturation, lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto6 tcm_gear_out Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto7 ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS Tag local mps to MPH, MPS_2_MPH, MPS_2_MPH, mps to MPH2, mps to MPH, mps to MPH  
Goto8 ecm_engine_speed_RPM Tag local 
SFunction , emcp_engine_lugging_modifier_table, Saturation1, RPM_to_RPS, Saturation1, SFunction , 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto9 ecm_ECT_C Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
 
Table 146. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
VSC_CONTROL_VARIABLES 1 
Saturation, Gain1, Gain3, Gain4, Gain5, Divide6, Gain7, Gain8, Gain9, Gain10, Gain11, Gain12, Constant, Saturation1, ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu, Lookup 
Table, Lookup Table1, ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu4, Gain, mem_ptc_sft_in_progress_trs_simu  
VSC_PLANT_VARIABLES 2 Gain14, Gain15, Gain16, Gain17, Gain18, Gain19, Gain20, Gain21, Gain22, Gain23, Lookup Table2, Gain13, Gain25, Gain2  
 


























Gain1, to percent, Terminator1, Gain, to percent, Lookup Table1, Relational Operator, SFunction , Divide, Divide, 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Divide1, 








SFunction , Saturation, SFunction , emcp_engine_lugging_modifier_table, Saturation1, RPM_to_RPS, Saturation1, 
mps to MPH, MPS_2_MPH, MPS_2_MPH, mps to MPH2, SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT 
(model), lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Divide1, Switch, Add, SFunction , Product, Add, 
Relational Operator1, Saturation1, SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), 









Product, lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), 
mps to MPH, lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT 








Product, Product, SFunction , SFunction , mps to MPH, SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT 
(model), SFunction , SFunction , lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), 
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Table 148. BusSelector Block Properties 
Name Output Signals Output As Bus Input Signals 









Table 149. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
from_BMCP 4 Unconnected 
from_EMCP 2 Product, Product  
from_RBCP 3 Unconnected 




Table 150. Mux Block Properties 
Name Inputs Display Option 
Mux 3 bar 
 
Table 151. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 





System - lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/UTK VSC StrategyPhase 2/Regenerative Braking Control Process 
 
Table 152. BusCreator Block Properties 
Name Inputs Display Option 




Table 153. BusSelector Block Properties 

























Table 154. From Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From1 rbcp_brake_power_demand_W Tag Product1  
From2 tim_min_power_W Tag Divide6  
From27 ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS Tag Gain21  
From3 ecm_brk_pedal_demand Tag Saturation1  
 
Table 155. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
mps to MPH 2.237 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 156. Goto Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
Goto1 rbcp_brake_power_demand_W Tag local Sum  
Goto2 tim_max_motor_torq_Nm Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto3 ecm_wheel_spd_RPM Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto4 tim_min_power_W Tag local Product  
Goto5 ecm_brk_pedal_demand Tag local Product  
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Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
Goto6 tim_motor_speed_RPM Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto7 ecm_engine_speed_RPM Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto8 ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS Tag local mps to MPH  
 







Table 158. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
BMCP_to_RBCP 4 Divide1, Divide2, Gain14, Ground1  
EMCP_to_RBCP 3 Ground1  
to_RBCP 1 Gain21, Gain22, Gain19, Saturation1, Gain25, lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Divide6  
VMCP_to_RBCP 2 Ground  
 
Table 159. Lookup Block Properties 
Name Input Values Table Look Up Meth Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
rbcp_regen_fadeout_table ptc.prop.init.rbcp_max_regen_soc_index ptc.prop.init.rbcp_max_regen_percent Interpolation-Extrapolation [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 160. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
from_RBCP 4 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Unconnected 
RBCP_to_BMCP 3 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Terminator  
RBCP_to_EMCP 2 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Sum  
RBCP_to_VMCP 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] Terminator  
 
Table 161. Product Block Properties 
Name Inputs Multiplication Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Product 2 Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Product1 2 Element-wise(.*) All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
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Table 163. BusCreator Block Properties 
Name Inputs Display Option 
Bus Creator 2 bar 
Bus Creator1 11 bar 
Bus Creator2 2 bar 
 























































































emcp_CD_SOC_threshold ptc.prop.init.vmcp_soc_target+ptc.prop.init.emcp_CD_SOC_threshold Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
emcp_CS_SOC_threshold ptc.prop.init.vmcp_soc_target+ptc.prop.init.emcp_CS_SOC_threshold Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
emcp_eng_power_off_CD_threshold ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_power_off_CD_threshold Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
emcp_eng_power_off_CS_threshold ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_power_off_CS_threshold Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
emcp_eng_power_on_CS_threshold ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_power_on_CS_threshold Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_adaptive_SOC_offset ptc.prop.init.vmcp_adaptive_SOC_offset Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_CS_MPH_threshold_adaptive_HI ptc.prop.init.vmcp_CS_MPH_threshold_adaptive_HI Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
















vmcp_eng_demand_off_time_min ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_demand_off_time_min Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_eng_demand_time_min ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_demand_time_min Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_eng_ON ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_EV_only ptc.prop.init.vmcp_EV_only Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_force_charge_sustaining ptc.prop.init.vmcp_force_charge_sustaining Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_FTO_ped_threshold ptc.prop.init.vmcp_FTO_ped_threshold Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_init_W ptc.prop.init.vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_init_W Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_init_W ptc.prop.init.vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_init_W Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_soc_target ptc.prop.init.vmcp_soc_target Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_t_cssew ptc.prop.init.vmcp_t_cssew Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_t_eng_off_max ptc.prop.init.vmcp_t_eng_off_max Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_t_eng_on_min ptc.prop.init.vmcp_t_eng_on_min Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_use_adaptive_SOC ptc.prop.init.vmcp_use_adaptive_SOC Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_use_conventional_mode ptc.prop.init.vmcp_use_conventional_mode Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_use_dynamic_CS ptc.prop.init.vmcp_use_dynamic_CS Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_use_engine_optimal ptc.prop.init.vmcp_use_engine_optimal_mode Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 
'Constant value' 
inf inf 
vmcp_use_key_on_eng_start ptc.prop.init.vmcp_use_key_on_engine_start Sample based [] [] 






Table 166. From Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
bmcp_contactor_status bmcp_contactor_status Tag Lookup Table  
bmcp_SOC bmcp_soc Tag Gain14  
bmcp_SOC1 bmcp_soc Tag Gain14  
bmcp_SOC_MPH bmcp_soc Tag Gain14  
ecm_acc_pedal_demand ecm_acc_pedal_demand Tag Saturation  
ecm_brk_pedal_demand ecm_brk_pedal_demand Tag Saturation1  
ecm_cluch_position ecm_clutch_position Tag Gain2  
ecm_engine_running ecm_engine_running Tag Gain13  
ecm_engine_speed_RPM ecm_engine_speed_RPM Tag Gain22  
ecm_key_status ecm_key_status Tag Gain1  
ecm_key_status1 ecm_key_status Tag Gain1  
ecm_key_status2 vmcp_eng_opt_ok Tag SFunction  
ecm_SIP_flag ecm_SIP_flag Tag mem_ptc_sft_in_progress_trs_simu  
ecm_vehicle_speed_mph ecm_vehicle_speed_MPH Tag mps to MPH  
emcp_cold_start_complete emcp_cold_start_complete Tag SFunction  
emcp_ptot_W emcp_ptot_W Tag Memory5  
From vmcp_contactor_request Tag SFunction  
From1 vmcp_hybrid_ok Tag SFunction  
From10 vmp_operating_mode Tag Memory1  
From11 vmp_engine_mode Tag SFunction  
From12 vmp_EPU Tag SFunction  
From14 vmcp_inverter_request Tag SFunction  
From16 vmp_EPU Tag SFunction  
From19 vmcp_target_SOC Tag SFunction  
From2 emcp_eng_on_first_time Tag SFunction  
From20 vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W Tag SFunction  
From21 vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W Tag SFunction  
From8 vmcp_soft_start_request Tag lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
From9 vmp_gear_mode Tag lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
target_SOC_MPH vmcp_target_SOC Tag SFunction  
tim_inverter_status tim_inverter_status Tag Lookup Table1  
tim_max_power_W tim_max_power_W Tag Gain5  
 
Table 167. Gain Block Properties 
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Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
mps to MPH 2.237 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 168. Goto Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
Goto ecm_key_status Tag local Product, Product, SFunction  
Goto1 ecm_acc_pedal_demand Tag local SFunction  
Goto10 emcp_cold_start_complete Tag local Memory2  
Goto13 ecm_brk_pedal_demand Tag local SFunction  
Goto14 bmcp_soc Tag local to percent, Lookup Table1, Relational Operator, SFunction  
Goto15 emcp_ptot_W Tag local Memory  
Goto16 ecm_wheel_speed_RPM Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto17 ecm_max_power_W Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto18 tim_max_power_W Tag local SFunction  
Goto2 ecm_vehicle_speed_MPH Tag local SFunction  
Goto3 ecm_engine_speed_RPM Tag local SFunction  
Goto4 ecm_PRNDL_position Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
Goto5 tim_inverter_status Tag local SFunction  
Goto6 ecm_engine_running Tag local SFunction  
Goto7 bmcp_contactor_status Tag local SFunction  
Goto8 ecm_clutch_position Tag local SFunction  
Goto9 ecm_SIP_flag Tag local SFunction  
vmcp_contactor_request vmcp_contactor_request Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
vmcp_eng_ON_DC_threshold vmcp_eng_ON_DC_threshold Tag local lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model)  
vmcp_eng_optimal_ok vmcp_eng_opt_ok Tag local SFunction  
vmcp_engine_mode vmp_engine_mode Tag local Memory3  
vmcp_EPU vmp_EPU Tag local Demux, Bus Selector1, SFunction , Divide3, Memory2  
vmcp_hybrid_ok vmcp_hybrid_ok Tag local SFunction  
vmcp_inverter_request vmcp_inverter_request Tag local Bus Selector  
vmcp_inverter_request1 emcp_eng_on_first_time Tag local SFunction , SFunction  
vmcp_operating_mode vmp_operating_mode Tag local Compare, Memory4  
vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W Tag local Gain  
vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W Tag local Matrix Concatenate, Matrix Concatenate  
vmcp_target_SOC vmcp_target_SOC Tag local Memory1, to percent1, to percent1  








Table 170. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
BMCP_to_VMCP 4 Lookup Table, Gain14, Ground  
EMCP_to_VMCP 2 Memory5, lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), SFunction  
RBCP_to_VMCP 3 Ground3  
to_VMCP 1 Gain1, Saturation, Gain21, Gain22, Constant, Lookup Table1, Gain13, Gain25, Gain11, Gain12, Saturation1, Gain5, Gain2, mem_ptc_sft_in_progress_trs_simu  
 
Table 171. Memory Block Properties 
Name X0 Inherit Sample Time Linearize Memory Linearize As Delay 
Memory 0 off off off 
Memory1 0 off off off 
Memory2 0 off off off 
 





















BusObject [] [] 
Inherit: 
auto 




BusObject [] [] 
Inherit: 
auto 








lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT (model), Compare, Memory4, Memory3, SFunction , 
Divide3, Memory2, to percent1, to percent1, Gain, Matrix Concatenate, Matrix Concatenate, SFunction 




BusObject [] [] 
Inherit: 
auto 
held [] Terminator2  
 
Table 173. Stateflow Block Properties 
Name Chart 
Vehicle Mode Control Process Vehicle Mode Control Process  
 







Chart - Vehicle Mode Control Process 
Chart lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/Vehicle Mode Control Process 




















































































(1) VMCP  
Stateflow Hierarchy 
1. lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT  
1. Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  
2. Vehicle Mode Control Process  
1. Data: ecm_SIP, ecm_key_status, emcp_ptot_W, ecm_engine_running, ecm_engine_speed_RPM, tim_inverter_status, bmcp_contactor_status, 
ecm_vehicle_speed_MPH, vmcp_EPU, vmcp_engine_mode, vmcp_operating_mode, vmcp_contactor_request, vmcp_inverter_request, 
ecm_acc_pedal_demand, ecm_brk_pedal_demand, bmcp_soc, Cruise_Charge_Available, Engine_Only_Active, Full_Power_Active, Regen_Active, 
Cruise_Charge_Active, vmcp_soc_target, vmcp_FTO_ped_threshold, t_cssew_temp, t_eng_off_demand_temp, vmcp_EPU_temp, vmcp_t_cssew, 
vmcp_t_eng_on_min, Electric_Only, vmcp_eng_ON, tim_max_power_W, Charge_Sustaining, eng_power_on_W, eng_power_off_W, 
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emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold, emcp_eng_power_off_CD_threshold, emcp_eng_power_on_CS_threshold, emcp_eng_power_off_CS_threshold, 
emcp_CS_SOC_threshold, t_eng_off_temp, emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold_percent, eng_on_first_time, vmcp_eng_demand_time_min, 
t_eng_demand_temp, vmcp_eng_demand_off_min, vmcp_CS_speed_threshold_adaptive_HI, vmcp_CS_speed_threshold_adaptive_LO, 
vmcp_target_SOC_out, emcp_CD_SOC_threshold, vmcp_use_dynamic_CS, vmcp_t_eng_off_max, t_eng_on_temp, vmcp_veh_speed_eng_on_MPH, 
vmcp_veh_speed_eng_off_MPH, vmcp_use_adaptive_SOC, vmcp_adaptive_SOC_offset, t_contactor_fault, vmcp_force_charge_sustaining, 
vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W, vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W, vmcp_EV_only, veh_running_status, vmcp_hybrid_ok, PSOC_charge_power_W, 
PSOC_discharge_power_W, cpl_clutch_fb, vmcp_conventional_mode, t_EPD, vmcp_use_eng_opt, vmcp_eng_opt_ok, vmcp_use_key_on_eng_start, 
emcp_cold_start_complete  
2. VMCP  
1. Subsystem_Status  
1. Transition: [~bmcp_contactor_status || ~e..., [~ecm_key_status]  
2. Vehicle_Shutdown  
1. Transition: [~tim_inverter_status]  
2. Initialize_HV_Battery  
3. Shutdown_Traction_Inverter_Module  
3. Vehicle_Startup  
1. Transition: [ecm_key_status], [~ecm_key_status], [tim_inverter_status], [(t-t_contactor_fault)>20]  
2. Key_Off  
3. Initialize_Electric_Drive  
1. Transition: [bmcp_contactor_status]  
2. Initialize_HV_Battery  
3. Initialize_Traction_Inverter_Module  
4. Contactor_Fault  
5. Inverter_Fault  
4. Vehicle_Running  
1. Transition: {t_cssew_temp = t;}, [(t>(t_cssew_temp+vmcp_t_csse..., [ecm_engine_running], [!vmcp_EPU_temp && 
(t>t_eng_o..., [vmcp_EPU_temp], [eng_on_first_time && emcp_co..., [t>t_eng_demand_temp], [~vmcp_EPU_temp], 
[t>t_eng_off_demand_temp], [vmcp_EPU_temp], [(t > t_eng_on_temp) && !vmcp..., [t >= t_EPD]  
2. Start_Engine  
3. Cold_Start_Engine_Warmup  
4. Engine_Warm  
5. Engine_Idle_Off  
6. Eng_On_Demand  
7. Eng_Off_Demand  
8. Controlled_EPD  
2. Vehicle_Operating_Mode  
1. Transition: [Charge_Sustaining], [!Charge_Sustaining], [ecm_SIP], [Full_Power_Active], [!Full_Power_Active], [!ecm_SIP], [Electric_Only], 
{eng_power_on_W = emcp_eng_po..., [!Electric_Only], [!vmcp_conventional_mode], [vmcp_conventional_mode], [Regen_Active], 
[!Regen_Active]  
2. Electric_Mode  
3. Charge_Sustaining_Mode  
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1. Transition: [!vmcp_EPU], [vmcp_EPU && vmcp_use_adaptiv..., [vmcp_use_dynamic_CS && ......, [!vmcp_EPU && bmcp_soc < 
(emc...  
2. Adaptive_Target_SOC  
3. Fixed_Target_SOC  
1. Transition: [vmcp_force_charge_sustaining], [bmcp_soc <= emcp_CS_SOC_thre...  
2. Force_Charge_Sustain  
3. Normal  
4. Dynamic_CS_Algorithm  
4. Engine_On_Active  
5. Full_Power_Active  
6. Conventional_Active  
7. SIP_Active  
8. Regen_Active  
3. Energy Management Strategy  













(2) [~bmcp_contactor_status || ~e... 
(3) [~ecm_key_status] 
(4) Vehicle_Shutdown  
(5) Vehicle_Startup 





vmcp_target_SOC_out = vmcp_soc_target; 
du: 
emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold = tim_max_power_W * emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold_percent; 
Regen_Active = ecm_brk_pedal_demand < 0; 
Full_Power_Active = ecm_acc_pedal_demand >= vmcp_FTO_ped_threshold; 
Charge_Sustaining = (((bmcp_soc <= emcp_CS_SOC_threshold) && !Charge_Sustaining) || ((bmcp_soc< emcp_CD_SOC_threshold)&& Charge_Sustaining) || ... 
(vmcp_EPU && vmcp_use_dynamic_CS) || vmcp_force_charge_sustaining) && !vmcp_conventional_mode; 
Engine_Only_Active = vmcp_EPU; 
Electric_Only = vmcp_engine_mode==20 && !vmcp_conventional_mode; 
































eng_on_first_time = 0; 
du: 
vmcp_EPU_temp = (((emcp_ptot_W > eng_power_on_W) && !vmcp_EPU_temp) || ((emcp_ptot_W > eng_power_off_W) && vmcp_EPU_temp) || ... 
((ecm_vehicle_speed_MPH > vmcp_veh_speed_eng_on_MPH) && !vmcp_EPU_temp) && Charge_Sustaining || ... 
((ecm_vehicle_speed_MPH > vmcp_veh_speed_eng_off_MPH) && vmcp_EPU_temp) && Charge_Sustaining || ... 
(~eng_on_first_time && vmcp_use_key_on_eng_start) || !emcp_cold_start_complete ||... 













(7) {t_cssew_temp = t;} 
(8) [(t>(t_cssew_temp+vmcp_t_csse... 
(9) [ecm_engine_running] 
(10) [!vmcp_EPU_temp && (t>t_eng_o... 
(11) [vmcp_EPU_temp] 





(17) [(t > t_eng_on_temp) && !vmcp... 
(18) [t >= t_EPD] 
(19) Start_Engine 




vmcp_EPU = 0; 
vmcp_engine_mode = 20; 



























eng_power_on_W = emcp_eng_power_on_CS_threshold; 
eng_power_off_W = emcp_eng_power_off_CS_threshold; 
ex: 
eng_power_on_W = emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold; 
eng_power_off_W = emcp_eng_power_off_CD_threshold; 











(5) [vmcp_EPU && vmcp_use_adaptiv... 
(6) [vmcp_use_dynamic_CS && ...... 
(7) [!vmcp_EPU && bmcp_soc < (emc... 





eng_power_on_W = emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold; 
eng_power_off_W = emcp_eng_power_off_CD_threshold; 
 











eng_power_on_W = emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold; 
eng_power_off_W = emcp_eng_power_off_CD_threshold; 
 




vmcp_operating_mode = 50; 
 






OR State lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/Vehicle Mode Control Process/VMCP/Vehicle_Operating_Mode/Conventional_Active 
vmcp_operating_mode = 60; 
 




vmcp_operating_mode = 26; 
 





veh_running_status = 4; 
du: 
vmcp_hybrid_ok = (ecm_engine_speed_RPM >= 1000) && (cpl_clutch_fb >= 0.8) && ... 
!vmcp_conventional_mode; 
ex: 
eng_on_first_time = 1; 
 





t_eng_off_temp = vmcp_t_eng_on_min + t; 
vmcp_EPU=1; 
veh_running_status = 5; 
du: 
vmcp_hybrid_ok = (ecm_engine_speed_RPM >= 1000) && (cpl_clutch_fb >= 0.8) && ... 
!vmcp_conventional_mode; 
 







OR State lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/Vehicle Mode Control Process/VMCP/Subsystem_Status/Vehicle_Running/Engine_Warm 
vmcp_EPU = 0; 
t_eng_on_temp = t + vmcp_t_eng_off_max; 
veh_running_status = 1; 
vmcp_hybrid_ok = 0; 
 




t_eng_demand_temp = t + vmcp_eng_demand_time_min; 
veh_running_status = 2; 
 




t_eng_off_demand_temp = t+vmcp_eng_demand_off_min; 
veh_running_status = 6; 
 




vmcp_hybrid_ok = 0; 
t_EPD = t + 1; 
veh_running_status = 7; 
vmcp_engine_mode = 15; 
 





veh_running_status = 3; 
vmcp_engine_mode = 16; 
 






















vmcp_hybrid_ok = 0; 
veh_running_status = -1; 
 














OR State lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/Vehicle Mode Control Process/VMCP/Subsystem_Status/Vehicle_Startup/Contactor_Fault 
Label Contactor_Fault/ 
OR State lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/Vehicle Mode Control Process/VMCP/Subsystem_Status/Vehicle_Startup/Inverter_Fault 
Label Inverter_Fault/ 




vmcp_target_SOC_out = vmcp_soc_target + ... 
vmcp_adaptive_SOC_offset; 
vmcp_operating_mode = 31; 
 












(2) Normal  
(3) [vmcp_force_charge_sustaining] 
(4) [bmcp_soc <= emcp_CS_SOC_thre... 




vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W = PSOC_charge_power_W; 
vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W = 0; 
vmcp_operating_mode = 30; 
vmcp_target_SOC_out = !vmcp_eng_opt_ok * bmcp_soc + ... 
vmcp_eng_opt_ok * vmcp_soc_target; 
 

















vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W = 0; 
vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W = 10000; 
eng_power_on_W = 15000; 
eng_power_off_W = 5000; 
vmcp_operating_mode = 32; 
 
OR State lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/Vehicle Mode Control Process/VMCP/Vehicle_Operating_Mode/Charge_Sustaining_Mode/Fixed_Target_SOC/Normal 
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vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W = PSOC_charge_power_W; 
vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W = PSOC_discharge_power_W; 
eng_power_on_W = emcp_eng_power_on_CS_threshold; 
eng_power_off_W = emcp_eng_power_off_CS_threshold; 






System - lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/UTK VSC StrategyPhase 2/Vehicle Mode Control Process/Subsystem 
 
Table 175. From Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From1 Target_SOC_percent Tag to percent1  
From2 SOC_percent Tag to percent  
From3 Target_SOC_percent Tag to percent1  
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Name Goto Tag Icon Display Defined In Blk 
From9 SOC_percent Tag to percent  
 
Table 176. Gain Block Properties 
Name Gain Multiplication Param Min Param Max Param Data Type Str Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
to percent 100 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
to percent1 100 Element-wise(K.*u) [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
Table 177. Goto Block Properties 
Name Goto Tag Icon Display Tag Visibility Used By Blk 
SOC_percent SOC_percent Tag local Dynamic Vehicle Speed Engine ON Table, Dynamic Vehicle Speed Engine OFF Table  
Target_SOC_percent Target_SOC_percent Tag local Add1, Matrix Concatenate1, Add, Add, Add1, Matrix Concatenate1  
 
Table 178. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
SOC 1 Gain14  
Target_SOC 2 SFunction  
 
Table 179. Memory Block Properties 
Name X0 Inherit Sample Time Linearize Memory Linearize As Delay 
Memory1 0 off off off 
 
Table 180. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
eng_OFF_MPH 2 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  





System - lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/UTK VSC StrategyPhase 2/Vehicle Mode Control Process/Subsystem/Dynamic Vehicle Speed 
Engine OFF Calc 
 
Table 181. Concatenate Block Properties 
Name Num Inputs Mode Concatenate Dimension 
Matrix Concatenate 5 Multidimensional array 1 
Matrix Concatenate1 5 Multidimensional array 1 
 





























Constant3 100 Sample based [] [] 






Sample based [] [] 






Sample based [] [] 






Sample based [] [] 






Sample based [] [] 






Sample based [] [] 
Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant 
value' 
inf inf 
eng_OFF_table_SOC_offset ptc.prop.init.emcp_psoc_table_offset Sample based [] [] 




Table 183. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
SOC 1 to percent  
Target_SOC 2 to percent1  
 
Table 184. Lookup Table Dynamic Block Properties 
Name Look Up Meth Out Data Type Str Output Data Type Scaling Mode Out Data Type Out Scaling Lock Scale Rnd Meth Do Satur 
Dynamic Vehicle Speed Engine OFF Table Interpolation-Use End Values float('double') Specify via dialog float('double') 2^-10 off Floor off 
 
Table 185. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
Eng_OFF_veh_speed 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
 
Table 186. Saturate Block Properties 
Name Upper Limit Lower Limit Linearize As Gain Zero Cross Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Saturation 100 5 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
Saturation1 100 5 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
Saturation2 100 5 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
Saturation3 100 5 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
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Name Upper Limit Lower Limit Linearize As Gain Zero Cross Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Saturation4 100 5 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 187. Sum Block Properties 
Name Icon Shape Inputs Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Add rectangular -+ All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
Add1 rectangular ++ All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 
 
System - lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/UTK VSC StrategyPhase 2/Vehicle Mode Control Process/Subsystem/Dynamic Vehicle Speed 




Table 188. Concatenate Block Properties 
Name Num Inputs Mode Concatenate Dimension 
Matrix Concatenate 5 Multidimensional array 1 
Matrix Concatenate1 5 Multidimensional array 1 
 
Table 189. Constant Block Properties 
Name Value Sampling Mode Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Sample Time Frame Period 
Constant2 0 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Constant3 100 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
eng_OFF_table_SOC_offset ptc.prop.init.emcp_psoc_table_offset Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Eng_ON_Pt_1 ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_1 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Eng_ON_Pt_2 ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_2 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Eng_ON_Pt_3 ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_3 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Eng_ON_Pt_4 ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_4 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
Eng_ON_Pt_5 ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_5 Sample based [] [] Inherit: Inherit from 'Constant value' inf inf 
 
Table 190. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
SOC 1 to percent  
Target_SOC 2 to percent1  
 
Table 191. Lookup Table Dynamic Block Properties 
Name Look Up Meth Out Data Type Str Output Data Type Scaling Mode Out Data Type Out Scaling Lock Scale Rnd Meth Do Satur 
Dynamic Vehicle Speed Engine ON Table Interpolation-Use End Values float('double') Specify via dialog float('double') 2^-10 off Floor off 
 
Table 192. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
Eng_ON_veh_speed 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
 
Table 193. Sum Block Properties 
Name Icon Shape Inputs Collapse Mode Collapse Dim Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Add rectangular -+ All dimensions 1 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule 





System - lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/UTK VSC StrategyPhase 2/Vehicle Mode Control Process/Subsystem1 
 




























Table 195. Inport Block Properties 
Name Port Defined In Blk 
bmcp_SOC 1 Gain14  
CD_thresh 2 emcp_CD_SOC_threshold  
 
Table 196. Logic Block Properties 
Name Operator Inputs Icon Shape All Ports Same DT Out Data Type Str 
Logical Operator OR 2 rectangular off boolean 
 
Table 197. Lookup Block Properties 



















Table 198. Outport Block Properties 
Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
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Name Port Icon Display Bus Object Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Output When Disabled Initial Output Used By Blk 
emcp_eng_ON_CD_percent 1 Port number BusObject [] [] Inherit: auto held [] SFunction  
 
Table 199. RelationalOperator Block Properties 
Name Operator Input Same DT Out Data Type Str Zero Cross 
Relational Operator < off boolean on 
 
Table 200. Saturate Block Properties 
Name Upper Limit Lower Limit Linearize As Gain Zero Cross Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str 
Saturation1 inf 0.2 on on [] [] Inherit: Same as input 
 
Table 201. Switch Block Properties 
Name Criteria Threshold Input Same DT Out Min Out Max Out Data Type Str Zero Cross 
Switch u2 >= Threshold 0.5 off [] [] Inherit: Inherit via internal rule on 
 
Appendix 
Table 202. Block Type Count 
BlockType Count Block Names 
From 195 
From, From1, From2, From3, From4, From1, From10, From11, From12, From13, From14, From15, From16, From17, From2, From20, From3, From30, From4, 
From5, From6, From7, From8, From9, from_ptc_eng_on_sur_simu1, From, From1, From10, From11, From12, From13, From14, From16, From2, From3, From4, 
From5, From6, From7, From8, From9, raw_motor_trq_dmd, From1, From2, From1, From18, From2, From3, From4, From5, From6, From7, From8, From9, From1, 
From10, From11, From12, From13, From14, From15, From16, From17, From18, From19, From2, From20, From21, From22, From23, From24, From26, From27, 
From28, From29, From3, From30, From31, From32, From34, From4, From5, From6, From7, From8, From9, From2, bmcp_charge_power_limit_W, 
bmcp_discharge_power_limit_W, bmcp_psoc_W, bmcp_psoc_eng_W, ecm_engine_speed_RPM, ecm_max_power_W, ecm_min_power_W, 
ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS, ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS1, emcp_hybrid_ok, emcp_pdrv_W, emcp_peng_opt_W, emcp_peng_warm_W, tim_max_power_W, 
tim_motor_speed_RPM, vmcp_EPU, vmcp_EPU1, vmcp_EPU2, vmcp_eng_on_first_time, vmcp_eng_on_first_time1, vmcp_eng_opt_ok, vmcp_engine_mode, 
vmcp_operating_mode, vmcp_operating_mode1, From, From1, From10, From11, From12, From13, From14, From15, From16, From17, From18, From19, From2, 
From20, From21, From22, From23, From24, From25, From26, From27, From28, From29, From3, From30, From31, From32, From33, From34, From35, From36, 
From37, From38, From39, From4, From40, From41, From42, From43, From5, From6, From7, From8, From9, From1, From2, From27, From3, From, From1, From10, 
From11, From12, From14, From16, From19, From2, From20, From21, From8, From9, From1, From2, From3, From9, bmcp_SOC, bmcp_SOC1, bmcp_SOC_MPH, 
bmcp_contactor_status, ecm_SIP_flag, ecm_acc_pedal_demand, ecm_brk_pedal_demand, ecm_cluch_position, ecm_engine_running, ecm_engine_speed_RPM, 
ecm_key_status, ecm_key_status1, ecm_key_status2, ecm_vehicle_speed_mph, emcp_cold_start_complete, emcp_ptot_W, target_SOC_MPH, 
tim_inverter_status, tim_max_power_W  
Goto 157 
Goto, Goto1, Goto2, Goto1, Goto10, Goto11, Goto12, Goto13, Goto15, Goto2, Goto23, Goto24, Goto3, Goto4, Goto5, Goto6, Goto7, Goto8, Goto9, Goto, Goto1, 
Goto10, Goto11, Goto12, Goto2, Goto3, Goto4, Goto5, Goto6, Goto7, Goto8, Goto9, Goto18, Goto26, Goto1, Goto2, Goto26, Goto3, Goto4, Goto5, Goto6, Goto, 
Goto1, Goto10, Goto11, Goto12, Goto13, Goto14, Goto15, Goto16, Goto17, Goto18, Goto19, Goto2, Goto20, Goto21, Goto22, Goto23, Goto24, Goto25, Goto26, 
Goto27, Goto28, Goto29, Goto3, Goto30, Goto31, Goto32, Goto33, Goto34, Goto35, Goto36, Goto37, Goto38, Goto39, Goto4, Goto40, Goto41, Goto5, Goto6, 
Goto7, Goto8, Goto9, emcp_op_mode, emcp_p_elec_des_W, emcp_p_eng_des_W, emcp_p_tot_W, Goto, Goto1, Goto10, Goto11, Goto12, Goto13, Goto14, 
Goto15, Goto16, Goto17, Goto18, Goto19, Goto2, Goto20, Goto21, Goto22, Goto23, Goto24, Goto25, Goto26, Goto27, Goto28, Goto29, Goto3, Goto4, Goto5, 
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BlockType Count Block Names 
Goto6, Goto7, Goto8, Goto9, Goto1, Goto2, Goto3, Goto4, Goto5, Goto6, Goto7, Goto8, Goto, Goto1, Goto10, Goto13, Goto14, Goto15, Goto16, Goto17, Goto18, 
Goto2, Goto3, Goto4, Goto5, Goto6, Goto7, Goto8, Goto9, SOC_percent, Target_SOC_percent, vmcp_EPU, vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W, 
vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W, vmcp_contactor_request, vmcp_eng_ON_DC_threshold, vmcp_eng_optimal_ok, vmcp_engine_mode, vmcp_hybrid_ok, 
vmcp_inverter_request, vmcp_inverter_request1, vmcp_operating_mode, vmcp_target_SOC, vmcp_veh_running_status  
Inport 90 
param_bus_in, ptc_bus_in, driver_demand, gear_ratio_out, mot_trq_demand, vsc_control_variables_in, vsc_plant_variables_in, vscm_variables_out, 
EMCP_to_BMCP, RBCP_to_BMCP, VMCP_to_BMCP, to_BMCP, BMCP_to_EMCP, eng_max_trq, engine_speed_RPM, key_status, p_eng_des_W, key_status, 
p_elec_des_mod_W, tim_motor_max_trq, tim_motor_min_trq, tim_motor_speed_RPM, In1, In2, SOC, Target_SOC, SOC, driver_demand_W, ecm_max_power, 
engine_speed_RPM, target_SOC, veh_spd_MPS, EPU, EPU, ecm_cat_temp_C, ecm_max_eng_power_W, eng_on_first_time, p_eng_des_W, vehicle_speed_MPH, 
bmcp_soc, ecm_acc_pedal_demand, ecm_cat_temp_C, ecm_engine_speed_RPM, ecm_max_power_W, ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS, eng_on_first_time, 
p_eng_des_W, rbcp_brake_power_demand_W, target_SOC, tim_max_power_W, vmcp_op_mode, ecm_acc_pedal_demand, ecm_vehicle_speed_MPS, 
p_batt_actual_W, p_elec_des_W, RBCP_to_EMCP, PSOC_charge_power, PSOC_discharge_power, SOC, Target_SOC, PSOC_charge_power, PSOC_discharge_power, 
SOC, Target_SOC, VMCP_to_EMCP, to_EMCP, VSC_CONTROL_VARIABLES, VSC_PLANT_VARIABLES, from_BMCP, from_EMCP, from_RBCP, from_VMCP, 
BMCP_to_RBCP, EMCP_to_RBCP, VMCP_to_RBCP, to_RBCP, BMCP_to_VMCP, EMCP_to_VMCP, RBCP_to_VMCP, SOC, Target_SOC, SOC, Target_SOC, SOC, 
Target_SOC, CD_thresh, bmcp_SOC, to_VMCP, param_bus_in, ptc_bus_in  
Constant 79 
Constant, Constant1, Constant2, Constant3, ECM_max_wheel_torque, cst cumulated ratio from wh to mc, Constant1, Constant2, Constant3, Constant4, Constant5, 
p_eng_opt_table_SOC_offset, constant, eng_warm_up_torque_Nm, speed_reduction_enable, emcp_cat_cold_temp_C, emcp_eng_energy_warm_up_IC, 
eng_energy_total_restart, eng_energy_total_warm_up, eng_idle_power, percent_difference, t_eng_ramp_up, emcp_auxiliary_load_W, 
speed_reduction_enable1, speed_reduction_enable2, emcp_accel_ped_int_reset, emcp_battery_I_gain, emcp_battery_P_gain, emcp_integrator_reset_MPH, 
pi_override, Constant1, Constant2, Constant3, psoc_table_SOC_offset, emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold_percent, emcp_use_pre_warm_up, Constant2, 
Constant3, Eng_OFF_Pt_1, Eng_OFF_Pt_2, Eng_OFF_Pt_3, Eng_OFF_Pt_4, Eng_OFF_Pt_5, eng_OFF_table_SOC_offset, Constant2, Constant3, Eng_ON_Pt_1, 
Eng_ON_Pt_2, Eng_ON_Pt_3, Eng_ON_Pt_4, Eng_ON_Pt_5, eng_OFF_table_SOC_offset, emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold_percent, 
emcp_use_variable_eng_on_CD_threshold_percent, emcp_CD_SOC_threshold, emcp_CS_SOC_threshold, emcp_eng_power_off_CD_threshold, 
emcp_eng_power_off_CS_threshold, emcp_eng_power_on_CS_threshold, vmcp_CS_MPH_threshold_adaptive_HI, vmcp_CS_MPH_threshold_adaptive_LO, 
vmcp_EV_only, vmcp_FTO_ped_threshold, vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_init_W, vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_init_W, vmcp_adaptive_SOC_offset, 
vmcp_eng_ON, vmcp_eng_demand_off_time_min, vmcp_eng_demand_time_min, vmcp_force_charge_sustaining, vmcp_soc_target, vmcp_t_cssew, 
vmcp_t_eng_off_max, vmcp_t_eng_on_min, vmcp_use_adaptive_SOC, vmcp_use_conventional_mode, vmcp_use_dynamic_CS, vmcp_use_engine_optimal, 
vmcp_use_key_on_eng_start  
Outport 52 
vsc_control_variables_in, vsc_plant_variables_in, brake_trq_command, brake_trq_out, info_dmd, BMCP_to_EMCP, BMCP_to_RBCP, BMCP_to_VMCP, 
from_BMCP, engine_trq_dmd, motor_trq_demand, Out1, P_eng_Opt_Modifier, emcp_peng_opt_W, emcp_peng_warm_W, ecm_max_eng_power_W_mod, 
emcp_cold_start_complete, emcp_pre_warm_up_complete, ecm_p_eng_max_W_mod, emcp_cold_start_complete, emcp_pdrv_W, emcp_peng_opt_W, 
emcp_peng_warm_W, emcp_pre_warm_up_complete, EMCP_to_BMCP, EMCP_to_RBCP, EMCP_to_VMCP, p_elec_des_mod, PSOC, PSOC_engine, Psoc, 
Psoc_engine, from_EMCP, TO_BMCP, TO_EMCP, TO_RBCP, TO_VMCP, vsc_propel_variables_out, RBCP_to_BMCP, RBCP_to_EMCP, RBCP_to_VMCP, from_RBCP, 
Eng_OFF_veh_speed, Eng_ON_veh_speed, eng_OFF_MPH, eng_ON_MPH, emcp_eng_ON_CD_percent, VMCP_to_BMCP, VMCP_to_EMCP, VMCP_to_RBCP, 
from_VMCP, demands  
Gain 45 
Gain, Gain1, Gain10, Gain11, Gain12, Gain13, Gain14, Gain15, Gain16, Gain17, Gain18, Gain19, Gain2, Gain20, Gain21, Gain22, Gain23, Gain25, Gain3, Gain4, 
Gain5, Gain6, Gain7, Gain8, Gain9, Gain, RPM_to_RPS, RPM_to_RPS1, Gain1, to percent1, MPS_2_MPH, RPM_to_RPS, RPM_to_RPS1, MPS_2_MPH, mps to MPH1, 
mps to MPH2, mps to MPH3, Gain, to percent, to percent1, mps to MPH, mps to MPH, to percent, to percent1, mps to MPH  
Product 30 
Divide1, Divide4, Divide5, Divide6, Divide8, Product10, Divide, Divide1, Divide2, Divide, Product, Divide1, Product, Divide1, Divide2, Multiply, Divide2, Divide3, 
Divide1, Divide2, Divide3, Product1, Product2, Product3, Product4, Product, Product1, Product, Product, Product1  
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BlockType Count Block Names 
SubSystem 26 
p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT, Input_Organizer_PSAT, Output_Organizer_PSAT, Foundation Brake Blending, UTK VSC StrategyPhase 2, Battery Mode 
Control Process, Energy Management Control Process, Calculate Engine Torque, Calculate Motor Torque, Driver Demanded Power, Calc_Engine_Optimal_Power, 
Comparator, Dynamic PSOC Table, Eng hot opt torq curve, Modify Max Engine Power, PI Controller for Battery, SOC Maintenance Power, Dynamic PSOC Table, 
Input_Organizer, Output_Organizer, Regenerative Braking Control Process, Vehicle Mode Control Process, Subsystem, Dynamic Vehicle Speed Engine OFF Calc, 
Dynamic Vehicle Speed Engine ON Calc, Subsystem1  
Selector 25 
drv_key_on_dmd_hist1, drv_trq_dmd_simu, eng_spd_simu, eng_spd_simu1, gb_ratio_simu, gb_ratio_simu10, gb_ratio_simu2, gb_ratio_simu3, gb_ratio_simu4, 
gb_ratio_simu5, gb_ratio_simu6, gb_ratio_simu7, gb_ratio_simu8, gb_ratio_simu9, ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu, ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu1, 
ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu2, ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu3, ptc_mc_trq_max_pro_cstr_simu4, ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu, 
ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu1, ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu2, ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu3, ptc_mc_trq_max_reg_cstr_simu4, 
ptc_sft_in_progress_trs_simu  
Saturate 17 
Saturation, Saturation1, Saturation4, Non-positive, Non-positive1, Saturation1, Saturation, Saturation1, Saturation, Saturation1, Saturation1, Saturation, 
Saturation1, Saturation2, Saturation3, Saturation4, Saturation1  
BusSelector 17 
Bus Selector, Bus Selector1, Bus Selector2, Bus Selector, Bus Selector1, Bus Selector, Bus Selector1, Bus Selector2, Bus Selector3, Bus Selector, Bus Selector1, Bus 
Selector, Bus Selector1, Bus Selector, Bus Selector, Bus Selector1, Bus Selector3  
Sum 16 Subtract, Sum8, Add, Add, Add1, Sum, Total_pwr_mod, Sum, Subtract, Subtract1, Add, Add1, Add, Add1, Add, Add1  
BusCreator 16 
Bus Creator, Bus Creator1, Bus Creator, Bus Creator1, Bus Creator2, Bus Creator3, Bus Creator1, Bus Creator2, Bus Creator, Bus Creator1, Bus Creator2, Bus 
Creator3, Bus Creator, Bus Creator, Bus Creator1, Bus Creator2  
Lookup 11 
Lookup Table, Lookup Table1, Lookup Table2, bmcp_charge_multiplier_table, bmcp_discharge_multiplier_table, emcp_engine_lugging_modifier_table, 
enp_opt_reduction_table, ecm_max_eng_power_modifier, emcp_engine_lugging_PSOC_modifier_table, rbcp_regen_fadeout_table, Lookup Table1  
Memory 10 mem_ptc_sft_in_progress_trs_simu, Memory, Memory2, Memory3, Memory4, Memory5, Memory, Memory1, Memory2, Memory1  
Ground 10 Ground, Ground1, Ground2, Ground, Ground1, Ground, Ground1, Ground2, Ground3, Ground  
Terminator 9 Terminator, Terminator, Terminator1, Terminator, Terminator, Terminator, Terminator1, Terminator2, Terminator  
Concatenate 8 
Matrix Concatenate, Matrix Concatenate1, Matrix Concatenate, Matrix Concatenate1, Matrix Concatenate, Matrix Concatenate1, Matrix Concatenate, Matrix 
Concatenate1  
Switch 6 Switch1, Switch, Switch, Switch1, Switch, Switch  
Logic 5 Logical Operator, Logical Operator, Logical Operator, Logical Operator1, Logical Operator  
RelationalOperator 4 Relational Operator, Relational Operator, Relational Operator1, Relational Operator  
Lookup Table 
Dynamic (m) 
4 Dynamic Engine Optimal Power SOC Modifier Table, Dynamic PSOC Table, Dynamic Vehicle Speed Engine OFF Table, Dynamic Vehicle Speed Engine ON Table  
Display 4 emcp_eng_max_trq, scope_engtrqdmd, scope_mctrqdmd, scope_whbkrqdmd  
Stateflow (m) 3 Cold_Start_Logic_Chart, Energy Management Strategy, Vehicle Mode Control Process  
Compare To Constant 
(m) 
3 SIP_Active?, accel_threshold, veh_speed_threshold  
Mux 2 Mux, mux_prop  
Integrator 2 emcp_eng_energy_integrator, Integrator  
Clock 2 Clock, Clock1  
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BlockType Count Block Names 
Saturation Dynamic 
(m) 
1 Saturation Dynamic  
MinMax 1 MinMax  
Fcn 1 Fcn  
Demux 1 Demux  
DataTypeConversion 1 Data Type Conversion  
 
Table 203. Model Variables 
Variable 
Name 
























Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  











Index vector (dialog)  
Index vector (dialog)  
 
eng 
Eng hot opt torq curve  





list: [1x1 struct] 
init: [1x1 struct] 
scale: [1x1 
struct] 
















cst cumulated ratio from wh to mc  
























































































































































































































































































































































mc cst cumulated ratio from wh to mc  mc.calc.ratio_cum  
 





Parent Blocks Calling string Value 
init: [1x1 struct] 
scale: [1x1 
struct] 























































































Lookup Table1  















ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_1 - ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_OFF_offset  
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_2 - ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_OFF_offset  
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_3 - ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_OFF_offset  
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_4 - ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_OFF_offset  





























































wh Gain21  wh.init.radius  
 
list: [1x1 struct] 
init: [1x1 struct] 
calc: [1x1 struct] 
 
 
Table 204. Model Functions 
Function Name Parent Blocks Calling string 
boolean 
Relational Operator  
Logical Operator  
Logical Operator  
Logical Operator  
Logical Operator1  
Logical Operator  












Function Name Parent Blocks Calling string 
double 
Dynamic Engine Optimal Power SOC Modifier Table  
Data Type Conversion  
Dynamic PSOC Table  
Dynamic Vehicle Speed Engine OFF Table  









Lookup Table  
Lookup Table1  























Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as first input  
Inherit: Same as first input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
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Lookup Table1  
Saturation1  
 
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
Inherit: Same as input  
 
 
Table 205. Count: lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT  
Type Count Objects 
Transition 183 
[emcp_hybrid_ok], [!emcp_hybrid_ok], Transition1216, Transition1217, [vmcp_operating_mode == 50], [vmcp_operating_mode != 50], Transition1259, DefaultTransition1260, 
Transition1205, DefaultTransition1208, [Charge_Sustaining], Transition1210, [Engine_Only], Transition1212, [Full_Power], Transition1214, [Regen], Transition1219, 
Transition1220, [~bmcp_contactor_status || ~e..., DefaultTransition1377, [~ecm_key_status], [Charge_Sustaining], [!Charge_Sustaining], Transition1369, [ecm_SIP], 
[Full_Power_Active], [!Full_Power_Active], [!ecm_SIP], [Electric_Only], {eng_power_on_W = emcp_eng_po..., [!Electric_Only], [!vmcp_conventional_mode], 
[vmcp_conventional_mode], Transition1394, [Regen_Active], [!Regen_Active], {total_energy_temp = total_en..., {t_pre_warm_init = t;}, [EPU], [(ecm_brickcat1_temp_C > 
emcp..., [(warm_scale >=1) || (total_e..., Transition1059, [ !EPU], [ecm_brickcat1_temp_C < emcp_..., DefaultTransition1173, [vmcp_pdrv_W >= bmcp_discharg..., 
Transition1175, [vmcp_pdrv_W <= bmcp_charge_p..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = vmcp_pdr..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_dis..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_cha..., 
Transition1180, Transition1252, Transition1275, [vmcp_operating_mode == 60], {emcp_p_elec_des_W = 0;}, Transition1278, Transition1279, DefaultTransition1239, 
Transition1240, [Charge_Sustaining], Transition1170, DefaultTransition1253, [vmcp_pdrv_W >= ecm_max_eng_p..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W = ecm_max_e..., 
{emcp_p_eng_des_W = vmcp_pdrv..., DefaultTransition1280, {emcp_psoc_W = bmcp_psoc_W;}, [vmcp_operating_mode == 30], {emcp_psoc_W = 0;}, Transition1284, 
{t_cssew_temp = t;}, [(t>(t_cssew_temp+vmcp_t_csse..., [ecm_engine_running], [!vmcp_EPU_temp && (t>t_eng_o..., [vmcp_EPU_temp], DefaultTransition1395, 
Transition1396, [eng_on_first_time && emcp_co..., [t>t_eng_demand_temp], [~vmcp_EPU_temp], [t>t_eng_off_demand_temp], [vmcp_EPU_temp], [(t > t_eng_on_temp) && 
!vmcp..., [t >= t_EPD], Transition1417, [~tim_inverter_status], DefaultTransition1393, [ecm_key_status], DefaultTransition1376, [~ecm_key_status], [tim_inverter_status], [(t-
t_contactor_fault)>20], [!vmcp_EPU], [vmcp_EPU && vmcp_use_adaptiv..., DefaultTransition1404, [vmcp_use_dynamic_CS && ......, [!vmcp_EPU && bmcp_soc < (emc..., 
DefaultTransition1047, [EPU], [!EPU], {t_ramp = t;}, [warm_scale>=1], DefaultTransition1181, [vmcp_pdrv_W >= tim_max_power_W], {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = vmcp_pdrv..., 
{emcp_p_drv_mod_W = vmcp_pdrv..., {emcp_p_elec_W = tim_max_powe..., Transition1189, {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_p_dr..., Transition1198, [emcp_p_elec_W >= 
bmcp_discha..., [emcp_p_elec_W <= bmcp_charge..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_dis..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_cha..., Transition1203, {emcp_p_elec_des_W = 
emcp_p_e..., Transition1207, Transition1218, [vmcp_pdrv_W >= emcp_p_eng_ma..., {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = emcp_p_en..., {emcp_p_elec_W = vmcp_pdrv_W;}, 
[vmcp_operating_mode == 60], {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 0;}, {emcp_p_elec_des_W = 0;}, Transition1274, {emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_dis..., {emcp_p_elec_W = 
emcp_p_drv_m..., Transition1187, {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_p_dr..., Transition1191, Transition1192, Transition1193, [emcp_p_elec_W >= bmcp_discha..., 
{emcp_p_elec_des_W = bmcp_cha..., [emcp_p_elec_W <= bmcp_charge..., {emcp_p_elec_des_W = emcp_p_e..., DefaultTransition1221, [vmcp_pdrv_W >= 
emcp_p_eng_ma..., [vmcp_pdrv_W >= emcp_p_eng_ma..., {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = vmcp_pdrv..., {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = vmcp_pdrv..., {emcp_p_drv_mod_W = 
emcp_p_en..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_p_en..., Transition1228, Transition1229, [emcp_ptot_W >= emcp_p_eng_ma..., Transition1231, 
{emcp_p_eng_des_W=emcp_p_eng_..., [emcp_ptot_W <= 0], {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_ptot..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 0;}, Transition1236, Transition1243, 
[vmcp_eng_opt_ok && vmcp_eng_..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_peng..., [emcp_p_drv_mod_W >= emcp_pen..., Transition1247, Transition1248, Transition1249, 
{emcp_p_eng_des_W=emcp_p_drv_..., Transition1251, [emcp_p_drv_mod_W >= emcp_p_e..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W=emcp_p_eng_..., Transition1263, Transition1264, 
[vmcp_operating_mode == 60], {emcp_p_eng_des_W = 0;}, {emcp_p_elec_des_W = 0;}, [emcp_p_drv_mod_W < 0], Transition1269, {emcp_p_eng_des_W = emcp_peng..., 
Transition1285, [!vmcp_eng_on_first_time && (..., {emcp_p_eng_des_W=emcp_peng_w..., Transition1288, [bmcp_contactor_status], DefaultTransition1408, 
[vmcp_force_charge_sustaining], Transition1411, DefaultTransition1412, [bmcp_soc <= emcp_CS_SOC_thre...  
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Type Count Objects 
Data 128 
vmcp_pdrv_W, bmcp_discharge_power_limit_W, bmcp_charge_power_limit_W, ecm_engine_speed_RPM, tim_motor_speed_RPM, vmcp_EPU, vmcp_operating_mode, 
vmcp_engine_mode, emcp_p_drv_mod_W, emcp_p_eng_des_W, emcp_ptot_W, emcp_ptot_temp_W, emcp_p_elec_des_W, emcp_p_elec_W, bmcp_psoc_W, 
emcp_psoc_W, Cruise_Charge, Engine_Only, Full_Power, Idle_Charge, emcp_p_elec_des, emcp_p_eng_max_W, emcp_p_eng_min_W, Normal, Regen, 
ecm_vehicle_speed_MPH, tim_max_power_W, Charge_Sustaining, emcp_peng_opt_W, emcp_hybrid_ok, emcp_mode, vmcp_eng_opt_ok, emcp_psoc_eng_W, 
emcp_ptot_eng_W, vmcp_eng_on_first_time, emcp_peng_warm_W, ecm_max_eng_power_W_unmod, emcp_use_pre_warm_up, ecm_SIP, ecm_key_status, emcp_ptot_W, 
ecm_engine_running, ecm_engine_speed_RPM, tim_inverter_status, bmcp_contactor_status, ecm_vehicle_speed_MPH, vmcp_EPU, vmcp_engine_mode, 
vmcp_operating_mode, vmcp_contactor_request, vmcp_inverter_request, ecm_acc_pedal_demand, ecm_brk_pedal_demand, bmcp_soc, Cruise_Charge_Available, 
Engine_Only_Active, Full_Power_Active, Regen_Active, Cruise_Charge_Active, vmcp_soc_target, vmcp_FTO_ped_threshold, t_cssew_temp, t_eng_off_demand_temp, 
vmcp_EPU_temp, vmcp_t_cssew, vmcp_t_eng_on_min, Electric_Only, vmcp_eng_ON, tim_max_power_W, Charge_Sustaining, eng_power_on_W, eng_power_off_W, 
emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold, emcp_eng_power_off_CD_threshold, emcp_eng_power_on_CS_threshold, emcp_eng_power_off_CS_threshold, 
emcp_CS_SOC_threshold, t_eng_off_temp, emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold_percent, eng_on_first_time, vmcp_eng_demand_time_min, t_eng_demand_temp, 
vmcp_eng_demand_off_min, vmcp_CS_speed_threshold_adaptive_HI, vmcp_CS_speed_threshold_adaptive_LO, vmcp_target_SOC_out, emcp_CD_SOC_threshold, 
vmcp_use_dynamic_CS, vmcp_t_eng_off_max, t_eng_on_temp, vmcp_veh_speed_eng_on_MPH, vmcp_veh_speed_eng_off_MPH, vmcp_use_adaptive_SOC, 
vmcp_adaptive_SOC_offset, t_contactor_fault, vmcp_force_charge_sustaining, vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W, vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W, vmcp_EV_only, 
veh_running_status, vmcp_hybrid_ok, PSOC_charge_power_W, PSOC_discharge_power_W, cpl_clutch_fb, vmcp_conventional_mode, t_EPD, vmcp_use_eng_opt, 
vmcp_eng_opt_ok, vmcp_use_key_on_eng_start, emcp_cold_start_complete, eng_on_first_time, total_energy_init, t_warm_up, t_init_warm_up, warm_scale, 
ecm_max_avail, t_ramp, EPU, t_eng_start_ramp, emcp_cold_start_complete, total_energy_temp, total_energy_restart, ecm_brickcat1_temp_C, emcp_cat_cold_temp_C, 
eng_energy_used, t_pre_warm_init, emcp_pre_warm_up_complete, int_reset  
Junction 84 
Junction1093, Junction1362, Junction1045, Junction1094, Junction1095, Junction1096, Junction1097, Junction1098, Junction1099, Junction1144, Junction1159, Junction1160, 
Junction1161, Junction1162, Junction1135, Junction1145, Junction1146, Junction1147, Junction1148, Junction1163, Junction1164, Junction1165, Junction1166, Junction1364, 
Junction1365, Junction1366, Junction1046, Junction1100, Junction1101, Junction1103, Junction1107, Junction1109, Junction1112, Junction1113, Junction1114, Junction1115, 
Junction1116, Junction1117, Junction1119, Junction1120, Junction1134, Junction1136, Junction1156, Junction1157, Junction1158, Junction1102, Junction1104, Junction1105, 
Junction1106, Junction1108, Junction1110, Junction1111, Junction1118, Junction1121, Junction1122, Junction1123, Junction1124, Junction1125, Junction1126, Junction1127, 
Junction1128, Junction1129, Junction1130, Junction1131, Junction1132, Junction1133, Junction1137, Junction1138, Junction1139, Junction1140, Junction1141, Junction1142, 
Junction1143, Junction1149, Junction1150, Junction1151, Junction1152, Junction1153, Junction1154, Junction1155, Junction1167, Junction1168, Junction1169, Junction1363  
State 55 
EMCP, VMCP, Energy_Management_Blending, SOC_Maintenance, Subsystem_Status, Vehicle_Operating_Mode, eng_max_power_mod, Electric_Mode, Hybrid_Mode, 
Conventional_Mode, Charge_Sustaining_Mode, Engine_Only_Active, Full_Power_Active, Regen_Active, Electric_Mode_Active, Vehicle_Running, Vehicle_Shutdown, 
Vehicle_Startup, Charge_Sustaining_Mode, Engine_On_Active, Full_Power_Active, Electric_Mode, Conventional_Active, SIP_Active, Regen_Active, eng_warming_up, eng_cold, 
Wait_for_Eng_off, eng_warm, Catalyst_Cold, Charge_Depleting_Mode, Charge_Sustaining_Mode, Cold_Start_Engine_Warmup, Engine_Warm, Engine_Idle_Off, 
Eng_On_Demand, Eng_Off_Demand, Controlled_EPD, Start_Engine, Initialize_HV_Battery, Shutdown_Traction_Inverter_Module, Key_Off, Initialize_Electric_Drive, 
Contactor_Fault, Inverter_Fault, Adaptive_Target_SOC, Fixed_Target_SOC, Dynamic_CS_Algorithm, Eng_Off, Eng_Running, Eng_Start, Initialize_HV_Battery, 
Initialize_Traction_Inverter_Module, Force_Charge_Sustain, Normal  
Chart 3 Energy Management Strategy, Vehicle Mode Control Process, Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  
Target 1 sfun  
Machine 1 lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT  
 
Table 206. Data Properties 
Name Parent Data Type 
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Name Parent Data Type 
vmcp_pdrv_W Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
bmcp_discharge_power_limit_W Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
bmcp_charge_power_limit_W Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
ecm_engine_speed_RPM Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
tim_motor_speed_RPM Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_EPU Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_operating_mode Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_engine_mode Energy Management Strategy  double 
emcp_p_drv_mod_W Energy Management Strategy  double 
emcp_p_eng_des_W Energy Management Strategy  double 
emcp_ptot_W Energy Management Strategy  double 
emcp_ptot_temp_W Energy Management Strategy  double 
emcp_p_elec_des_W Energy Management Strategy  double 
emcp_p_elec_W Energy Management Strategy  double 
bmcp_psoc_W Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
emcp_psoc_W Energy Management Strategy  double 
Cruise_Charge Energy Management Strategy  double 
Engine_Only Energy Management Strategy  double 
Full_Power Energy Management Strategy  double 
Idle_Charge Energy Management Strategy  double 
emcp_p_elec_des Energy Management Strategy  double 
emcp_p_eng_max_W Energy Management Strategy  double 
emcp_p_eng_min_W Energy Management Strategy  double 
Normal Energy Management Strategy  double 
Regen Energy Management Strategy  double 
ecm_vehicle_speed_MPH Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
tim_max_power_W Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
Charge_Sustaining Energy Management Strategy  double 
emcp_peng_opt_W Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
emcp_hybrid_ok Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
emcp_mode Energy Management Strategy  double 
vmcp_eng_opt_ok Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
emcp_psoc_eng_W Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
emcp_ptot_eng_W Energy Management Strategy  double 
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Name Parent Data Type 
vmcp_eng_on_first_time Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
emcp_peng_warm_W Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
ecm_max_eng_power_W_unmod Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
emcp_use_pre_warm_up Energy Management Strategy  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
ecm_SIP Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
ecm_key_status Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
emcp_ptot_W Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
ecm_engine_running Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
ecm_engine_speed_RPM Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
tim_inverter_status Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
bmcp_contactor_status Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
ecm_vehicle_speed_MPH Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_EPU Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_engine_mode Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_operating_mode Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_contactor_request Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_inverter_request Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
ecm_acc_pedal_demand Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
ecm_brk_pedal_demand Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
bmcp_soc Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
Cruise_Charge_Available Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
Engine_Only_Active Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
Full_Power_Active Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
Regen_Active Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
Cruise_Charge_Active Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_soc_target Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_FTO_ped_threshold Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
t_cssew_temp Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
t_eng_off_demand_temp Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_EPU_temp Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_t_cssew Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_t_eng_on_min Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
Electric_Only Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_eng_ON Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
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Name Parent Data Type 
tim_max_power_W Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
Charge_Sustaining Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
eng_power_on_W Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
eng_power_off_W Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
emcp_eng_power_off_CD_threshold Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
emcp_eng_power_on_CS_threshold Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
emcp_eng_power_off_CS_threshold Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
emcp_CS_SOC_threshold Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
t_eng_off_temp Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold_percent Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
eng_on_first_time Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_eng_demand_time_min Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
t_eng_demand_temp Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_eng_demand_off_min Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_CS_speed_threshold_adaptive_HI Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_CS_speed_threshold_adaptive_LO Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_target_SOC_out Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
emcp_CD_SOC_threshold Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_use_dynamic_CS Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_t_eng_off_max Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
t_eng_on_temp Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_veh_speed_eng_on_MPH Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_veh_speed_eng_off_MPH Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_use_adaptive_SOC Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_adaptive_SOC_offset Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
t_contactor_fault Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_force_charge_sustaining Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_W Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_W Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_EV_only Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
veh_running_status Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_hybrid_ok Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
PSOC_charge_power_W Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
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Name Parent Data Type 
PSOC_discharge_power_W Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
cpl_clutch_fb Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_conventional_mode Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
t_EPD Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_use_eng_opt Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
vmcp_eng_opt_ok Vehicle Mode Control Process  double 
vmcp_use_key_on_eng_start Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
emcp_cold_start_complete Vehicle Mode Control Process  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
eng_on_first_time Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
total_energy_init Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
t_warm_up Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  double 
t_init_warm_up Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  double 
warm_scale Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  double 
ecm_max_avail Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  double 
t_ramp Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  double 
EPU Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
t_eng_start_ramp Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
emcp_cold_start_complete Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  double 
total_energy_temp Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  double 
total_energy_restart Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
ecm_brickcat1_temp_C Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
emcp_cat_cold_temp_C Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
eng_energy_used Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  Inherit: Same as Simulink 
t_pre_warm_init Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  double 
emcp_pre_warm_up_complete Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  double 
int_reset Cold_Start_Logic_Chart  double 
 
Target lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT/sfun 
Description Default Simulink S-Function Target. 
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Appendix B: PSAT Model Initialization Files 
Initialization file for PSAT MATT complete vehicle model 
% \gui_par_ANL_Ford_Focus_Dissertation_Phase2_Automatic_dynoABC_in.m PSAT 
V6.2  input file created: 2/20/2009 10:26 AM 







simulation.building.name = 'par_2wd_p2_au'; 
simulation.building.pos2 = ''; 
simulation.building.pos1 = 'Pre-transmission'; 
simulation.building.trans = 'au'; 
simulation.building.axle = '2 wheel drive'; 



















[1,1]',{'eng',{[2 2]},{[3 3]}};... 
[1,3]',{'cpl',{[2 2]},{[3 3]}};... 
[1,4]',{'gb',{[2 2]},{[3 3]}};... 
[2,3]',{... 
'mc',{[2 2]},{[3 3]};... 
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'pc_accelec',{[2 2]},{[3 3]}};... 
[2,4]',{'gb',{[2 2]},{[3 3]}};... 
[1,5]',{'fd',{[2 2]},{[3 3]}};... 
[1,6]',{'wh',{[2 2]},{[3 3]}};... 
[1,7]',{'veh',{[2 2]},{[3 3]}};... 
[1,8]',{'.',{[2 2]},{[3 3]}};... 
[-1,1]',{[],{},{}};... 
[3,4]',{'accelec',{[2 2]},{[3 3]}};... 
[3,5]',{'.',{[0 0]},{[0 0]}};... 
[1,2]',{'accmech',{[2 2]},{[3 3]}}}; 
  
% Load the Components 
simulation.drivetrain.drv.model = 'drv_engine_gear_f0f1f2'; 
simulation.drivetrain.drv.technology = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.drv.init = 'drv_normal_1000_05'; 
simulation.drivetrain.drv.param_var = []; 
simulation.drivetrain.drv.scale = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.drv.calc = {''}; 
simulation.drivetrain.drv.variables.name = {}; 
simulation.drivetrain.drv.variables.extension = {}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.str.model = 'str_map'; 
simulation.drivetrain.str.technology = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.str.init = 'str_2_10'; 
simulation.drivetrain.str.param_var = []; 
simulation.drivetrain.str.trs.model = 'lib_trs_str'; 
simulation.drivetrain.str.trs.init = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.str.scale = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.str.calc = {''}; 





simulation.drivetrain.str.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.accmech.model = 'accmech_constant_pwrloss_trq_in'; 
simulation.drivetrain.accmech.technology = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.accmech.init = 'accmech_0'; 
simulation.drivetrain.accmech.param_var = []; 
simulation.drivetrain.accmech.scale = ''; 
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simulation.drivetrain.accmech.calc = {''}; 







simulation.drivetrain.accmech.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.cpl.model = 'cpl_clutch_map'; 
simulation.drivetrain.cpl.technology = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.cpl.init = 'clutch_1'; 
simulation.drivetrain.cpl.param_var = []; 
simulation.drivetrain.cpl.scale = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.cpl.calc = {''}; 










simulation.drivetrain.cpl.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.ess.model = 'ess_pngv_map_anl_PI_cstr'; 
simulation.drivetrain.ess.technology = 'liion'; 
simulation.drivetrain.ess.init = 'ess_li_41_54_PNGVanl_SaftVL41M_PI_cstr'; 
simulation.drivetrain.ess.param_var(1).name = 'ess.init.soc_init'; 
simulation.drivetrain.ess.param_var(1).value = 0.296; 
simulation.drivetrain.ess.scale = 'ess_cap_erg2pwr_ratio_s_lin'; 
simulation.drivetrain.ess.scale_var(1).name = 'ess.scale.pwr_max_des'; 
simulation.drivetrain.ess.scale_var(1).value = 1220; 
simulation.drivetrain.ess.calc = {'ess_calculation'}; 












simulation.drivetrain.ess.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.mc.model = 'mc_map_Pelec_funTW_volt_in'; 
simulation.drivetrain.mc.technology = 'pm'; 
simulation.drivetrain.mc.init = 'mc_pm_30_75_UQM_intets'; 
simulation.drivetrain.mc.param_var(1).name = 'mc.init.coeff_regen'; 
simulation.drivetrain.mc.param_var(1).value = 0.5; 
simulation.drivetrain.mc.trs.model = 'lib_trs_mc_nostr_sip'; 
simulation.drivetrain.mc.trs.init = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.mc.scale = 'mc_s'; 
simulation.drivetrain.mc.scale_var(1).name = 'mc.scale.eff_max_des'; 
simulation.drivetrain.mc.scale_var(1).value = 0.88; 
simulation.drivetrain.mc.calc = {... 
'mc_pre_calculation';... 
'mc_calculation'}; 







simulation.drivetrain.mc.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.gb.model = 'gb_automatic_map_trqloss_funTWratio'; 
simulation.drivetrain.gb.technology = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.gb.init = 'gb_5_au_322_241_155_1_075'; 
simulation.drivetrain.gb.param_var = []; 
simulation.drivetrain.gb.trs.model = 'lib_trs_tx_au_par_p2'; 
simulation.drivetrain.gb.trs.init = 'trs_tx_cpl'; 
simulation.drivetrain.gb.trs.param_var(1).name='ptc.trs.tx.init.gb_t_shift'; 
simulation.drivetrain.gb.trs.param_var(1).value=0.1; 
simulation.drivetrain.gb.scale = ''; 
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simulation.drivetrain.gb.calc = {''}; 










simulation.drivetrain.gb.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.fd.model = 'fd_map_trqloss_funTW'; 
simulation.drivetrain.fd.technology = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.fd.init = 'fd_355_4WD_explorer'; 
simulation.drivetrain.fd.param_var = []; 
simulation.drivetrain.fd.scale = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.fd.calc = {''}; 







simulation.drivetrain.fd.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.wh.model = 'wh_2wd_f0f1f2'; 
simulation.drivetrain.wh.technology = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.wh.init = 'wh_03175_P195_60_R15'; 
simulation.drivetrain.wh.param_var = []; 
simulation.drivetrain.wh.trs.model = 'lib_trs_wh'; 
simulation.drivetrain.wh.trs.init = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.wh.scale = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.wh.calc = {... 
'wh_calculation';... 
'wh_calculation'}; 











simulation.drivetrain.wh.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.veh.model = 'veh_curve_fit_losses_f0f1f2'; 
simulation.drivetrain.veh.technology = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.veh.init = 'veh_800_f0f1f2_ford_focus'; 
simulation.drivetrain.veh.param_var(1).name = 'veh.init.f0'; 
simulation.drivetrain.veh.param_var(1).value = 145; 
simulation.drivetrain.veh.param_var(2).name = 'veh.init.f1'; 
simulation.drivetrain.veh.param_var(2).value = 7; 
simulation.drivetrain.veh.param_var(3).name = 'veh.init.f2'; 
simulation.drivetrain.veh.param_var(3).value = 0.6; 
simulation.drivetrain.veh.scale = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.veh.calc = {''}; 









simulation.drivetrain.veh.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.ex.model = 'ex_3way_cat_map'; 
simulation.drivetrain.ex.technology = '3c'; 
simulation.drivetrain.ex.init = 'ex_3c'; 
simulation.drivetrain.ex.param_var = []; 
simulation.drivetrain.ex.scale = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.ex.calc = {'ex_calculation'}; 









simulation.drivetrain.ex.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.pc_accelec.model = 'pc_accelec_V2V_constant_eff'; 
simulation.drivetrain.pc_accelec.technology = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.pc_accelec.init = 'pc_090_12'; 
simulation.drivetrain.pc_accelec.param_var = []; 
simulation.drivetrain.pc_accelec.scale = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.pc_accelec.calc = {''}; 





simulation.drivetrain.pc_accelec.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.accelec.model = 'accelec_constant_pwrloss_volt_in'; 
simulation.drivetrain.accelec.technology = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.accelec.init = 'accelec_600'; 
simulation.drivetrain.accelec.param_var = []; 
simulation.drivetrain.accelec.scale = ''; 
simulation.drivetrain.accelec.calc = {''}; 







simulation.drivetrain.accelec.variables.extension = {... 
'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu';'simu'}; 
  
simulation.drivetrain.eng.model = 'eng_map_hot'; 
simulation.drivetrain.eng.technology = 'si'; 
simulation.drivetrain.eng.init = 'eng_si_2800_123_LK5'; 
simulation.drivetrain.eng.param_var = []; 
simulation.drivetrain.eng.trs.model = 'lib_trs_eng_au'; 
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simulation.drivetrain.eng.trs.init = 'trs_eng_au'; 
simulation.drivetrain.eng.scale = 'eng_s_lin'; 
simulation.drivetrain.eng.scale_var(1).name = 'eng.scale.eff_max_des'; 
simulation.drivetrain.eng.scale_var(1).value = 0.37; 
simulation.drivetrain.eng.calc = {... 
'eng_calculation';... 
'eng_calculation_SAAB'}; 





























simulation.controller.strategy.prop.model = 'p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT'; 
simulation.controller.strategy.prop.init = 'p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT'; 
simulation.controller.strategy.prop.param_var(1).name = 
'ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_per_on_CD_LO'; 





simulation.controller.strategy.prop.param_var(2).value = 0.2; 
simulation.controller.strategy.prop.param_var(3).name = 
'ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_power_off_CS_threshold'; 
simulation.controller.strategy.prop.param_var(3).value = 5000; 
simulation.controller.strategy.prop.param_var(4).name = 
'ptc.prop.init.vmcp_t_eng_off_max'; 
simulation.controller.strategy.prop.param_var(4).value = 1500; 
simulation.controller.strategy.prop.param_var(5).name = 
'ptc.prop.init.vmcp_use_engine_optimal_mode'; 
simulation.controller.strategy.prop.param_var(5).value = 0; 
simulation.controller.strategy.prop.param_var(6).name = 
'ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_OFF_offset'; 
simulation.controller.strategy.prop.param_var(6).value = 20; 
simulation.controller.strategy.shift.model = 's_stf_au_eng_veh_spd_accel_pedal'; 
simulation.controller.strategy.shift.init = 'tx_stf_shift_n_gen_eng'; 
simulation.controller.strategy.shift.param_var(1).name = 
'ptc.shift.init.eng_spd_upshift_highest_gear'; 
simulation.controller.strategy.shift.param_var(1).value = 283.318; 
simulation.controller.strategy.shift.param_var(2).name = 
'ptc.shift.init.min_time_for_shift_dmd'; 
simulation.controller.strategy.shift.param_var(2).value = 0.3; 
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Initialization file for powertrain controller model 
%% File description 
% Name : p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT                  
% Author : D. Smith - UTK                                        
% Description : This is the intialization file for the UTK VSCM 
% Proprietary : D. Smith 
% Model :  lib_p_par_posttx_1mc_UTK, lib_p_par_posttx_1mc_utk, 
lib_p_par_pre_tx_DES_dissertation_MATT                                                                        
% Vehicle Type : Light, Heavy 








    'emcp_CS_SOC_threshold';'emcp_CD_SOC_threshold';... 
    
'emcp_eng_trq_rate_limit_HI_Nm_per_s';'emcp_eng_trq_rate_limit_LO_Nm_per_s';'e
mcp_psoc_table_offset';'emcp_auxiliary_load_W';... 




    
'vmcp_use_key_on_engine_start';'vmcp_CS_MPH_threshold_adaptive_HI';'vmcp_CS_M
PH_threshold_adaptive_LO';... 
    
'vmcp_soc_target';'vmcp_t_cssew';'vmcp_t_eng_on_min';'vmcp_t_eng_off_max';'vmcp
_eng_ON';... 
    
'vmcp_eng_demand_time_min';'vmcp_eng_demand_off_time_min';'vmcp_FTO_ped_th
reshold';'vmcp_use_dynamic_CS';... 
    
'vmcp_use_adaptive_SOC';'vmcp_adaptive_SOC_offset';'vmcp_force_charge_sustaining
';'vmcp_EV_only';... 









ptc.prop.init.emcp_battery_P_gain                               = 0.5;     %EMCP proportional gain 
for the EMCP closed loop battery PI controller 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_battery_I_gain                               = 10;      %EMCP integral gain for the 
EMCP closed loop battery PI controller 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_integrator_reset_MPH                         = 0.01;    %EMCP vehicle speed 
integrator reset reset threshold for close loop battery PI controller 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_use_variable_eng_on_CD_threshold_percent     = 1;       %EMCP use 
variable, SOC based engine power on CD threshold percentage 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_power_on_CD_threshold_percent            = 1.00;    %EMCP 
fraction of max motor power in which engine is forced to assist powertrain during 
charge depleting operation 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_per_on_CD_LO                             = 0.0;     %EMCP variable 
fraction of max motor power in which engine is forced to assist powertrain during 
charge depleting operation LO 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_per_on_CD_HI                             = 1.0;     %EMCP variable fraction 
of max motor power in which engine is forced to assist powertrain during charge 
depleting operation HI  
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_power_off_CD_threshold                   = 20000;   %EMCP power 
demand at which engine is allowed to turn off in charge depleting mode 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_power_on_CS_threshold                    = 30000;   %EMCP power 
demand at which engine is forced on during charge sustaining 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_power_off_CS_threshold                   = 0;       %EMCP power 
demand at which engine is allowed to turn off during charge sustaining operation 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_CS_SOC_threshold                             = 0.05;    %EMCP threshold for 
entering charge sustaining mode (above target SOC) 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_CD_SOC_threshold                             = 0.10;    %EMCP threshold for 
exiting charge sustaining mode back into charge depleting mode (above target SOC) 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_trq_rate_limit_HI_Nm_per_s               = 100;     %EMCP engine 
torque rising rate limit 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_trq_rate_limit_LO_Nm_per_s               = -100;    %EMCP engine 
torque falling rate limit 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_psoc_table_offset                            = 1;       %EMCP PSOC table SOC 
offset around the target state of charge 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_auxiliary_load_W                             = 600;     %EMCP estimated 
auxiliary load (low voltage system) (W) 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_p_eng_opt_table_SOC_offset                   = 10;      %EMCP engine 
optimal power modifier table offset value based on SOC  
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ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_max_p_modifier                           = 0.75     %EMCP engine 
maximum power modifier for warm up strategy between 0.5 and 1 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_energy_total_warm_up                     = 3000000; %EMCP engine 
maximum energy consumed for warm up strategy 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_energy_total_restart                     = 750000;  %EMCP engine 
maximum energy consumed for restart strategy 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_energy_warm_up_IC                        = 0;       %EMCP engine 
maximum energy consumed integrator IC 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_warm_up_trq_Nm                           = 15;      %EMCP engine warm 
up torque (constant) for pre-warm up period (tssew) 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_cat_cold_temp_C                          = 200;     %EMCP catalyst cold 
temp C 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_eng_ramp_up_time                             = 7;       %EMCP engine 
maximum power ramp up time (sec) 
ptc.prop.init.emcp_use_pre_warm_up                              = 0;       %EMCP use pre warm up 
routine to warm engine at very low power (emcp_warm_up_trq_Nm) 
  
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_use_key_on_engine_start                      = 0;       %VMCP use engine 
start at key ON 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_soc_target                                   = 0.3;     %VMCP SOC target for high 
voltage battery pack 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_CS_MPH_threshold_adaptive_HI                 = 40;      %VMCP vehicle 
speed threshold (MPH) for entering adpative target SOC mode 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_CS_MPH_threshold_adaptive_LO                 = 5;       %VMCP vehicle 
speed threshold (MPH) for exiting adaptive target SOC mode 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_cruise_threshold                             = 20;      %VMCP cruise charge 
available threshold (MPH) 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_FTO_ped_threshold                            = 0.95;    %VMCP pedal demand 
threshold for entering power assist region for traction motor 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_t_cssew                                      = 0;       %VMCP cold start time for 
engine to warmup to normal operating temperature 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_t_eng_on_min                                 = 10;      %VMCP minimum engine 
on running time 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_t_eng_off_max                                = 1000;    %VMCP maximum engine 
off time 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON                                       = 0;       %VMCP engine ON all the time 
flag 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_demand_time_min                          = 0.1;     %VMCP engine on 
minimum demand time for engine start 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_demand_off_time_min                      = 0.1;     %VMCP engine off 
minimum demand time for engine stop 
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ptc.prop.init.vmcp_use_dynamic_CS                               = 0;       %VMCP use dynamic 
charge sustaining algorithm 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_use_adaptive_SOC                             = 0;       %VMCP use adaptive SOC 
target algorithm 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_adaptive_SOC_offset                          = 0.05;    %VMCP offset for target 
SOC during adaptive SOC algorithm 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_force_charge_sustaining                      = 0;       %VMCP force use of 
charge sustaining mode 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_EV_only                                      = 0;       %VMCP force electric only 
mode of operation 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_PSOC_charge_power_init_W                     = 20000;   %VMCP PSOC 
charge power initialization (W) 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_PSOC_discharge_power_init_W                  = 20000;   %VMCP PSOC 
discharge power initialization (W) 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_use_conventional_mode                        = 0;       %VMCP use 
conventional mode of operation 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_use_engine_optimal_mode                      = 1;       %VMCP use engine 
optimal mode of operation 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_1                                  = 40;      %VMCP dynamic engine 
ON vehicle speed threshold POINT 1 (MPH) 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_2                                  = 40;      %VMCP dynamic engine 
ON vehicle speed threshold POINT 2 (MPH) 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_3                                  = 40;      %VMCP dynamic engine 
ON vehicle speed threshold POINT 3 (MPH) at target SOC 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_4                                  = 55;      %VMCP dynamic engine 
ON vehicle speed threshold POINT 4 (MPH) 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_PT_5                                  = 60;      %VMCP dynamic engine 
ON vehicle speed threshold POINT 5 (MPH) 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_OFF_offset                               = 5;       %VMCP dynamic engine 
OFF vehicel speed offset (MPH) 
ptc.prop.init.vmcp_eng_ON_table_offset                          = 5;       %VMCP dynamic engine 
ON/OFF table SOC offset (%) 
  
%Regenerative braking phase out map based on vehicle speed (MPH) 
ptc.prop.init.rbcp_max_regen_soc_index=[0 5 10 30 40 100]; 
ptc.prop.init.rbcp_max_regen_percent=[1 1 1 1 1 1]; 
  
%BMCP charge and discharge power limitations, used to further modify 
%incoming power limitations form the battery control module (BCM) 
ptc.prop.init.bmcp_soc_index =                  [0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100]; 
ptc.prop.init.bmcp_charge_power_multiplier =    [1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0.5 0]; 




if strcmp(simulation.building.trans,'ct'),%need to define here as no sft files for ct - AYR 
    [ptc.prop.tmp.spd_index, 
ptc.prop.tmp.trq_index]=find(max(max(eng.calc.eff_hot_map))==eng.calc.eff_hot_map)
; 













Initialization file for shifting model 
%% File description 
% Name : tx_stf_shift_n_gen                  
% Author : Dominik Karbowski - Argonne National Laboratory 
% 
% Description : generic shifting law based on vehicle speed and acceleration - works for 
both FE and performance 
% To be used in conventional, parallel hybrid and series-parallel, either automatic or 
manual 
% Maps are defined by:  
%  - engine shifting speeds at acceleration pedal position=0 for each gear (eco mode),  
%  - vehicle shifting speed at acceleration pedal position=1 for each gear (perfo mode)   
%  - accelerator pedal position thresholds. 
% 
% Proprietary : Public 
% Model : 
lib_s_stf_au_eng_veh_spd_accel_pedal,lib_s_stf_dm_eng_veh_spd_accel_pedal,lib_s_s
tf_au_eng_veh_spd_accel_pedal_accel_in                                                            
% Vehicle Type : Light, Heavy 
  
  
%% File content 
if exist('ptc','var') 
    if isfield(ptc,'shift') 
        ptc = rmfield(ptc,'shift'); 






   
'eng_spd_dnshift_lowest_gear','eng_spd_dnshift_highest_gear','eng_spd_upshift_lowe
st_gear','eng_spd_upshift_highest_gear',... 









ptc.shift.init.percent_eng_spd_idle                 = 1.1;  % percentage of engine idle speed 
that is considered as minimal speed 
ptc.shift.init.percent_eng_spd_max                  = 0.98; % percentage of 
max(eng.init.spd_max_hot_index(1:end-2)) that is taken as maximal speed 
ptc.shift.init.percent_eng_spd_idle                 = 
overwrite_parameters('simulation.controller.strategy.shift','percent_eng_spd_idle',ptc.s
hift.init.percent_eng_spd_idle); 





% Shifting Map 
ptc.shift.init.acc_above_perfo                      =.8; % [0->1] when the accelerator pedal 
position is higher than this value, "performance" up- and down- shfting speeds are used  
ptc.shift.init.acc_below_eco_dn                     =.6; % [0->1] when the accelerator pedal 
position is lower than this value, "economy" down-shifting speed is used (downshift 
curve only) 
ptc.shift.init.acc_below_eco_up                     =.2; % [0->1] when the accelerator pedal 
position is lower than this value, "economy" up-shifting speed is used (upshift curve 
only) 
ptc.shift.init.percent_eng_spd_between_up_and_dn    =.1; % [0->inf] minimal 
overlaping between up- and down- shifting curves 
ptc.shift.init.ratio_veh_sp_diff_acc1_and_acc0     =2;  % ]0->inf]ratio of vehicle speed 
difference between up- and down- shifting curves at acc=1 and the one at acc=0 
  
ptc.shift.init.acc_above_perfo                      = 
overwrite_parameters('simulation.controller.strategy.shift','acc_above_perfo',ptc.shift.i
nit.acc_above_perfo); 
ptc.shift.init.acc_below_eco_up                     = 
overwrite_parameters('simulation.controller.strategy.shift','acc_below_eco_up',ptc.shif
t.init.acc_below_eco_up); 
ptc.shift.init.acc_below_eco_dn                     = 
overwrite_parameters('simulation.controller.strategy.shift','acc_below_eco_dn',ptc.shif
t.init.acc_below_eco_dn); 
ptc.shift.init.percent_eng_spd_between_up_and_dn    = 
overwrite_parameters('simulation.controller.strategy.shift','percent_eng_spd_between
_up_and_dn',ptc.shift.init.percent_eng_spd_between_up_and_dn); 








ptc.shift.init.min_time_for_shift_dmd               = 1;  % [s] minimal time the up- or down- 
shifting request has to be constant before performing the shifting 
ptc.shift.init.acc_below_no_timer                   = 0.5;  % [0->1] if the accelerator pedal 
position is below this value, the timer is by-passed 
  
% For init calculation only 
ptc.shift.init.percent_eng_spd_idle_additional      = 0.05; % percentage of engine idle 
speed that is added to ptc.shift.init.percent_eng_spd_idle in calculation of downshifting 
speeds 
  





    ptc.shift.tmp.gear_ratio(1)=''; 
    ptc.shift.tmp.gear_index(1)='';   
end 
  
%Set torque coupling ratio to 1 in case it doesn't exist 
if strcmp(simulation.building.axle,'4 wheel drive') 
    ptc.shift.tmp.trc_ratio=trc.init.ratio; 
else 









%INITITIALIZE VARIABLES FOR SHIFTING MAPS 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  












%upshift to highest gear at the best efficiency point 
[ptc.shift.tmp.spd_index, 
ptc.shift.tmp.trq_index]=find(max(max(eng.calc.eff_hot_map))==eng.calc.eff_hot_map); 
ptc.shift.tmp.spd_index = ptc.shift.tmp.spd_index(1); %In case there is more than one 







































ptc.shift.init.eng_spd_dnshift_lowest_gear    = 
overwrite_parameters('simulation.controller.strategy.shift','eng_spd_dnshift_lowest_ge
ar',ptc.shift.init.eng_spd_dnshift_lowest_gear); 
ptc.shift.init.eng_spd_dnshift_highest_gear    = 
overwrite_parameters('simulation.controller.strategy.shift','eng_spd_dnshift_highest_g
ear',ptc.shift.init.eng_spd_dnshift_highest_gear); 
ptc.shift.init.eng_spd_upshift_lowest_gear    = 
overwrite_parameters('simulation.controller.strategy.shift','eng_spd_upshift_lowest_ge
ar',ptc.shift.init.eng_spd_upshift_lowest_gear); 























    warndlg('Shifting engine speeds as defined in the GUI result in overlapping up- and 


























%maximal wheel torque curves take into account both mc and eng max torque curves 
  
  




    mc.tmp.spd_max_index=mc.init.spd_prop_max_index; 
    mc.tmp.trq_max_map=mc.init.trq_prop_max_map; 
    mc.tmp.spd_max=mc.calc.spd_max; 
     
    if exist('tc_mc','var') 
        ptc.shift.tmp.tc_mc_ratio=tc_mc.init.ratio; 
    else 
        ptc.shift.tmp.tc_mc_ratio=1; 
    end 
  
else 
    mc.tmp.spd_max_index=[0 10^10]; 
    mc.tmp.trq_max_map=[0 0]; 
    ptc.shift.tmp.tc_mc_ratio=1; 



























%Calculate speed and max torque @ wheels 
ptc.shift.tmp.veh_spd_max_ratio_map = (1./ ptc.shift.tmp.gear_ratio(:)) * 
eng_mc.tmp.spd_max_index_intp * wh.init.radius / fd.init.ratio /ptc.shift.tmp.trc_ratio; 
ptc.shift.tmp.wh_trq_max_ratio_map = ptc.shift.tmp.gear_ratio(:) * 
eng_mc.tmp.trq_max_map_intp * fd.init.ratio * ptc.shift.tmp.trc_ratio; 
  
ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_perfo_dn_index=1; %init 
%Find up-shifting speed 
for cpt_shift=1:length(ptc.shift.tmp.gear_ratio)-1, 
    eng.tmp.indexes = find( ptc.shift.tmp.veh_spd_max_ratio_map(cpt_shift+1,:) < max( 
ptc.shift.tmp.veh_spd_max_ratio_map(cpt_shift,:))); 




    eng.tmp.D = ptc.shift.tmp.wh_trq_max_ratio_map(cpt_shift,:) - 
eng.tmp.wh_trq_max_ratio_map_next; 
    eng.tmp.negative_indexes = find(eng.tmp.D < 0); 
    eng.tmp.first_negative_index = eng.tmp.negative_indexes(1); 
364 
 
    eng.tmp.last_positive_index = eng.tmp.negative_indexes(1) - 1; 
  




    eng.tmp.wh_trq_at_zero_D = interp1( 
ptc.shift.tmp.veh_spd_max_ratio_map(cpt_shift+1,:),ptc.shift.tmp.wh_trq_max_ratio_
map(cpt_shift+1,:),eng.tmp.veh_spd_at_zero_D); 
    ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_perfo_up_index(cpt_shift) =  eng.tmp.veh_spd_at_zero_D; 





























     
    ptc.shift.tmp.veh_index=[0, ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_eco_up_index(cpt_shift)-.01 , 
ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_eco_up_index(cpt_shift) , ... 
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        ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_perfo_up_index(cpt_shift)-.01 , 
ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_perfo_up_index(cpt_shift),max(ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_upshift_ind
ex)+.001]; 
     ptc.shift.tmp.acc_map=[-1, -
1,ptc.shift.init.acc_below_eco_up,ptc.shift.init.acc_above_perfo,1,1];    
  
    
ptc.shift.tmp.acc_up_cmd_map(cpt_shift,:)=interp1(ptc.shift.tmp.veh_index,ptc.shift.tm
p.acc_map,ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_upshift_index); 






    
    ptc.shift.tmp.veh_index=[0, ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_eco_dn_index(cpt_shift)-.01 , 
ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_eco_dn_index(cpt_shift) , ... 
        ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_perfo_dn_index(cpt_shift)-.01 , 
ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_perfo_dn_index(cpt_shift),max(ptc.shift.init.veh_spd_dnshift_ind
ex)+.001]; 
     ptc.shift.tmp.acc_map=[-1, -
1,ptc.shift.init.acc_below_eco_dn,ptc.shift.init.acc_above_perfo,1,1];    
  




















    ptc.shift.tmp.idx=find(ptc.shift.tmp.Y<=ptc.shift.tmp.FX1); 













    
ptc.shift.tmp.FX1=(ptc.shift.init.acc_dn_index'*0+1)*ptc.shift.tmp.acc_dn_cmd_map(ge
ar,:); 
    ptc.shift.tmp.idx=find(ptc.shift.tmp.Y<=ptc.shift.tmp.FX1); 
    ptc.shift.init.gear_dnshift_map(ptc.shift.tmp.idx)= gear; 
end 
clear gear; 
   




    if isfield(ptc.shift,'tmp') 
        ptc.shift = rmfield(ptc.shift,'tmp'); 




    if isfield(eng,'tmp') 
        eng = rmfield(eng,'tmp'); 




    if isfield(mc,'tmp') 
        mc = rmfield(mc,'tmp'); 




Initialization file for starter model 
 
%% File description 
% Name : str_2_10                    
% Author : Gilles Monnet - ANL                                               
% Description : Initialize a 2kW starter model 
% Ratio = 10 
% Data from Iskra Web Sites                          
% Proprietary : Public 
% Model : lib_str_map 
% Vehicle Type : Light 
  
%% File content 
str.list.init = {'mass','ratio','inertia'}; 
  
str.init.ratio       = 10;   % transmission ratio between engine ring gear and the starter 
pinion (usually between 10:1 and 15:1)  
str.init.mass        = 3;    % mass of the starter 
str.init.inertia     = 0; 
  
%Look up table torque = f(speed) 
str.init.spd_index  = [0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5500 ]*(pi/30); 
str.init.trq_map    = [28.5 25 20.4 15.8 11.1 7.8 5.4 3.75 2.43 1.54 0]; 




Initialization file for mechanical accessories model 
 
%% File description 
% Name : accmech_0                   
% Author : A.Rousseau - ANL                                              
% Description : Initialize the mechanical accessory power losses to 0W 
% Proprietary : Public 
% Model : lib_accmech_constant_pwrloss_trq_in                                                                            
% Vehicle Type : Light 
  
%% File content 
accmech.list.init       = {'mass','pwr','spd_min','mass'}; 
  
accmech.init.pwr        = 0.0; 
accmech.init.mass       = 35; 





Initialization file for torque converter model 
%% File description 
% Name : clutch_1 
% Author : A.Rousseau - ANL 
% Description : Initialize the parameters used in the clutch model 
% Proprietary: Public 
% Model : lib_cpl_clutch_map 
% Vehicle Type : Heavy, Light 
  
%% File content 
cpl.list.init        = {'inertia','lock_thresh','mass'}; 
  
cpl.init.inertia     = 0.004; 
cpl.init.lock_thresh = 5.0; 




Initialization file for motor model 
%% File description 
% Name : mc_pm_30_75_uqm_intets                  
% Author : G. Monnet - ANL                                               
% Description : Initialize a permanent magnet electric motor from Unique 
% Continuous Power = 30kW, Peak Power = 75kW 
% Data provided by Unique Mobility specification sheet for the INTETS                
% motor/controller combination (from www.uqm.com)                    
% Efficiencies have been approximated 
% Model : lib_mc_map_Pelec_funTW_volt_in,lib_mc_map_Pelec_funTW_pwr_in 
% Technology : pm                                                                        
% Vehicle Type : Light, Heavy 
  




mc.init.inertia             = 0.047;  
mc.init.coeff_regen         = 0.94; 
mc.init.volt_min            = 250; % (V), minimum voltage allowed by the controller and 
motor 
mc.init.volt_max            = 400; 
mc.init.tau                 = .05; % from 0 to 100 % of the torque in 50 ms 
mc.init.time_response       = mc.init.tau; 
mc.init.t_max_trq           = 60; % Time the motor can remain at max torque 
  
mc.init.motor_mass          = 74; 
mc.init.controller_mass     = 16; 
  
mc.init.curr_max            = 400; % (A), maximum current allowed by the controller and 
motor 
mc.init.spd_base            = conversion_calc('rotational_speed','rpm','rad/s',3000);% rad/s 
  
mc.init.spd_cont_index      = conversion_calc('rotational_speed','rpm','rad/s',[0 500 
1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6200 6300]); 
mc.init.trq_cont_map        = [120 120 120 120 120 112 92 78 66 56 49 41 39 0 0]; % 
(N*m) 
  
mc.init.spd_max_index       = mc.init.spd_cont_index; 
mc.init.trq_max_map         = [382 373 367 361 353 277 224 187 158 139 124 114 102 0 




mc.init.spd_min_index       = mc.init.spd_max_index; % rad/s 
mc.init.trq_min_map         = -mc.init.trq_max_map; 
  
mc.init.spd_eff_index       = 
conversion_calc('rotational_speed','rpm','rad/s',[0:100:1300]*4.54); 
mc.init.trq_eff_index       = [0:200:1800]/4.54; 
mc.init.eff_trq_map         = [... 
0.1 0.1     0.1     0.1     0.1     0.1     0.1     0.1     0.1     0.1     0.1     0.1     0.1     0.1  
0.1 0.38    0.65    0.75    0.78    0.8     0.82    0.845   0.845   0.825   0.8     0.8     0.8     0.75 
0.1 0.4     0.66    0.8     0.835   0.84    0.86    0.89    0.91    0.9     0.88    0.875   0.86    0.85     
0.1 0.35    0.65    0.77    0.835   0.86    0.875   0.9     0.91    0.9     0.88    0.7     0.7     0.7     
0.1 0.31    0.66    0.78    0.83    0.875   0.85    0.88    0.89    0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7 
0.1 0.3     0.58    0.75    0.825   0.89    0.88    0.87    0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7 
0.1 0.35    0.63    0.73    0.85    0.91    0.9     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7 
0.1 0.3     0.66    0.81    0.83    0.88    0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7 
0.1 0.35    0.65    0.78    0.83    0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7 
0.1 0.3     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     0.7     
0.7]'/0.94;%take out the final drive efficiency to have only the motor/controller 
efficiency    
  
mc.init.spd_prop_cont_index = [-fliplr(mc.init.spd_cont_index(2:end)) -eps 0 eps 
mc.init.spd_cont_index(2:end)]; 
mc.init.trq_prop_cont_map   = [-fliplr(mc.init.trq_cont_map(2:end))  -





mc.init.spd_prop_max_index  = [-fliplr(mc.init.spd_max_index(2:end)) -eps 0 eps 
mc.init.spd_max_index(2:end)]; 
mc.init.trq_prop_max_map    = [-fliplr(mc.init.trq_max_map(2:end))   -
mc.init.trq_max_map(2) mc.init.trq_max_map(2) mc.init.trq_max_map(2) 
mc.init.trq_max_map(2:end)]; 
mc.init.pwr_prop_max_map    =  
mc.init.spd_prop_max_index.*mc.init.trq_prop_max_map; 
  
mc.init.spd_reg_cont_index  = [-fliplr(mc.init.spd_cont_index(2:end)) -eps 0 eps 
mc.init.spd_cont_index(2:end)]; 
mc.init.trq_reg_cont_map    = [fliplr(mc.init.trq_cont_map(2:end))  
mc.init.trq_cont_map(2) -mc.init.trq_cont_map(2) -mc.init.trq_cont_map(2)  -
mc.init.trq_cont_map(2:end)]; 




mc.init.spd_reg_max_index   = [-fliplr(mc.init.spd_max_index(2:end)) -eps 0 eps 
mc.init.spd_max_index(2:end)]; 
mc.init.trq_reg_max_map     = [fliplr(mc.init.trq_max_map(2:end))    
mc.init.trq_max_map(2) -mc.init.trq_max_map(2) -mc.init.trq_max_map(2) -
mc.init.trq_max_map(2:end)]; 
mc.init.pwr_reg_max_map     = mc.init.spd_reg_max_index.*mc.init.trq_reg_max_map; 
  
mc.init.spd_eff_index       = [-fliplr(mc.init.spd_eff_index(2:end)) mc.init.spd_eff_index]; 
mc.init.trq_eff_index       = [-fliplr(mc.init.trq_eff_index(2:end)) mc.init.trq_eff_index]; 






Initialization file for transmission model 
 
%% File description 
% Name : gb_5_au_322_241_155_1_075                   
% Author : C.Haliburton - ANL                                                
% Description : Initialize 5 speed gearbox for Matt, maps taken from Accord 
% Gear ratios 3.22, 2.41, 1.55, 1.00, 0.75 
% Gear efficiencies have been estimated 
% Proprietary : Public 
% Model : lib_gb_automatic_map_trqloss_funTWratio                                                                
% Vehicle Type : Crossover 
                                 
  
%% File content 
gb.list.init = {'mass','inertia_in','inertia_out','spd_thr'}; 
  
if isfield(gb,'init') 
    if isfield(gb.init,'trq_loss_map') 
        gb.init = rmfield(gb.init,'trq_loss_map'); 
    end 
end 
  
gb.init.inertia_in          = 0.003;            % kg m^2 
gb.init.inertia_out         = 0;                % kg m^2 
gb.init.mass                = 75.0;     %kg 
gb.init.spd_thr             = 10; 
gb.init.shift_time          = 0.6; 
gb.init.nb_ratio            = 5; 
gb.init.gear_index          = [0,1,2,3,4,5]; 
gb.init.ratio_map           = [0, 3.22, 2.41, 1.55, 1.0, 0.75]; 
  
gb.init.trq_eff_index = [   
0.500,6.000,33.90,67.80,101.7,135.6,169.5,203.4,237.3,271.2,305.1,339];% input trq in 
Nm 
gb.init.spd_eff_index = 
[51.40,52.40,104.7,157.1,209.4,261.8,314.2,366.5,418.9,471.2,523.6];% input speeds in 
rd/s 
  
gb.init.eff_trq_ratio1_map = ...        % Gear1 Efficiencies 
[   0.8093    0.8093    0.8907    0.8962    0.8982    0.8982    0.8982    0.8972    0.8962    
0.8954    0.8944    0.8934 
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    0.8093    0.8093    0.8907    0.8962    0.8982    0.8982    0.8982    0.8972    0.8962    
0.8954    0.8944    0.8934 
    0.8113    0.8113    0.8907    0.8972    0.8982    0.8982    0.8982    0.8972    0.8962    
0.8954    0.8944    0.8934 
    0.8131    0.8131    0.8916    0.8972    0.8982    0.8982    0.8982    0.8972    0.8962    
0.8954    0.8944    0.8934 
    0.8149    0.8149    0.8916    0.8972    0.8982    0.8982    0.8982    0.8972    0.8962    
0.8962    0.8954    0.8944 
    0.8169    0.8169    0.8925    0.8972    0.8990    0.8990    0.8982    0.8972    0.8972    
0.8962    0.8954    0.8944 
    0.8187    0.8187    0.8925    0.8982    0.8990    0.8990    0.8982    0.8982    0.8972    
0.8962    0.8954    0.8944 
    0.8206    0.8206    0.8925    0.8982    0.8990    0.8990    0.8982    0.8982    0.8972    
0.8962    0.8954    0.8944 
    0.8224    0.8224    0.8934    0.8982    0.8990    0.8990    0.8990    0.8982    0.8972    
0.8962    0.8954    0.8944 
    0.8243    0.8243    0.8934    0.8982    0.8990    0.8990    0.8990    0.8982    0.8972    
0.8962    0.8954    0.8944 
    0.8262    0.8262    0.8934    0.8990    0.9000    0.8990    0.8990    0.8982    0.8972    
0.8962    0.8954    0.8944]'; 
  
  
gb.init.eff_trq_ratio2_map = ...        % Gear2 Efficiencies 
[   0.8031    0.8031    0.9104    0.9180    0.9190    0.9190    0.9180    0.9171    0.9162    
0.9152    0.9133    0.9123 
    0.8031    0.8031    0.9104    0.9180    0.9190    0.9190    0.9180    0.9171    0.9162    
0.9152    0.9133    0.9123 
    0.8041    0.8041    0.9104    0.9180    0.9190    0.9190    0.9180    0.9171    0.9162    
0.9152    0.9133    0.9123 
    0.8051    0.8051    0.9104    0.9180    0.9190    0.9190    0.9190    0.9180    0.9162    
0.9152    0.9133    0.9123 
    0.8060    0.8060    0.9104    0.9180    0.9200    0.9200    0.9190    0.9180    0.9162    
0.9152    0.9142    0.9123 
    0.8070    0.8070    0.9113    0.9180    0.9200    0.9200    0.9190    0.9180    0.9171    
0.9152    0.9142    0.9123 
    0.8080    0.8080    0.9113    0.9190    0.9200    0.9200    0.9190    0.9180    0.9171    
0.9152    0.9142    0.9123 
    0.8089    0.8089    0.9113    0.9190    0.9200    0.9200    0.9190    0.9180    0.9171    
0.9152    0.9142    0.9123 
    0.8099    0.8099    0.9113    0.9190    0.9200    0.9200    0.9190    0.9180    0.9171    
0.9162    0.9142    0.9133 
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    0.8108    0.8108    0.9113    0.9190    0.9200    0.9200    0.9190    0.9180    0.9171    
0.9162    0.9142    0.9133 
    0.8118    0.8118    0.9123    0.9190    0.9209    0.9200    0.9200    0.9180    0.9171    
0.9162    0.9142    0.9133]';  
  
gb.init.eff_trq_ratio3_map = ...        % Gear3 Efficiencies 
[   0.7356    0.7356    0.9159    0.9314    0.9352    0.9371    0.9371    0.9371    0.9371    
0.9362    0.9362    0.9352 
    0.7356    0.7356    0.9159    0.9314    0.9352    0.9371    0.9371    0.9371    0.9371    
0.9362    0.9362    0.9352 
    0.7453    0.7453    0.9178    0.9314    0.9352    0.9371    0.9371    0.9371    0.9371    
0.9362    0.9362    0.9352 
    0.7549    0.7549    0.9188    0.9323    0.9362    0.9371    0.9381    0.9381    0.9371    
0.9371    0.9362    0.9352 
    0.7646    0.7646    0.9207    0.9333    0.9362    0.9381    0.9381    0.9381    0.9371    
0.9371    0.9362    0.9352 
    0.7732    0.7732    0.9217    0.9342    0.9371    0.9381    0.9381    0.9381    0.9381    
0.9371    0.9362    0.9352 
    0.7829    0.7829    0.9237    0.9342    0.9371    0.9381    0.9391    0.9381    0.9381    
0.9371    0.9362    0.9362 
    0.7925    0.7925    0.9246    0.9352    0.9381    0.9391    0.9391    0.9391    0.9381    
0.9371    0.9371    0.9362 
    0.8021    0.8021    0.9266    0.9362    0.9381    0.9391    0.9391    0.9391    0.9381    
0.9381    0.9371    0.9362 
    0.8109    0.8109    0.9275    0.9362    0.9391    0.9391    0.9391    0.9391    0.9381    
0.9381    0.9371    0.9362 
    0.8205    0.8205    0.9285    0.9371    0.9391    0.9400    0.9400    0.9391    0.9391    
0.9381    0.9371    0.9362]'; 
  
gb.init.eff_trq_ratio4_map = ...        % Gear4 Efficiencies 
[   0.7526    0.7526    0.9383    0.9531    0.7812    0.9600    0.9610    0.9610    0.9610    
0.9610    0.9610    0.9600 
    0.7526    0.7526    0.9383    0.9531    0.7812    0.9600    0.9610    0.9610    0.9610    
0.9610    0.9610    0.9600 
    0.7516    0.7516    0.9383    0.9531    0.9580    0.9600    0.9610    0.9610    0.9610    
0.9610    0.9610    0.9600 
    0.7516    0.7516    0.9374    0.9531    0.9580    0.9600    0.9610    0.9610    0.9610    
0.9610    0.9610    0.9600 
    0.7516    0.7516    0.9374    0.9531    0.9580    0.9600    0.9610    0.9610    0.9610    
0.9610    0.9600    0.9600 
    0.7516    0.7516    0.9374    0.9531    0.9580    0.9600    0.9600    0.9610    0.9610    
0.9610    0.9600    0.9600 
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    0.7507    0.7507    0.9374    0.9531    0.9580    0.9590    0.9600    0.9610    0.9610    
0.9610    0.9600    0.9600 
    0.7507    0.7507    0.9374    0.9531    0.9571    0.9590    0.9600    0.9610    0.9610    
0.9600    0.9600    0.9600 
    0.7507    0.7507    0.9374    0.9531    0.9571    0.9590    0.9600    0.9610    0.9610    
0.9600    0.9600    0.9600 
    0.7507    0.7507    0.9374    0.9521    0.9571    0.9590    0.9600    0.9600    0.9600    
0.9600    0.9600    0.9600 
    0.7507    0.7507    0.9374    0.9521    0.9571    0.9590    0.9600    0.9600    0.9600    
0.9600    0.9600    0.9590]'; 
  
gb.init.eff_trq_ratio5_map = ...        % Gear5 Efficiencies 
[   0.7683    0.7683    0.9579    0.9730    0.7975    0.9800    0.9810    0.9810    0.9810    
0.9810    0.9810    0.9800 
    0.7683    0.7683    0.9579    0.9730    0.7975    0.9800    0.9810    0.9810    0.9810    
0.9810    0.9810    0.9800 
    0.7673    0.7673    0.9579    0.9730    0.9779    0.9800    0.9810    0.9810    0.9810    
0.9810    0.9810    0.9800 
    0.7673    0.7673    0.9569    0.9730    0.9779    0.9800    0.9810    0.9810    0.9810    
0.9810    0.9810    0.9800 
    0.7673    0.7673    0.9569    0.9730    0.9779    0.9800    0.9810    0.9810    0.9810    
0.9810    0.9800    0.9800 
    0.7673    0.7673    0.9569    0.9730    0.9779    0.9800    0.9800    0.9810    0.9810    
0.9810    0.9800    0.9800 
    0.7664    0.7664    0.9569    0.9730    0.9779    0.9790    0.9800    0.9810    0.9810    
0.9810    0.9800    0.9800 
    0.7664    0.7664    0.9569    0.9730    0.9770    0.9790    0.9800    0.9810    0.9810    
0.9800    0.9800    0.9800 
    0.7664    0.7664    0.9569    0.9730    0.9770    0.9790    0.9800    0.9810    0.9810    
0.9800    0.9800    0.9800 
    0.7664    0.7664    0.9569    0.9719    0.9770    0.9790    0.9800    0.9800    0.9800    
0.9800    0.9800    0.9800 
    0.7664    0.7664    0.9569    0.9719    0.9770    0.9790    0.9800    0.9800    0.9800    
0.9800    0.9800    0.9790]'; 
  
  
%Add zero torque to the torque index  
if min(gb.init.trq_eff_index)>0 
    for cpt=1:gb.init.nb_ratio, 





    end 





    gb.init.eff_trq_map(:,:,cpt) = 
eval(['gb.init.eff_trq_ratio',num2str(cpt),'_map']);%create the 3 dimensions (trq, spd, 
ratio) map for trq loss 
end 
% calculate the torque losses 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
gb.init.trq_loss_index = gb.init.trq_eff_index; 
gb.init.spd_loss_index = gb.init.spd_eff_index; 
gb.init.coeff = gb.init.trq_eff_index(:)*ones(1,length(gb.init.spd_eff_index)); 
for cpt=1:gb.init.nb_ratio, 
    eval(['gb.init.trq_loss_ratio',num2str(cpt),'_map = (1 - 
gb.init.eff_trq_ratio',num2str(cpt),'_map) .* gb.init.coeff;']);%calculate trq loss per ratio 
    gb.init.trq_loss_map(:,:,cpt) = 
eval(['gb.init.trq_loss_ratio',num2str(cpt),'_map']);%create the 3 dimensions (trq, spd, 
ratio) map for trq loss 
end 
  
% calculate the maximum efficiency 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for cpt=1:gb.init.nb_ratio, 








Initialization file for final drive model 
%% File description 
% Name : fd_355_4WD_explorer                     
% Author : A.Rousseau - ANL                                              
% Description : Initialize the final drive of the 4WD explorer 
% Ratio = 3.55 
% Proprietary : Public 
% Model : lib_fd_map_trqloss_funTW                                                               
% Vehicle Type : Light 
  
%% File content 
fd.list.init = {'mass','ratio','inertia','spd_thresh'}; 
  
fd.init.ratio            = 3.55; 
fd.init.inertia          = 0; 
fd.init.mass             = 25; 
fd.init.spd_thresh       = 10; 
  
fd.init.trq_eff_index    = 
[51.40,52.40,104.7,157.1,209.4,261.8,314.2,366.5,418.9,471.2,523.6]; 
fd.init.spd_eff_index    = 
[0.500,6.000,33.90,67.80,101.7,135.6,169.5,203.4,237.3,271.2,305.1,339]; 
fd.init.eff_trq_map      = ones(size(fd.init.trq_eff_index,2),size(fd.init.spd_eff_index,2)).* 
0.97; 
  
fd.init.trq_loss_index   = fd.init.trq_eff_index; 
fd.init.spd_loss_index   = fd.init.spd_eff_index; 
fd.init.trq_loss_map     = zeros(length(fd.init.trq_loss_index), 
length(fd.init.spd_loss_index)); 
  
% create final drive loss tables 
for count=1:size(fd.init.trq_loss_index,2) 
   for count2=1:size(fd.init.spd_loss_index,2) 
      fd.init.trq_loss_map(count,count2) = (1-
fd.init.eff_trq_map(count,count2))*fd.init.trq_loss_index(count);  
   end 








Initialization file for wheel/axle model 
%% File description 
% Name : wh_0305_P205_50_R16                     
% Author : Neeraj Shidore(ANL)                                               
% Description : Initialize the P 195/60 R15 
% Used for MATT 
% Proprietary : Public 
% Rolling resistance coefficients are estimated 
% Proprietary : Public 
% Model : lib_wh_2wd,lib_2wd_f0f1f2 
% Vehicle Type : Light 
  






if strcmp(simulation.building.axle,'2 wheel drive'), 
    wh.init.number_wheels = 4; 
else 
    wh.init.number_wheels = 2; 
end 
  
wh.init.trq_brake_max       = 2000;             % N-m 
wh.init.inertia_per_wheel   = 1.0;              % kg-m^2 
wh.init.theoretical_radius  = 
overwrite_parameters('simulation.drivetrain.wh','theoretical_radius',0.3175);    % m 
wh.init.radius_correction_factor = 0.95;        % correction factor used to take into 
account the impact of vehicle weight on actual radius 
wh.init.radius              = wh.init.theoretical_radius*wh.init.radius_correction_factor;           
% m 
wh.init.mass_per_wheel      = 25;               % kg 
wh.init.spd_thresh          = 0.01;             % Parameter for the blending block used in rolling 
resistance calculation. 
  
% Rolling Resistance Coefficient as a polynomial function of speed. 
% wh.init.coeff_roll1 + wh.init.coeff_roll2*w + wh.init.coeff_roll3*w^2 + 
wh.init.coeff_roll4*w^3     
wh.init.coeff_roll1 = 0.009; 
wh.init.coeff_roll2 = 0.0003; 
wh.init.coeff_roll3 = 0; 
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wh.init.coeff_roll4 = 0; 
  
wh.init.friction_coefficient = [0.97 0.97 0.95 0.9 0.85  0.65 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5];% values for 
Dry Alsphalt 
wh.init.vehicle_speed = conversion_calc('linear_speed','mile/h','m/s',[0 10 20 30 40 50 







Initialization file for vehicle model 
%% File description 
% Name : veh_800_f0f1f2_ford_focus                   
% Author : A.Rousseau (ANL) % ABC modified by Neeraj 06/2004                                             
% Description : Initialize the ford focus vehicle 
% Body mass = 800 kg 
% Proprietary : Public 
% Model : lib_veh_curve_fit_losses_f0f1f2 
% Vehicle Type : Light 
  
%% File content 
veh.list.init = {'body_mass','cargo_mass','f0','f1','f2','cg_height','ratio_weight_front'}; 
  
veh.init.body_mass                  = 800; 
veh.init.axle_base                  = 2.7432;% Vehicle wheel base, (m) 
veh.init.cg_height                  = 0.508; % Vehicle CG height, (m) 
veh.init.ratio_weight_front         = 0.65;%ratio of the weight to the front wheels 
veh.init.ratio_weight_front         = 
overwrite_parameters('simulation.drivetrain.veh','ratio_weight_front',veh.init.ratio_wei
ght_front); 
veh.init.ratio_weight_rear          = (1-veh.init.ratio_weight_front); 
veh.init.cargo_mass                 = 136; 
  
veh.init.f0 = 137.26;% Change made for the h2 ice focus- temporary 
veh.init.f1 = 5.0545; 





Initialization file for exhaust aftertreatment model 
%% File description 
% Name : ex_3c                   
% Author : A.Rousseau - ANL                                              
% Description : Initialize the 3 way exhaust catalyst model 
% Proprietary : Public 
% Model :  lib_ex_3way_cat_map                                                               
% Technology : eh, 3c 
% Vehicle Type : Light, Heavy 
  
%% File content 
ex.list.init =       {'ex_mass','temp_hot','on_temp','time_hot','time_cold','pwr'}; 
  
ex.init.temp_hot        = 450;  % temperature constant 
ex.init.on_temp         = 290;  % catalyst ligth-off temperature in Degrees Celcius 
ex.init.time_hot        = 20;       % time to reach light off (seconds) 
ex.init.time_cold       = 3600; % time to cool down (seconds) 
ex.init.ex_mass         = 30; 
ex.init.pwr             = 500; 
  
% Catalyst Data-preliminary internal 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%% 
ex.init.temp_eff_index  = [100:20:460];% Catalyst temperature (degrees Celcius) 
ex.init.flow_coeff      = [1.0,1.01,1.12];% Exhaust equivalence ratio 
  
% Efficiency Tables (HC, CO, NOx) 
ex.init.hc_eff_map =... 
        [0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.01, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.04, 0.01, 0.01; 
         0.13, 0.03, 0.03; 
         0.36, 0.07, 0.07; 
         0.68, 0.14, 0.14; 
         0.88, 0.18, 0.18; 
         0.95, 0.19, 0.19; 
         0.97, 0.20, 0.20; 
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         0.98, 0.20, 0.20; 
         0.98, 0.20, 0.20; 
         0.98, 0.20, 0.20; 
         0.98, 0.20, 0.20; 
         0.98, 0.20, 0.20]; 
  
ex.init.co_eff_map =... 
        [0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.01, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.04, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.13, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.36, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.67, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.86, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.94, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.96, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.96, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.96, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.97, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.97, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.97, 0.00, 0.00]; 
  
ex.init.nox_eff_map =... 
        [0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.00, 0.00, 0.00; 
         0.01, 0.01, 0.01; 
         0.04, 0.03, 0.03; 
         0.13, 0.11, 0.11; 
         0.35, 0.30, 0.30; 
         0.65, 0.56, 0.56; 
         0.84, 0.73, 0.73; 
         0.91, 0.79, 0.79; 
         0.93, 0.81, 0.81; 
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         0.93, 0.81, 0.81; 
         0.94, 0.82, 0.82; 
         0.94, 0.82, 0.82; 
         0.94, 0.82, 0.82; 





Initialization file for power converter model 
%% File description 
% Name : pc_090_12                   
% Author : Francois Besnier - ANL                                                
% Description : Initialize the power converter model 
% Efficiency = 0.9, Output voltage = 12V 
% Proprietary : Public 
% Model : 
lib_pc_P2P_constant_eff,lib_pc_V2V_constant_eff,lib_pc_perc_constant_eff,lib_pc_P2V
_constant_eff 
% Vehicle Type : Light 
  
%% File content 
pc.list.init = {'mass','eff','volt_out'}; 
  
pc.init.mass = 0; 
pc.init.eff = 0.9; 





Initialization file for electrical accessory model 
%% File description 
% Name : accelec_600                     
% Author : A.Rousseau - ANL                                              
% Description : Initialize the electrical accessory power losses to 600W 
% Proprietary: Public 
% Model : lib_accelec_constant_pwrloss_volt_in,lib_accelec_constant_pwrloss_pwr_in                                                               
% Vehicle Type : Light 
  
%% File content 
accelec.list.init       = {'pwr','ess_12v_mass','acc_mass'}; 
accelec.init.pwr          = 600.0; 
accelec.init.ess_12v_mass = 18; 
accelec.init.acc_mass     = 0; 



























































































































































































































Appendix E: Test Cycle Statistics 
 
Cycle data for the UDDS 
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